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. ' Mother 1 s Day Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Rolling Meadows - 1964 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Genesis 2: 18 And the Lord God said, It is not good that the man should be alone; 
I will make him an help meet for him. 


AND GOD CREATED WOMANJ 


One cannot come to this day without a sincere prayer of thanksgiving for 


the blessing of our mothers. For almost all of us they were our first teachers of 


prayer, of language, and of manners. What they gave to us in faith and love large 


1/.11~~ 
ly gives the color and wannth to this day of love and memory. ). In an age which is 


largely given to over-sentimentality arrl sheer romanticismy:bmteszeX!", we do well to 


examine carefully what the Scriptures say about motherhood. Giving birth to a 


child does not make a woman ~other, any more than standing at a maITiage altar 
~)~~~~-.d4,.,.~. 


makes her a good wife •iJ Before' she can be the kind of a mother God intended her to 


be, she must first be the kind of wife God intended her to be. This is the order 


of creation: first a wife, then a mother. The terse account of our text makes it 


clear: And the Lord God said, It is not good that the man should be alone; I will 


m~ke him an help meet for him. 


Woman was not made to be a idol, set up on a pedestal and adored! ~A a 


piece of property to be used and discarded. She is God's special handiwork - the 


completion of God's creation. To God she owes her existence, just as does man. 


From God she has received the dignity of being human, just as man was singled out 


for that divine favor. To God she is responslible for the gift of life, just as is 


man. There is a divine purpose in the existence of woman:. The Lord God said, It 


is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper fit for him. Woman 


does not live by herself alone, in splendid isolation from the rest of creation, t< 


pursue an unknown purpose. She exists to be a companion, not a competitor. She 


.fulfills her mission in life ·when she helps rather than hinders, giving rather thai 


demanding, encouraging rather than nagging. She is at her best when she is herselJ 


as God intended her to be. 


Woman is not man. This fact, rooted in biology and confinned by a.ey 


perceptive psychology, can be ignored o~ by an artificial civilization which 


causes men to forget their manliness and makes women ashamed of their womanliness. 
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We cannot improve upon God's creation by making men out of women, the net result 


of which is often to make women out of men. Man was made by God to be a man, and 


woman was made to be a woman - a helper fit for man, endowed with similar intelli-


gence, similar powers of communication, and complementary emotions to enrich life 


with the joys of intimacy and companionship. Man and woman were made for each 


other by a good and gracious God. It is in God's plan that, attracted by the 


allure and charm of woman, a man will leave his father and mother and cleave to hi 


wife, and they become one in that union of body and soul, of mind and personality, 


which we call marriage. Man was made by God to be attracted to women that he migh 


love his wife, protect her, and provide for her. Woman was made by God to be 


attractive to man that she might love her husband and, in the freedom of that love 


might be a helper to him. This is part of the natural order of creation. Human 


history demonstrates that society ignores God's natural order only at the price of 


its own corruption, collapse, and dissolution. 


Woman is not man's toy but his helper. That sounds more practical than 


romantic, and it probably is. Someone has said, Not since the age of chivalry has 


so much activity revolved around the idea of romantic love as in conteI11porary life , 


What has this overemphasis on romanticism, which is basicalzy an escape from real 


life, had upon the lives of women? Has it given them greater happiness - or great.-


er security? That question can be answered by the fact that the chances of a 


marriage ending in divorce are six times greater today than they were in 1900. 


The lot of a wife arxi mother is not easy. On the average, women probablJ 


work harder and longer than men. At home they have more responsibilities and ofter. 


carry them out better than men do their fewer household duties. In this age, when 
~ 


woman has, bome to be an economic asset away from home, she very often has to com-


bine the role of office or factory-worker, nurse or executive, with that of house-


wife an1 mother, working all day away from home and all evening at home to help 


keep the family going and to keep it together. This is the role to which God has 


called her. She is a worker fit to take her place alongside man, at her happiest 


and best when she is helping. 
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The great God arranged things well when He made woman the mother of man. 


When all is said an::l done, this is one of woman 1s greatest contributions to our 


world - to be a good mother - not only to bring children into the world, but to 


use her considerable influence in raising boys to become mature men and girls to 


become mature women. Motherhood becomes sacred only when woman recognizes her 


sacred obligation to be a wife to her husband and a mother to her children. A rea 


mother will be a helper fit for her man, neither satisfied to have her children 


raised by a nursemaid nor intent upon tying them to her own apron strings for her 


own selfish enjoyment or satisfaction. Commenting on his own age, with it crum


bling morals and disintegrating society, St. Augustine remarked, Give us other 


mother•, and we shall have another world. 


~Yb.at does it take to be the kind of wife and mother our world needs? 


Knowledge of the statistics on marriage and divorce has never produced a happy hom1 


Modern woman can discuss the facU5 of life more freely than she could a generation 


ago, but mere lalowledge of the facts of life can never produce a better moral 


cu.mate or a happeir life. Modern wanan can read columnist after columnist, ac


quiring a whole storehouse of jargon on female behavior and child care, but no 


psychology has ever been found which is able to give her the one capacity she nee<ll 


the most to be a real woman - the ability to give of herself, which is love in its 


highest form. Such love can only be found at the foot of the Cross! 


Woman is not an exquisite China doll, fragile and perfect. She is woman, 


caught as easily as man - and sometimes more easily - in the web of sinful desire 


and wilJ.fiU. transgression of God's Law that corrupt the human spirit and lead 


eventually to degradation. As much as any man, every woman is a sinner in need of 


redemption. In the judgment of a righteous God, gossip is a sin incurring the 


penalties of His Law just as much as violation of the commandment prohibiting 


infidelity and :impurity. Both are affronts to the truthfulness and holiness of 


the just God, and both have the same effect of destroying the fabric of human 


society. There is redemption and hope for wcman, as there is for man - in Jesus. 
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Christ, the Savior of all. The fact is that God gave woman the greatest honor of 


all, making her the agent for His plan to redeem the world from its sin. When tru 


fullness of the time was come, God sent forth His own eternal Son, made of a woma.i 


made UIXler the Law 1 to redeem them that were under the Law. God made Him to be 


a in for us, that we might be made the righteousness of God in Him. 


Keeping faith with Christ, Christian women are doing their part to brin€ 


the light ani wannth of love to our cold world. While men fled, faithfu1 women m 


courage enough to follow Christ along the Wq or Sorrows ani to sta.rxi beneath His 


Cross. That story has been repeated down through the ages. It is true today -


where women have shown themselves to be more concerned about the judgment and favo 


of God than about the judgment and favor of associates in business or of partners 


waiting at the gulf course. Refusing to be immobilized by their own weaknesses 


and shortcomings:, such women day by dey take on new strength from the assuraree 


of forgiveness and the promise of life in Christ, their Savior. They go frcm 


strength to strength - wanan's strength, empowered by their faith in Christ to be 


m at God intends them to be. 


It is not easy for a woman to be strong in our anxious, fearful, and 


highly competitive world. The answer to her problem will not be found in an : . 


attempt to go back to the good old day's. · one third of the working force in our 


country are not going to quit their jobs tomorrow. We are not going to revoke 


women's drivers' licenses and watch a good part of our population grind to a halt. 


For many women today there is no prospect of return to the exclusive role of house


keeper. We cannot tell our girls to stay at home, learning to bake and reading 


romantic novels till the right man comes along, when he is having a date with the 


girl at the office or on the college campus. Women cannot spend their time wishing 


for changes that will not take place. She must meet the demarxls of modern life by 


be ing herself - fortified by faith in Christ and confident that God as a loving 


Father watches over those who put their trust in Him. 


God created woman to fill a4 specific roll in life. Woman is at her 
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greatest and best when she is a helper with a heart for the God who made and re


deemed her, with a heart for the man whom she sustains by her help, wi. th a heart 


for the children who are the fruit of her womb, with a heart for the world that 


needs heart more than anyth~ else it lacks today. Amen. 








The Sixth Sunday of E'aster 
Mother's Day 
Rolling Meadows - 1980 


REVEIATION 21: 10-14, 22-23 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NCMINE JES U 


"Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home ." At least that is true for most of 


us. After Easter my wife and I went home to visit my mother and this past week we went 


home to vis it her mother. Fond memories of childhood and " home" stirred in both of 


~ 
us ••••••• I don't want to leave out the importance of "dad" in this Mother's Day . 


, ~. He was always there to give strength and security to the family. Whenever I 


became frightened by a thunderstorm or by the high waves that would toss our rowboat 


while fishing, I would hold tight to my father ••••••• But "mom" was the heart and 


center of our home. I remember how she would bandag~y skinned knees and kiss my -- . ---/ 
~~ -- and how good her cool hand felt on my forehead when I had a fever. I 


remember coming home from school to the smell of freshly baked cookies. One Mother's 


Day before I ever went to school, I picked her a large bouquet of dandelions. She 


made such a fuse over them -- putting them in her favorite flower vase and smothering 


me with kisses -- you would have thought I had given her a dozen longstem roses. "Mom" 


read to me the nursery rhymes and children's stories -- but most importantly she 


taught me to know, love, and worship God. She taught me about the "shekinah" -- the 


glory of God -- the sign of His presence -- as in the "pillar of cloud by day" and the 


''pillar of fire by night" God led the children of Israel out of their slavery in 


Egypt to the Promised Land. And she taught me about the "shekinah" -- the glory of 
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the Lord which shown round about the shepherds when Jesus was born -- and how He, God's 


only and beloved Son, had come to lead us out of our slavery to sin, satan, and death -


how lie suffered and died for our sins and how He rose again to show His glory and power 


over everything that holds us captive. And whenever a loved one died, she would tell 


/.llle about the "shekinah" -- the glory of God which surrounded our loved one in heaven. 


And should would read to me passages like this one in Revelation 21. 


I remember sometimes sitting for hours -- thinking and fantasizing about what that 


~Ue,, 
would be like -- seeing and talking wit~Adam and Eve, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, M~ 


and David -- and then Peter and Paul, James and John, and Thomas -- and most of all 


JES~. I would dream about the &!2!:z of it all -- the singing of the angels and 
.----


archangels, the cherubim and searphim, and all the rest of the great company of heaven. 


Have you ever really thought about what a " homecoming" that will be -- when Jo\ln 's 


vision becomes reality -- ' 'THE HOLY CITY JERUSAIEM CCMI~ DCUN OOI CF HEAVEN FRCM GCD, 


HAVING THE GLCRY CF GCD, ITS RADIANCE. LIKE A MCET RARE JEWEL, LIKE A JASPER, CIEAR AS 


CRYSTAL." Don't you think we will be giving each other the elbow -- looking around 


with smiling, happy faces -- and saying, ' 'There's no place like home?" 


In John's vision the city walls stand on twelve foundation stones bearing the names of 
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the twelve apostles of the New Teatament and above the twelve gates are the names of 


the twelve tribes of Israel in the Old Testament -- indicating that the redemption 


,{;f1/' 
which is/\Jesus Christ touches people of every age and nation. This is what the writer 


to the Hebrews says too. Referring to the Old Testament believers he says in chapter 


11: ''THESE ALL DIED IN FAITH, NOI' HAVIrt:; RECEIVED WHAT WAS PRCMISED, Bur HAVING SEEN IT 


AND GREETED IT FRCM MAR, AND HAVING AC.KNCMIEDGED THAT THEY WERE STRANGERS AND EXIIES 


ON THE EARTH. F<R PEOPIE WHO SFEAK THUS MAKE rr CLEAR THAT THE.Y ARE· SEEKING A RMI.AND 


IF THEY HAD BEE:N THINKING CF THAT LAND FRCM WHICH THEY HAD GONE OOT, THEY WOUIJ> HAVE 


HAD OPP<RTUNnY TO RETURN. Bur AS IT IS, THEY DESIRED A BETTER COONI'RY, THAT IS, A 


H&AVE.NLY ONE.. THEREFCRE GCD IS NOI' ASHAMED TO BE. CALIED TH&IR GCD, FCR HE HAS PREPARED 


F <R THEM A CITY ." 


our homes and 
The hallmark of this homeland is ~ and PEACE;. We look at our cities and we have 


to admit aad s:e:H!!Ss that only too often they have been reduced to '' jungles ." And when 


we say that, what we are really saying is that our lives have been reduced to a subhuman 


Our lives are 
~ level. DXD marked by lack of camnunity, lack of concern for others, lack of love ---


~ 
that is why our homes and our cities have tumed into ''jungles .'' •• , ••• But .John sees 


the " holy city'' as the "Bride of the Lamb ." And the inhabitants of the ''New Jerusalem" 


live by the NE.W CQfMANDMENT given them by Christ. They are a coamunity 


~~ 
p~, and c~. And 


of l~e, and 


the Glory of God in th~ty replaces the glory of man in our 
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cities.••••••• Doesn't that make you "homesick?" Doesn't it fill you with nostalgia, 


as you think to yourself: ' 'There ' s no place like home?'' Don't you find yourself crying 


out with St. Paul: " I HAVE A DESIRE TO DEPART AND TO BE WtrH CHRIST, FCR THAT IS FAR 


BETTER?'' 


Notice that there is no Temple in this ''New Jerusalem." The absence of the Temple in 


the Old Jerusalem was a symbol of the triumph of the enemies of God. In the "New 


Jerusalem'' the absence of the Temple is due not to pagan unbelievers but to God Himself 


The Temple as a building -- like our Church building -- stands in a sacramental 


relation to God. In other words, this building -- like the Temple of old -- points to 


the God beyond it. But in the " New Jerusalem" God is so immediately and universally 


present that there is no need for a Temple. So John says: "AND I SAW NO TEMPIE. IN THE 


crry, FCR rrs TEMPIE. IS THE LCRD GCD THE AU11GHI'Y AND THE LAMB •1
• AND THE crry HAS NO 


NEED CF SUN CR MOON THE SHINE. UPON rr' FCR THE' GLCRY CF GOO IS rrs LIGHr' AND rrs LAMP 


IS TIE LAMB ." 


What else is there to say except ' 'Thank God f or Christian mothers who have made for 


us good banes here on earth and have pointed us toward the eternal, heaven l y home and 


the Great God of our salvation -- and the 'NEW JERUSAIEM CCMI?«; D~N OOT CF HEAVEN FRCM 


'!~o-r~ ,,,~4/ ~~ 
GCD ' -- Yes, Thank God today for such mothers ~" Amen. .. ~ ~ '°' 
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The Fifth Sunday of Easter 
I M¥R'S DAY 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


I I 
~lling Meadows -- 1977 


'..._,,' HEBRIWS 13: 1,2 LET BROTHERLY LOVE CONl'INUE. DO NOT NEGLECT TO SHOW HOSPITALITY TO 
STRAN:;ERS, FOR THEREBY SOME HAVE ENl'ERTAINED ANGELS UNAWARES. 


This is going to be an UNUSUAL MOTHER'S DAY SERMON. In fact, it will not be so much 


about MCYrHERS at all -- except as they are the CENl'RAL PIVCYI'AL POINI' of every Chris-


tian HOME and FAMILY and, above all, of every Christian CO:N3REGATION or COMMUNITY OF 


FAMILIES. In particular I want to talk about CHRISTIAN HOSPITALITY. 


HOSPITALITY says a lot about the way we TREAT and INl'ERACT with one another -- husban< 


and wives, mothers and fathers, parents and children -- but MOST OF ALL how we TREAT 


and INl'ERACT with the Otrl'S IDER who comes into our midst. There is in the OU> ANGLICM 


SERVICE BOOK AND HYMNAL a MARRIAGE PRAYER for the HOSPITALITY OF THE HOME: "O GOD WHO 


ART OUR DWELLING PLACE IN ALL GENERATIONS, LOOK WITH FAVOR UPON THE HOMES OF OUR LAND; 


E.NFOU> HUSBANDS AND WIVES, PARENl'S AND CHIU>REN IN THE BONDS OF THY PURE LOVE. AND 


SO BLESS OUR HOMES THAT THEY MAY BE A SHELTER FOR THE DEFENSELESS, 0 BULWARK FOR THE 


TEMPTED~ A RESTING PLACE FOR THE WE.ARY, AND A FORETASTE OF OUR ETERNAL HOME IN THEE, 


THROUGH JESUS CHRIST, OUR LORD ." •••••••That's a FINE PRAYER. I do indeed long for 


a place that can be "A SHELTER FOR THE DEFENSELESS, A BULWARK FOR THE TEMPTED, A 


RESTING PLACE FOR THE WEARY, AND A FORETASTE OF OUR ETERNAL HOME " in God . 


And that kind of HOSPITALITY is also an IMPORTANI' VIRTUE in the times in which we 


live. I have KNOWN and EXPERIENCED that in many of your homes -- the kind of GRACIOUS 


RECEPTION that makes your home MUCH of what this PRAYER speaks about •••••• And it is 
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tJA;tv 
even MORE VASTLY IMPORTANI' when we gather together for WORSHIP. 


prayer for our whole congregation: "O God who art our dwelling place in all generatior 


took with favor upon our assembly, our congregation; let it be so enfolded in your 


love that it may be a PLACE OF RECEPTION, HOSPITALITY ." 


~ 
HOSPITALITY is aATHEME in the Scriptures. ' 'DO NCYr NEGLECT TO SHOW HOSPITALITY ," says 


our text, ' 'FOR THEREBY SOME HAVE ENI'ERTAINED ANGElS UNAWARES ." Or St. Peter says: 


"ABOVE ALL HOIJ> UNFAILING YOUR LOVE FOR ONE ANOTHER, SINCE LOVE COVERS A MULTITUDE OF 


SINS . PRACTICE HOSPITALITY Ut«i;RUDGIN:;LY TO ONE ANOTHER. AS EACH HAS RECEIVED A GIFT, 


EMPLOY IT FOR ONE ANarHER, AS GOOD STEWARDS OF GOD'S VARIED GRACE ." Or in I Cor. 11 


ST. PAUL lashes out against the LACK OF HOSPITALITY in the ASSEMBLY -- the kind of 


HOSPITALITY that is only CLASS CONSCIOUS, with CLIQUES AND DIVISIONS -- and be says 


that is NOT ADEQUATE for the Christian Assembly: "WELCOME ONE ANOTHER! WELCOME ONE 


f~th1V~4X//k~~ 
ANaf HER AS CHRIST HAS WELCOMED YOU . A• V. . That sounds VERY GOOD in a ~ ~ARVEif'FOR-


WELCOME -- for GENUINE WEI.COM£ which may be for us a " foretaste of our eternal home 


in God ." 


What is HOSPITALITY? HOSPITALITY is really MAKIN:; SPACE FOR THE OTHER -- MAKING ROOM 


FOR THE: OTHER TO BE THERE -- so that the OTHER may ''come in and sit deep ," as old 


hosts used to say. "Come in and sit deep" -- Be at ease" -- NO DEMANDS, NO AGENDA 
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from the HOST that the GUEST must meet. Rather, HOSPITALITY is a kind of RENUNCIATIC 


OF POWER on the part of the HOST -- BACKING OFF -- MAKING ROOM in the space tha~ is 


/~~ 
ARCHIE BllNp;·;~ft so often FILLED UP WITH OURSELVES MAKING ROOM in THAT SPACE 


someone else USE HIS FAVORITE CHAIR -- that is, WITHDRAWING SOMETHING OF OURSELVES 


so that there is ROOM FOR THE CYIHER •••••• But at the same time HOSPITALITY is NOT 


about LEAVIOO THE HOUSE. A GOOD HOST is still there -- MAXES ROOM for the one who 


comes -- but is STILL THERE to be AVAILABU: to that person. 


HOSPITALITY -- like LOVE -- begins at HOME~ How HOSPITABIE. are we to one another --


NOT JUST ON MOTHER'S DAY, but EVERY DAY? How CONSIDERATE and KIND are we -- REALLY? 


How much do we TAKE ONE ANOTHER FOR GRANI'ED? ••••• And in Church -- Do you know the 


ONE THING that people REMEMBER MOST about a CONGREGATION? It is NOT THE SERMON: It's 


(not noisy or boistrous to disturb other's devoti 
the HOSPITALITY -- the way in which they were GREETED BY THE USHERS -- the HANDSHAKE 


CF PEACE and EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE by the rest of the congregation -- and ESPECIALLY 


the KINDNESS TOWARD CHIU>REN. Most MOTHERS AND FATHERS come to Church with their 


children VERY MUCH EMBARRASSED -- as if to say: " I'll try to be as little trouble as 


possible . " But we can change all that by MAKIOO THEM AND THEIR CHIIJ>REN FEEL WELCOME. 


" LET THE LITTI.E CHIU>REN COME TO ME ,'' said Jesus. 


And then the MOST IMPORTANI' thing about HOSPITALITY is the MEAL. I don't mean to get 
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you FATHERS and CHILDREN into~~~ ~ou;:Jlj;,,1;~1;Z..AY or 


THIS WEEK you would take MOTHER out to dinner. tu G~D HOSPITAL;;t:a: -~o do with 
\ 


MB.A.LS! It doesn't have to be much - - sometimes only NIBBL&TS -- but it must be 


something. I remember as a child -- whenever somebody came to our home, whether 


invited or uninvited -- my father used to say, " Lottie, put on the coffee ." And 


MOM usually had something to go along with it -- something GOOD AND SWEET that she 


had managed to HIDE from us -- or at least CHEESE AND CRACKERS -- Btrr SOMETHit«; TO EA1 


MEALS are important! That is why the EUCHARIST is the CENI'ER of our WORSHIP Sunday 


after Sunday. The DESCRIPTION OF MEALS is a way by which you can trace the WHOIE 


HISTORY OF SALVATION. Look, for example, at ABRAHAM AND MELCHIZEDEK -- that mysteriou 


figure -- Genesis 14 -- MELCHIZEDEK coming out with BREAD AND WINE in his hand 


BLESSING GOD and BIESSir«; ABRAHAM ar the same time over the BREAD AND WINE ••••• Or 


Abraham giving HOSPITALITY to those THREE Ar«;ELS who somehow become the VERY FIGURE OF 


GOD HIMSEU' - - and the TABLES ARE TURNED and ABRAHAM IS NO LONGER THE HOST but the 


GUEST AT THE TABLE -- and the MEAL becomes a MEAL OF PROMISE, the PROMISE CF THE BIRTH 


OF ISAAC •••••••• Or the PASSOVER MEAL -- everybody eating the PASSOVER LAMB standing 


up -- ready to MARCH •••••• Or the QUAIL and the MANNA and the WATER FROM THE ROCK 


in the wilderness ••• And then there is the MAGNIFICENr STORY IN EXODUS 24 -- where the 


ELDERS GO UP WITH MOSES BEFORE THE FACE OF GOD. And it says there that the "EIDERS 
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OF ISRAEL EAT AND DRINK BEFORE GOD'S FACE " -- and they DON'T DIE. "THEY BEHOID GOD , 11 


it says. ' 'THEY ATE AND DRANK ." Far from dying -- which,was, of course, the pre-


script ion of the 0 .T. -- TO BEHOIJ> GOD W~ TO DIE -- they EAT AND THEY DRINK IN THE 


PRBSENCE OF GOD 'HIMSEU' • 


Or think about the NEW TESTAMRNI'. Think about how Jesus - - a HOSPITABU: HOST SEN!' 


FROM GOD -- is depicted as a ''GLUl'TON AND DRUNKARD and A FRIEND OF TAX COLIECTORS AND 


SINNERS ." Some have suggested that the very REASON for JESUS' CRUCD'IXION is the 


company He kept at MEALTIME •••••• Or think about the FEEDIOO OF THE 5000 and the 4000 • 


• • • • • Think about the LORD'S SUPPER itself -- and, of course, the RESURRECTION MEALS. 


More the HAU' of the stories of the RISEN LORD took place at MEALS. 


I could go on, and on, and on, an on to recount the STORIES CF MEALS in the Scriptures 


The point is that HOSPITALITY is SHARING YOUR FOOD and YOURSEU' -- MAKING ROOM FOR 


otHERS as CHRIST ~ MADE ROOM FOR YOU -- engaging with OTHERS over the GIFTS OF 


BREAD AND WINE -- OUR LORD'S VE.RY BODY AND BLOOD. Here it is that GOD WELCOMES US - -


giving us a " foretaste" of . the GREAT DAY when He will ''WIPE AWAY ALL TEARS FROM ALL 


EYES, AND DEATH SHALL BE NO MORE" and He will "MAKE ALL THINGS NEW ." What a HOSPITABLE 


GOD WE HA VE~ Amen. 








Mother 's Day 
May 12 , 1974 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


11 INI INI <O /M\D INI IE JI E $lJlJ 


Rev . Carl F. Thrun 


Genesis 2: 18: [Living Bible] AND THE LORD GOD SAID, "IT IS N'T GOOD F~ 
MAN TO BE ALONE; I WILL MAKE A COMPANION FOR HIM, A 
HELPER SUITED TO HIS NEEDS. 11 


A FATHER and his SON were riding in their CAR ~e ;;:: & ft@>tB - - when all of a sudden the -
car went OUT OF CONTROL and SMASHED into a TREE. RESCUERS soon arrived - - and -
they found that thecfA~RJhad been K~D. Cit SO~was SEVERELY INJURED . ~ 


AMBULANCE came to the SCENE - - and{he BOVwas RUSHED to the HOSPITAL . ~ 


Go cTO}at the HOSPITAL LOOKED at the BOY, ~D, and EXCLAIMED: 11MY GOD , 


-
THAT'S MY SON . 11 WHO was the DOCTOR? 


It's not as mu, RI DDL9 as it used to be - - but PEOPLE sti II have TROUBLE with it . The ---
(DOcTo?)~rse, was thefoY'S MOTHEY . .............. There are still people wbo 


C,!NNOT aet USED TO THf-T . They do NOT think o(WoM:E;}being INVOLVED in the -
PROFESSIONS . Some of them CANNOT GET USED to the IDEA of WOMEN doing ANY--
T= OUTSIDE the HOME. I~, to some PE'l1Jf>LE € WO/vfN DOCT~appears to be 


something of a VIOLATION of the LAW of NATURE . 


~may feej~me MALE EG9 to think of WOMt'-J as just ANOTHER CREATURE to befHIS TOY ---
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~[ULFILL his NEEDD- - to be a€ EX OBJE§}- - to be ,(CONFINED to the HOl!J iJ 
to be regarded as€QMEONE INFERIO!) Some MEN act that way - - and I don't BLAME 


!!!;_€ OMEN'S LIB PEOP!g~ anyone else for PROTESTING AGAINST THAT. Those(MALE 


1Df6~- - which are NOT really MASCULINE - - have NO SUPPORT from the BIBLE! The -
f~ thatQisus Chr~d's S~om of a WOMAN) - - - treated = n as FULL-


FLEDGED HUMAN BEINGS - - with on ffN DIVIUALlrYJ ALL THEIR OWN - - witrflo EAD 


all their OWN - - C11d with POSSIBLITIES for SERVICE to GOD and to HUMANITY that are -
UNIQUELY ALL THEIR OWN. 


There is not a MAN ALIVE who does not OWE HIS EXISTANCE to HIS MOTH ER. (REAL MEtj 
-- 1'h~1Y -rJte,,, 


are always ready to ACKNOWLEDGE that b:i8 MOTHER gave bi:Di more than just MERE EX----
!STANCE. They wl/ll "RISE UP AND CALL HER BLESSED!" If she was a§ EAL WOMAN]- --
she helped to FORMULATEF ls CHARACTER and his PERSONALITY) She helped him to 


(E;PRESS ; is INFANT THOUGHT9 She TAUGHT him to€ EVERANCE GO~and6 PRAY) 


She watched over him when he walJc K) She helped him6AAKE CRUCIAL DECISION~- -


a, 
often SHOWING MORE UNDERSTANDING of the HUMAN CONDITION thCJ he rould 


POSSIBLY GET from his FATHER. She helped him€ Row t;j andeoECOME A MAN 1) 
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@w~e MIGHTLY LONJLY ALL BY THEMSELVES-. That is the way it was with 


G°DAM) He gave n:imes totf';ry LIVING CREATURij.. - !?€ the CATTli) and{h"e BIR0 


-;)f the A~ and tpE e0 EAST of the FIE~- - - - ~ill, there was NO HELPER FIT 


for HIM. 


G;~~ how LONELY a MAN CAN GET . And inH1is GREAT UNSELFISHNESS, 


<9~ed€~to SLEEP UNUSUALLY HEAVY one night. And when he AWG~£ 


GoAMl DISCOVERED that his LONELINESS was GONE. He was NO LONGER ALONE. 


<£; Lord G-;ltook one of Adgm's RIBS - - and with the SKILL of an ETERNAL 9.JRGEON - --
He CREATED WOMAN. Then the Lord God brought this GLORIOUS STRANGER to ADAM -
and said, "ADAN, IT IS NOT GOOD FOR YOU TO BE ALONE . 11 -


GDA~- - over-whelmed~ God's GOODNESS and GRACIOUSNESS and by EVE'S BEAUTY 


- - HUMBLY ACCEPTED HER as God's PERFECT GIFT to him - - £ HELP-MEEHJ -(CoM-


IAN 10~ WIF~LOVE'D6 MOTHEB) And God looked on that which He had MADE 


and saw that it was VERY GOOD. 


Thens~d, "THIS AT LAST IS BONE OF MY BONE AND FLESH OF MY FLESH; ~ 
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SHALL BE CALLED WOMJ:.N, BECAUSE SHE WAS TAKEN OUT OF MAN . " "THEREFORE 


A MAN LEAVES HIS FATHER AND MOT!:!ER AND CLEAVES TO HIS WIFE, AND THEY 


BECOME ONE FLESH •11 


'!![any WONDER that ' HUSBANDS and CHILDR3 CELEBRATE 1'/0THER'S DAY? ~e 


~of the€ 0ME and the FAMIL9TURNS ct'ld REVOLVES around/MOTHEB) T~s 
=-


NOTHING6fcoNDARY or INFERIO) ABOUT HER! She is NOT{g""'LE_S_S_A_M_B_IT_IO- UD.-s .! --
@ ss INTELLIGEN!} or(~ss OBJECTIV:D-rcn MEN ·. She is NOT a6 ECOND CLASS - ~ - -


• :clTIZEN) or a [ ECOND GRADE PERSOW either in BUSINESS or in the CHURCH. 


The reason why, HERA;ilkeep the WORD "OBEY" in their MARRIAGE CEREMONY is - -
~T to indicate that somehow theS~ERIOR or SUBSERVIENT) R~ it is to indi-
- - a::.. --


cate the KIND of RELATIONSHIP tha~e CHURCH h~th iA'loR§)€ri) is the BRID.£-
":::=t. -


GROOM and thef HuRc)is His BRIDE. Qalking to WIVE~bout their RELATIONSHIP in 


the HOME,€ t . P;g~ that they ought to have the SAME ATTITUDE to their HUSBANDS -
as they haye to the LORD. "THE HUSBAND , 11 .ldE SAID, "lS THE HEAD OF THE WIFE ~S 


CHRIST IS THE HEAD OF THE CHUROl, HIS BODY, AND IS HIMSELF ITS SAVIOR~ 
CHURCH IS SUBJECT TO CHRIST, SO LET WIVES BE SUBJECT TO THEIR HUSBANDS." 
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T.!!;re js NOTHING(Q""EMEANIN§ or€ EROGATO°Ryabout THAT ROLE. There is 


NOTHING€MEANIN?>or€EROGATO~about the CHURCH having a LOVING. and~, 
J , -


a still REVERANT RELATION SHIP TOWARD CHRIST·. There is NOTHING6.:UBSERVIENY 


about THAT! It is afi;ONDERFUL RELATIONSHIP of wV9--and it IMP~rLIMITLESS 
- --


POSSIBILITIES ! Q"he CHUR~has LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES to DO for CHRIST - -~ 


LWOME3}have LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES to do for MANKIND! It is NOT a question of ---
INFERIORITY - - it is a question of LO/ E! 


CA: wom~gave BIRTH to JESUS CHRIST - - and He died for HER as He DIED for EVERY CN E 


-
~. ~ONS: the@LESSED VIRGIN MA;>- - but I WORSHIP€ R SON , JESUS - -- -=--- == 
~HRIST, my LOR riY He DIED for me and He DIED for Ya.J ! (fo \{9:-forced Him to DO -- --
~T - - an.:tny WoMA0)ought to be able to UNDERSTAND THAT. (S'oMEN) above all, - -
know how HARD it is to FORGIVE - - they KNOW what it TAKES to FORGIVE! They often 


take the 1st steps when ONLY FORGIVENESS WILL DO ! Gu women and mothe3~ 


-
UNDERSTAND GOD FAR BETTER than some of US MEN - -G;w He FEE9 - -Ew MUCH - --
it COST HIM to DELIVER UP HIS SON for US ALL -E w GREAT His LOVE IS to be able t; 


- -
FORGIVE us) 
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GOD CREATED WOMAN to be a€;ATcH far MA"}j--~ ~foMPETITION to :9---
but to be COMPL~ENT HIM, to COMPLETE the PATTERN of HUMAN LIFE. That is NOT --
an ACCIDENT ! God PLANNED IT THAT WAY ! Q?om;lis ~T€ SLA~or€THING to - - ---.:e TRADED otJ--she is "A COMPANION - - A HELPER SUITED TO MAN'S NEEDS. 11 


gGAVE HIS SON to be BORN of a WOMAN - - cndG t so;Jis the SAVIOR of BOTH -
16'11. -


<:§EN and WOMEN)- - He is the SAVIOR o~RENTS and CHILDRENU He wants us to --
have a~L, FREE u}JNOW and FOREVER! HE COMES TO MEET US in this BLESSED -- -
~ACRAM!_NT of@ s BODY and HIS BLOOD) He wants US to KNOW HIS LOVE! !!_ 


wants us to KNOW HIS FORGIVENESS! He wants US to LIVE TOGETHER in PEACE - -


NOW and through ETERN ITYJ ! ! Amen!! ! -








l Mother•s Day Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
West Henrietta - 1961 


IN NQ}'INE JESU 


Proverbs 22: 6 Train un a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he 
will not depart from it. 


MOTHER 1 S RES PONS ! Bll ITY 


A Sunday School teacher was telling her children about God's loving care. 


The teacher emphasized the fact that no child could ever be where Godrs care did 


not reach him because God is everywhere . Qne little girl in the class, however, 


said, God isn rt in our house . The teacher tried to explain that though He couldn 1 t 


be seen God is everywhere. The little girlrs face hardened as she said again, Jte 


is not in our houJe . She meant to say that the life of her parents did not reflect 


the presence of God. Jn how many homes is something like this to be found? 


While this is a day on which we certainly want to pay tribute to mother 


and gratefully remember the thousand and one things she does every day to make us 


what we are and to transform our houses into homes, it also ought to be a day on 


which mothers themselves go into deep and earnest self-examination. Mothers, have 


y ou been faithful to your God-given responsibilities? God expects you to teach yoUI 


children to pray. Have you taken time each day to pray for and with your children -


or have you been too busy doing other things? God wants you to teach your little 


ones about Jesus and His love - How He , the only Son of God, came down into our 


sin-sick world and suffered and died in order to save us from our sins. Have you 


taught your children that God means more to you than anything else in all the 


world7 Do they see how you love His Word as you read your Bible every day; as you 
.:/ .d.e-y4j 


go to His House for worship every Sunday and bring them along with you? J..~tileps, 
~" ~~ ~~~~Ma/!174..1~~~....e~1a.~,,. #f'~I 


hat'e ~OB fajthf11l to ~ieilities Q0 d has p'1ke upon yel}!? - This is 


~ . what 411! says: Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is olci., he will 


not depart f rom it . 


When God created the beautiful garden of Eden and placed Adam and Eve 


into it, He said, P,e fruitful c..nd multiply and repleni3h thP earth; and to woman was 


given the high privilege of bearing children and populati~ God's magnificent 


creation. Woman is never more a woman that when she is bound by the bonds of 


motherhood. ~en God gives a woman a child, He does not do so merel/that she might 


have a living doll to play with and dress up in the latest frills and f ashions; nor 
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does God give her a child merely to satisfy her motherly instinct. Rather God give~ 


her a child in order that another soul may be won for heaven. That little baby that 


lies nestled in its mother•s arms is not only made up of body and of mind, but., it 


also has a preciou~blood-bought soul that will live to all eternity. 


As a rule parents provide well for the bodies of their children. They 


feed them, clothe them, shelter and protect them. They see to it that they get t 


their vitamins and polio shots. They give them the best dental and medical care 


possible. They are also concenned about their children•s mental development. While 


their children are in school, they have many a consultation with their teachers, 


especially if their grades are not up to par. They want their children to get the 


best possible education, because they want them to be a success in life. 


But how about the child•s soul? Is that of lesser importance than the 


body or the mind. It seems that a great many people think so. Yet Jesus says that 


one single soul is worth more than all the gold and silver and precious stones in 


the whole world. ,.Jhat shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whol e woy ld, and 


lose his own soul ? Why? - Because the body and the mind are mortal. They will 


return to dust; but the soul is immortal. The soul will either go to heaven and 


live with Jesus and all His holy angels forever and ever in eternal bliss, or else 


it will go to hell and be forever separated from God and all happiness. Yet, 


judging by the conduct of many parents, one would think that their children had no 


~n±ma.'i"1.rf~. -Bttt-- one day God shall call such parents to account. This is His 


c omma.nd: Trd.in up a child in the way he should go : and \Jhen he is old, he l>iill not 


depart from it. 


Each home is a little kingdom all by itself and the reigning queen is the 
o.JIJ ~ ~ ti.ii .l-V ~ ~ ~ d cud;,,-tv~ -uWl. (J.4 ~ 
mother.A rt is~t~e mother who spends the most time with the children. rt is the 


mother who does most of the training. For the first five or six years of a child•s 


life the mother is the dominant influence. The children come to her with their 


problems and ask for guidance, help, and advice. From her they learn to be kind, 
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gentle, considerate, understanding - or they learn just the opposite. These pre


school years are so import ant that modern experts on child psychology claim that 


75% of a child•s characte r is formed during the first five or six years of his life , 


The hearts of little children are like soft cement: When cement is first poured, it 


is so soft that you can write on it with your finger; and ten, twenty, forty years 


later, what you have written will still be there. Simiilarly, what you impress 


upon your children while they are little will remain with them all their lives. 


Therefore, it is of utmost importance that mothers implant a love for God and for 


Christ in their childrents hearts just as early as possiblel 


In Mt. Auburn cemetery at Cambridge, Mass., there is a little, unadorned 


grave. Nothing is particularly attractive about that grave except the headstone 


that has on it the picture of a hand with one finger pointing upward, and across 


the stone is written one word) Mother. Here is a picture worth a thousand words. 


tt tells the story of this mother•s love, her self-sacrifice, her toil, and her 


Christian faithfulness. Her life was a signboard, pointing upward to God and heaver 


Every Christian mother•s life is such a signboard. you teach far more 


by what you do than by what you say. You simply cannot divorce your Christianity 


from your life. Your attitudes are contageous. Ellen Jagow tells the story of 


little Lu Ann, who said, I hope I' 11 never be a morriJl\Y-, 1 cause mommies only work 


and worry . This was the impression this mother left upon her child. If you are 


constantly cross and crabby, if you are alwa~yellj:ng at your children or quarrel


ing with your husband - your children will soon sense that Jesus does not mean as 


much to you as you say He does. The mother who daily stands at the foot of the 


Cross, pleading !or forgivenes s for her own shortcomings and asking for the Savior•f 


guiding direction in raising her children, will literally glow with the savior•s 


forgiving love. Her home ~~11 radiate with an inner peace and joy that only the 


Lord Jesus can give. And her children will never forget her Christian ex3.111ple. 


The story is told of two young men who attP.nded Harvard University. One 


night they went to hear the gifted orator, Bob Ingersoll, who traveled all over 
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the united Stat.es lecturing against Christianity and makine fun of the Bible and 


of God. After the lecture, the one student said to the other, Jim, cidn1t old 


Bob \· ipe c.1ristianit y off the earth toni<..oht? And Jim replied, T don•t know. I am 


inclined to think nv ~ ood old C~ri ti~n mother is still left, and I •oulcin•t give 


her, with her sweet Chrh tian life and exampl e, for all t he Bob Ingersolls that 


could be crowded on the eci.rth . Here was a Christian mother• s influence at work. 


In conclusion let me say a final word to you fathers. You too must 


realize the importance of your children•s souls. God holds you responsible as well 


as your wife. He has set you at the head of the family. Do not taka the beautiful 


hymn, Take my life and l et it be Consecrated, Lord, to Thee and change it to read, 


Take my Ni f e 611d let her be Consecrated,iord, to Thee . You too must set the 


proper example. You too must attend church and study the Word of God. Someone has 


said, If I had t he choice of ~aving either the parents or the children jn Sunday 


chool, I would choose "the parents . Does this surprise you? How can you hope to 


bring up your children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord unless you are 


thoroughly familiar with what God says i n His Word? How can Christ be real and 


important to your children unless you take the lead and give the example of using 


the Lordts day both for study and worship? How can your little daughter really 


believe that attending Sunday school and church is of primary importance when she 


sees her father and mother go back to bed or absorb themselves in the Sund~y news


paper after they have hustled her off to Sunday school? How can your little boy 


really believe that Christ is to be the center in all of life if his father does 


not accompany him to Sunday school and church. Before long he will ask, Dad, when 


will I be old enough to stop oing to Suna .. y school like you? 


If you want your children to honor and respect you when you are old, then 


with God's help make Christians of them when they are young. If you want them to 


meet you in heaven, then teach them the way to heaven while they are here on earth. 


The best gift you can give your children is the gift of Christian parents. 


Amen. 
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Mother' s Dew Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Rolling Meadows - 1968 


IN NOMINE JFSU 


Ephesians 5:33-6:2 T~i EACH ~o;J°~ WIFE AS HJMSEI,F, AND LET ~ 
W1!E SEE -1 - _p;_ -· ~ F BAND. QHTT.DREN, OBEY 


YOUR PARENTS IN THE LORD, FOR THIS IS RIGHT. [ii()NoJ"oUR FATHER AND MOTHER" 
(THIS IS THE FIRST COMMANDMENT WITH A PROMISE), THAT IT MAY BE WELL WITH YOU 
Al.'ID THAT YOU MAY LIVE LONG ON THE EA.RTH. 11 


IDVE, RESPECT, HONOR 


Todey I want to talk about f~ life and what makes it tick. There are - -
a lot of qualities which h.!!P to make for a happy home, but@t. P~lists, the 


three most important ingredients in our test. They are LOVE, RESPECT, and HONOR; -- . 
~e are the qualities which b~ the members of the family tc;,Eeth~ in~ a 


single and stable unit . Without love, any attempt to shore 1!-1' a crumbling fam~ - - - -
will fail, With love, just about any di,;advantage or disability can be overcome. - - ~ -
Without respect and honor, love soon ciisl!llel~s or turns int& ~and even - - ---
@lenW. ~ respect and honor, love is kept a12::!e and evs into a great and -
wonderful relationship. 


:[Qr Chr~~ the heart, core, and essence of IDVE is found in JESUS CHRIST 
W,e pru§<t begil(thfuJ - - -
The Son of the Living God ~t despise our h~ss, ~e respected and 


}Jtrl-n1._, ~ honored it - FOR US MEN AND FOR OUR SALVATION HE CAUE DOWN FROM HEAVEN AND VfAS 


~-~ ~ 
(/ .,.M ~ 1 MADE MAN . Tbfa is the constantg recurring and never-ending SONG of Scripture 


1~·:.fc.vA.~w~B~~·· · -- -- and of the Christfan Church. GOD WAS :rn CiffiIST RECONCil.:rnG Tfil: WORLD UNTO HIM-
HE LOVED US Al-ID GAVE HIMSELF FOR US. 


SELF l @ Cbr~ God was at work binding up the wounds and healing the breaches 


,;;t:V ~ ( that would separate ~ from Himself and from one mother. (i:i ChrisYthere is 


love and forgi veu,ess for everyone. §§iriSJ there is alweya: a new chance '!sf.r 


a new beg:imting - t_be stre1h and the will to Q and 9 :;'d <fortiv~ - the 


P.O\Ver and ability to put away@) and cr;aiousi) and @e'l.fishne~ ~int 
els~ that .would destroy our life. The Son of God_, raised from the dead.1 i!..!,he 


living Presence of Goel 1s love to warm your heai"t and to make your home a place 


-----------------·-------- - . -where peonle can live happily and constructive~ . - -
It takes real people to make a real f~ - not a bunch of tin plate gods . 


- ~ -= 4 


Peo;ele ~be able to make some kind of a~ in the world of~usines-s) in~ic .. 
or~~ ev~,n in the e by P.laying make-believe - play1:1g a role 


that is foreign to them and pretending ~what they are not - but it takes -
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more than make-believe to live happily together as members o.f the same f~. 


~ you find out the stuff of_ 'Which people are really made. If life under the 
- *'"-


s~e ro.Pf ¥.. th_9 s~ome ip goa?g to be 3=ivable, s~me~hing more ~ required 


than .Elaying house _on an adult level - s~n1;ething greater, tha~ a mere marriage 


contract . • • • LET EA CH ONE OF YOU LOVE HIS WIFE AS HDJSELF, AND LET THE WIFE SEE 
.... --


THAT SHE RESPECTS HER HUSBAND. CHII.J.)REN, OBEY YOUR PARENTS .lli THE IDRD, FOR THIS 


IS RIGHT. HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHERI This is €(f 1s pl~ fQ!" th~_famiJ.yl 


A~rn sociolo_gist has stated that he now advises nun_g people that they 
:rJJ 


should enter marriage expecting before life is over to have been married at least .............. ...__, . . ---..... 
G e tim~ This is the trend, he says,, and 1!:_ see! n2_ reas~ for e~ t~ 


t2 ..-stem the tiQp • IT IS llffi)SS IBLE, !_le ~A_~ts, 'ID EXPECT TWO PEOPLE ID BE 


PROPERLY SUITED TO ONE ANOTHER OVER A WHOLE LIFE SPAN. PEOPLE CHANGE AND DEVEIDP 


TOO MUCH TO EXPECT THEM TO BE ABLE TO CONTINUE TO LIVE UNDER ONE ROOF FOR A 


WHOLE LIFETIME. FAMILY LIFE, AS WE HAVE KNOWN IT IN THE fAST, IS ON THE WAY OUTI 
Gs.d_ help, us :iJ' he is right 1 Jt11.,,,,u ~ ..d4i' I . 


Of course people change as the years go by.A The girl you married 5, 1~ 15, 
'2:& ~... - . ....... ---


20 Y.ears ago is not the same woman to whom you are married ~ay. She doesn rt 


have quite the same man eJJa;wr, fQr that matter. Yet living under the same roof 
Christian -


in the bond of marri~e a man and a woman proceed from ~ to middle age and 
,J.J. -


then to the golden ~ars - and along each step Of the war love grOWS as it goes• 


To be known, 9has to be practiced. To grow,Q?V-'$lha.s to be tried. It 


is not one of those th:Ulgs you just talk about, and l~t it go at that. Llot of 


people talk about the love of God,, but they do not rea;Qy know the love of God --- - - .. ~ ---
in Christ. For all practicaJ:purposes they might just as well be talking about 


some abstract philosophical proposition or a ~hagorian theamen. They know 


nothing about the vitality of this very personal relationship that binds the - -
Christian to his Lord - the forgiven one to the Forgiver. 


So in marriage l J!arria~e is not so much the result of love ~-;!..t is the 


opportunity for love . It is not some magical fate or destiny that binds two 1/1=:: .. - - • 
people together unt<il deathAdo part - but it is };Llife of nmtual respect and 
-~ -· ~ - ~ ~ -
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concern where love is nourished along the way. ~ ~-the th;dshipSJ that have 


been faced together. It is bend.in$. over children's sickbeds m;g. strl!gg]jn& l!!tll -
~gets - it is a thousand good-ni ht kisses and good-morning smiles - j! ia -
vacations a~ the s~.hQre and conversations in the dark - i!.J:§ growing reverenc 


That's. how love is practiced. 
for each other which comes out of honor and esteem.. T.E:'ough ups and downs, 


stress cpd turmoils , j275 and good Mmes, th~y are drmm closer to each other • 


.And their children HONOR them and RISE UP TO CALL THEM BLF.SSED. 
- WWW -


It is truly and great and thrilling thing to see such homes where love, - -
respect, and honor are present. ('?eorge SweazeyJtells of watching two children 


standing on the platform waiting for the comnuter train to oome in. VJE.en .!'.?._e 


~in arrived they waited on tiptoe looking U£ and down until the right man 


a;weared. They rushed to him with the wild abandon of delight. Arm in arm ~ 


~ . ---w!fked down the platform and got into a car. ~n, ~ (Sweas"!9 THE MAN LOOKED 


AT THE LADY BEHIND THE VIHEEL WITH A GIDWJNG 'THIS IS IT' EXPRESSION, AND SHE. 


LOOKED AT HJM AS THOUGH HE HAD CDME F.OOM HALF-\VAY A.OOUND THE EARTH . 


The § who loves his lVife as himself and the @ ho respects her husband 


'Vti.l.1 constantly be building each other 'l!P · I!_ is a@fe 's duti.} to make her -
hu.sban:i £;,;l twice as tall as nature made him. G;eon9, bas said, THE ROAD TO 


SUCCESS IS FILLF.D WITH WOMEN PUSHING THEIR HUSBANDS ALONG. The best way of 


,2..ushing is by making the husband feel that ~ the greatest and !_OSt import~t 


~ in the world •••• ~~ise, i~ a (iusband's dutj} to make his wife blossom 


under the Wa!inth of his love and praise. The beauty of a mature woman deP!:nds 


~ on the ge2E1etry of her face ~ the efforts of the beauty parlors tli!._an ~ 


whether she thinks she is loved. He,..husband's approval creates a glcm and a 
.--, ---- - ------


confidence that are the source of real charm . 


Christian husbana,and wives will hold each other up in high reey.rd b~ 


the e:yes of the world. Many a marriage has fallen on the rocks because a~s~ 


~t some sort of satanic and unholy glee over badgering his wife in public, 


dragging out all her faults and f r ailties for all to see and laugh about. This - -
J 
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may be a weak attempt to demonstrate(?~' s own wort~ or to €-ist sympat:§J ~ 
~is no wal t2...,demons~te lovia •••• Likewise many@;;, seem to find special -delight :ill cut_t _ing_._d_o_wn __ t!;... e_ir __ t .. us_bands £1. ;gubtjc with jibes, ridicule, and 


cons_J..ant complaining.- VlE 'VE ALL HEARD THAT STORY BEFORE, DEAR - HE IDVFS TO 


PRETEND HE IS SOME GREAT F~HERMAl'l OR BIG HUNTER - WILL SOMEONE PLF.ASE TELL ME 


WHY HE LOVES THAT SHIRT? -
And w~ such disrese;ct :is displayed in the presence of children, it is no 


-~ . .'Af>Jw~A - =-
wonder that they grow up to be contemptuous of authority. OBEDIDTCE and HONOR -must be eanied from children as well as demanded from them. The breakdoTm :in 


• ~v.._ 


respect for a parent can cause a lasting trauma. It shatters the structure of -
authority on which a home de:gends • . If parents have to criticize each other they - -
~d make sure their children are not present. Ghildr"!§lare torn if their 


parents do not present a united fromt . And if a parent takes a child •s part 
1 c:rr nzaat • rt? a 


against the other parent in a matter of disc~line, the child is le.ft completefY' 


confused and with.cu~ honor for either parent. '.£_o say: DO IT, BUT OON'T IBT YOUR -
FATHER KNOW, or WE WON 1T TELL MOTHER, is an injurious breach of faith - killing 


~ .... 
~ love, respect, and honorl Christian parents hold each other up to admiration for 


their children's benefit. There is a world of truth in the one short sentence: 


THE MOST lliPORTANT THING A FATHER CAN DO FOR HIS CHILDREN IS TO LOVE THEIR MOTHER 
-~-


This does not mean, of course, that}par~nts.lana:iechildren will never h~ 


falling out . But it does mean that they will NOT LET THE SUN GO DOWN UPON THEIB -------
WRATH. Dai1v they will kneel at the foot of the Cross to recdlive forgiveness fro1 


~ ............... _ -
their Lord and from each other. And they will rise f:;om their prayers and the 


peace of the absolution to look each other full in the face 'vith radiant love, 
"""°~ ~ ok ~8 ; • ..,, 


respect, and honor . They are a f~, yo~see, and th .. ,er __ ai_l walk together as 


CHILDREN OF GOD BY FAITH lN CHRIST JESUS - and that makes the difference. AMEN. 


}f£tl?,~ tP "f -{/t~ ~lfY4CQ ~~ /1-£-~ / 
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Mother 1 s Day Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Bessemer 1958 
It(< ~--· - l t;6CJ IN NOMINE JESU 
~~~114' 111,~-- I q (;:? 


2 Timo\hy 1: 5 I am reminded of your sincere faith, a faith that dwelt first in 
your grandmother Lois and your mother Eunice and now, I am sure, 
dwells in you. 


THE CH11.ISTIAN MOTHER - - A BLESSING 


The children in a certain neighborhood gathered in a vacant lot to play 


ball. Some of them lived in a large, imposing house on one side of the lot; litt: 


Freddie lived in a modest structure on the other side. When the hotly contested 


ball game was over, the battle of words continued. One of the children called ou1 


to Freddie: We live in a big house, but you live in a little house. Freddie 


answered happily: It's not the size of the house that counts; it's the mother. 


And how true it is! It does 1 not .take a castle or a million dorlars to make a 


home. Homes are made of the people who live in them; and God has placed the 


mother at the very center, giving her the most strategic position or station. 


It is interesting to note that when God chose an environment in which 


His Son was to grow up and prepare for His work of saving the world, He did not 


select a large, metropolitan area with certain obvious cultural and educational 


advantages; He picked the small community of Nazareth which today would be 


classified as rural. He did not select wealthy parents who lived in a mansion; 


He picked a humble .pair, Mary and Joseph, who lived very modestly. He did not 


select a mother who was noted for her intellectual achievement and social promi-


nence; He picked out a maid whose distinctive qualtty was her beautiful, godly 


personality and character. The strongest and noblest earthly influence in Christ': 


life and development was undoubtedly His mother, the blessed Virgin Mary. 


Practically all people recognize, in one way or another, that Mother de-


serves special recognition. In China a mother is often remembered with gifts on 


New Year's Day; in Russia motherhood is rewarded with a bonus and nedals; in the 


United States the second Sunday in May is Mother's Day and Mother is usually re-


membered with a card, a telegram, a dinner at a restaurant, candy, flowers, or 


some other gift. It is well that we observe Mother's Day! God Himself engraved 


a connnand in stone that was made a permanent part of His Law: Honor thy mother! 
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Christ paid His mother a remarkable tribute with His concern for her welfare even 


as He was dying in agony on the Cross, and His example is forever preserved in th1 


Bible. If there is any class of people in the world who stand in a strategic 


position to make the next generation ~ore loving and more peaceful, more honest 


and more pure, more kind and more considerate, more stable and more mature - it i~ 


the mothers. They have a great advantage over teachers and social workers. If 


there is any group of people in the world who have an amazing opportunity to make 


the world more Christian - it is the mothers. A Spanish proverb says: An ounce of 


mother is worth a pound of clergy; and there's a great deal of truth in it. 


The influence of a mother for good or evil is deep and lasting. She 


usually spends more time with a child than anyone else does, when he is most easil 


influenced and when what he learns makes the most permanent impression on him. Go 


has given mothers the wonderful privilege and the heavy responsibility of being 


closely and intimately bound to their children for all life. The mother is the 


child's first teacher, and her teaching is unforgettable. There is no classroom 


in any school or college that teaches more lessons for life and for eternity -


and teaches them better -- than does the home. 


Ahaziah, King of Judah, reigned for one year and is remembered for his 


wickedness. Do you suppose the influence of his idolatrous mother Athaliah had 


anything to do with it? Nero was a notoriously cruel tyrant. Is it surprising to 


remember that his mother was the debauched murderess Agrippina? The reckless life 


lived by Byron is at least partly explained by the fact that his mother was a vainJ 


revengeful woman, so lacking in sympathy for her son's infirmity that she made fun 


of it. Saint Chrysostom, the golden-mouthed, one of the great orators of all time~ 


was a God-fearing man. He was blessed with a wonderful, Christian mother who de


voted herself to his mental and spiritual development . Luther prai sed his mother 


a godly woman, full of faith and prayer. George Washington, a man of outstanding 


moral statu~erefrom infancy had the beautiful example of a pure and pious mother. 
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Through the ages civilization has been guided and inspired by motherhood. ~erso1 


observed, Men are what their mothers mado them. \Augustine, Lincoln, &iison, and 


a host of others frankly admitted that they owed everything they were or ever 
\ 


hoped to be to their mothers ~ 


Henry Ward Beecher, an outstanding preacher, was abundantly blessed by 


a Christian mother. He frequently spoke of her and how her memory had kept him 


from transgression. For him the life of his mother was the greatest argument for 


t he truth of the Christian faith. He wrote: On one s ide ~rou can put all the skep-


tics and all the scientists who would disprove tho truth of Immanuel, God with us; 


then show me on the other side my mother, walking i n a great sorrow, but f rom the 


surface of that sorrow r eflect ing t he l ieht of cheer and heavenly hope, patient, 


sweet, gentle, f ull of comfort for others, and showing by her lif e as well as by 


her l ips that with t he consol ation wherewith she had been comforted, she i s com-


f orting others, and that single i nstance of suf fering is more to me a s an evi dence 


of t he truth of Christianity than all the argunents that t he wisest men can pos-


sibl y bring against i t. 


To have a good, Christian mother is a priceless possession. Among the 


many godly mothers and their great sons mentioned in the Bible, Eunice and her son 


Timothy stand out. Timothy was a faithful friend and loyal assistant of the 


Apostle Paul. Although a bit timid in temperament, he had accompanied Paul on 


various missionary trips and had been left in charge of the congregation at Ephe-


sus. One day, fro~ a prison in Rome, Paul was writing a letter to his young frienc 


Timothy. His own brilliant fight for the faith seemed to be drawing to an end. 


Now he wanted to strengthen the faith and zeal of Timothy. He wanted to encourage 


him to be true to what he had learned. At the beginning of his letter he wrote: 


I am reminded of your sincere f aith, a faith that dwelt first i n your grandmother 


Lois and your mother Eunice and now, I am sure, dwel l s i n you. Timothy was twice 


blessed with a Christian mother, Eunice, and with a Christian grandmother, Lois. 


Timothy, in turn, was a blessing to countless numbers. 
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Near Ponca City, Oklahoma, stands the famous statue of The Pioneer 


Woman. Thirty-five feet high, it displays the f:igure of a mother with a Bible in 


one hand and in the other the hand of her young son who walks at her side. Brave· 


ly she is going out into an un~noYm future, an inspiring picture of confidence an< 


determination. The Bible in her hand speaks of her love for God and her readines~ 


to submit to His will and guidance. The way she holds the hand of her son revealf 


her love for her child and her determination to have him walk God's way with her. 


Because a Christian mother loves God and the Savior, that love motivates her wholE 


life. She loves her children too, and great as is her concern for their health, 


for their education, for their dress, comfort, and happiness, above all else she 


is interested in the welfare of their souls, She is anxious that they should 


learn to know and accept Christ as their Savior, too, and live a life of love for 


Him. 


Because a Christian mother loves the soul of her child, she will, there-


fore, heed the command of God as given to the Children of Israel: And these words1 


which I command t hee this day, shall be i n thine heart, and thou shalt teach them 


diligently unto thy chil dren. To that end a Christian mother will let no one de-


prive her of the privilege of telling her children about God as a loving Father 


and about Christ as a forgiving Savior as soon as thej' are old enough to under-


stand. She will teach her children to pray regularly, reverently, and sincerely. 


Too often the responsibility of religious traini ng is completely delegated to the 


church or is entirely neglected. Paul could say to Timothy, a man of strong, 


Christian convictions and character: From a chil d you have known the Holy Scrip-


tures . He could say: The sincere faith that dwelled f irst in your mother Euni ce 


now dwel ls i n you. Mothers, Ask yourselves, "If your children knew no more about 


God than what they have learned from you, how nruch would they know? If your child· 


ren knew no more about Christ as their Savior from sin than what they have learned 


from you, how much would they know?" 


A Christian mother sets her child ren an exam 1 f 01... • t• P e o ~iris ian character. 
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She lives a Christian life and lets them watch her. A Christian mother will not 


only encourage her children to go to church, but she will set them an example by 


going with them. A Christian mother will not only advise her children to read the 


Bible and to pray; by example she will show them how. A Christian mother will not 


only ask her children to be pure and honest, kind and forgivins, tender and lovinf 


indeed she herself will be pure and honest, kind and forgiving, tender and loving


and her children will never completely forget. Many times in their later years 


they will rise up and call their mother blessed. 


When President William Henry Harrison died, Mrs. Harrison wrote a letter 


to her pastor in which she said: You will not f ail to pray f or me and my de~r son 


and daughters who are l ef t , f or I have no wish f or my children or grandchildren 


than to see t hem t he humbl e f ol lowers of Jesus Chri s t . Mothers, is that your 


wish? Are you doing everything you can to bring up your children in the nurture 


and admonition of the Lord? Are you praying for them? Are you setting them an 


of Christian faith and life? If you are, you are a truly great blessing and bless· 


ed are your children. Your influence will rest on them throughout life like a 


great benediction. Amen. 
...... 
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·rne !'east: o:r t-encecosc 
Mother's Day 
Rolling Meadows -- 1978 


ACTS 2: 1-21 


l\.~V • vGJ. J. I: • J.&11.UU 


IN N'OMINE JESU 


Several weeks ago some of us pastors were sitting around talking81 when someone raised 


the question: "What are you going to do when May 14th c0111es this year -- preach about 


the Feast of Pentecost or Mot:her 's Day?'' The majority agreed t--hat they would devote t 


service to PENr~:Je-~ ~";r"J,,7_j J..1;1 iii #~o the ' 'Feast of 


Booths" in the Old Testamen~and MJHER"S~nly began in 1914 . I listened quietly 


" when someone said, 11·rh:run~ you 're the guy with the liturgic.!!! bent. Hh.st are you goin 


to do? " I smiled and said, "As a matter of fact, !:\1 probably preact. on both ." 


Everybody laughed, insinuating that that would be virtually impossible. It really 


isn't -- not if you have paid close attention to what happened on PENI'ECOST. 


The DAY had come -- the ONE Jesus spoke about when He said to His disciples in the las 


few minutes before His Ascension: " YOU WILL R'£CE1Vi!: POW.ER WHt:N THE HOLY SPIRIT HAS COM 


UPOl~ YOU • " It was a GREAT DAY -- a GREAT NEW BEGINNIR; -- the START OF A NEW ERA 


It was accompanied by LITTLE FLAMES -- like SPLIT TOR7UBS OF FIRE. A GREAT WIND blew 


and ' ILiJID AL:. 'i'HE HOUSE wmrn.e THE.Y Wt.ZRE s l!T rnG • " "AND 'fHEY HERE ALI_ FILLED WITH 


THE HOLY SPIRIT AND Bf:G_!,!-J 'i'O ~PEAK IN 0'1.Hf:R 'tONGl'T~ " -- t ongues pc:?ople could understan• 


-- " AS Tf-<1' S!,)IR11 GA,J£ 'I'HEM 1.JJ.'T:::.?ANC~ • 11 It was then that Peter stood up and preached 


the first Christian sermon. He began with G quotation from the prophet Joel: " :'1 THE 







LAST DAYS IT SHALL BE, GOD DECLARES' 'fH.~T I WILL POUR our MY SPIRI'f UPON ALL FLESH, 


AND YOUR SONS ANO YOUR DAUGHT£RS SHAT.l PROPHESY, AND YOUR YOUNG MEN SHALL SEE VIS ION: 


AND YOU OLD MEN SHALL DR~AM DRE.Aff..S; YEA, AND ON MY MENSERVANTS AND MY MAIDSERVANTS D 


THO.SE DAYS I WILL POUR OUT NY SPIRIT ; AND THEY SHALL PROPHESY ." -~ 


~ .; It is the SIGN CE THE SPIRIT that YOUNG MEN and YOOJIG WOMEN .will prophesy. 


~~ AND YOUR DAUGJIJ'ERS SHALL PROPHESY." ."".".": •••• There llave always been people 


"YOUR SON 


in the 


history of the Christian Church who have identified the GIFT OF THE SPIRIT with the 


ability to "speak in tongues.'' I must say that on this occasion at ~east the ''tongue: 


were those people bad learned to speak from their MorHBR 'S KNEE. ' 'THEY WERE BEWitDERl 


BECAUSE EACH ONE HE'ARD tHEM SPF.AKING IN HIS OWN LAt\'GUAGF . • " Then quite a number of 


places are mentions where these tongues were s poken. The people were ''AMAZED AND 


WONDERED'' because, as they said, ' 'WE HEAR THEM TELLING !N OUR OWN TONGUES THE MIGHTY 


WORKS OF GOD . ANO ALL WERE AMAZED AND PERPLEXED, SAYING TO ONE ANOTHER, ' WHAT ))CJES 


TH!S MEAN? ' BUX OTHERS MOC KING SAI1>, 'THEY AR£ F ILtED WITH Nr:l<! ~HNZ • '" . 


Actually, the SPE--AKltr; CF THE SPIRIT down through the ages has been mostly through 


SONS.AND DAUGHTERS. Speaking in SONS AND DAUGHI'ERS, the SPIRIT has carried forward the 


CAUSE. OF JiSUS CHRIST. It is alive today because those SONS AND DAUGHrERS still 


11 i:.1wPill?:L ." They "..?ROPH:!~!" becaus~ for the most part/ CHRISTI.AN MOTHERS, filled 







~ 
themselves with the HOLY SPIRIT, have taken the time and the effort to ".BRING 'FHiffa 


..cJHI:»itEN UP IN THE NURTORE. AND ADMONIT10N CF THE LORD'' and to teach them the ·"LOVE OF 


GOD" aa they too have come to know it " IN T!IE. FACE OF CHRIST JESUS ." w ~ 
.dv~Fk~~Wl;~,-~~ 


Right at the beginning of the LETTER TO THE HEBREWS the author says: ''IN MANY ANO 


VARIOUS WAYS GOD SPOK£ OF OLD TO OUR FATHERS BY THE PROPHETS; BUT IN THE:SE LAST DAYS 


HE HAS SPOKEN TO US BY HIS SON." We all know how that happened through the Bl.BSSED 


( cuit-t/v .,Q)ffe'flll,{I ) 


VIRGIN MOTHIUl -- when the angel appeared to her and said: ' tvOU WILL SE HONORED ABOVE 


ALL WOMEN. THE HOLY SPIRIT WILL COME UPON YOU .... . ~ •• AND YOU WILL BE~OME THE MOTHER 


OF THE HOLY ONB: OF GOD • '' 


No longer did God have to describe HIS LOVE in just words. He " LOVED THE WORI.D SO MUC 


THAT HE GA VE HIS ONLY SON." No longer did God have to prov;zp T!\llfR of His words • 


I( J. et.IA -r/D If pt/ 4' ~ ,,, 4' . ! ' 
HIS SON is truth and life. " IM HIM WAS LIFE j MID THE LIFE rvAS THE LIGHT OF MEN .,, 


God took in~o His own heart the REALITY OF OUR HUMANITY -- and He is still among us t~ 


TOUCH and to HEAL, as He was among us to BLEED, and DIE, and RISE AGAIN. 


When JOHN THE BAPl'IZER was in pri son, he bad some questions about the identity of Jesu 


He sent his d i sciples to Jesus with the question: ' '.;.RE YOU H£ H·! !.:HOUW CONF, OR SH .. ti.t 


m !~COR FOP. ~ur.1.r:-r l l" Jesus answer ed them: "L~ 31,r~'D Rrc::T\ 







WALK, I.EPERS _1-\PJ! CLEAI~SED AND THE DE....l\F HEAR, THE DEAD ARE RAISED UP, AND THE FOOR HAI 


GOOD N&WS PRE.ACHED T 0 THEM." 


Now that's PR.OPHESYI?C! That's F<llTHrELLllC! When Jesus came~ He put HIS ACTIONS 


'r. 


right where the WORDS CF THE PROPHETS said they would be. In the SYNAGOG AT NAZARETH 


He put it as plainly as He could: "THE SPIRIT OF THE" LORD !S UPON M£, BECAUSE HE HAS 


ANOINTED ME TO PREACH GOOD NEWS TO 1'HE POOR; HE H.4S SEN!' ME TO PROCLA1M RELEASt TO TH 


CAPTIVES AND RE.COVERY OF SIGHT '!'O THE BLIND, TO SE1' AT LIB"£RT.Y THOSE WHO Alli!. OPPRJ!':SSEl 


TO PROCLAIM THE ACCEPTABLE YEAR OF THE LORD . " • •••• Now, that's PRO~YING. . That's 


FORTH?ELLit«;·." 


God is speaking that way in PROPHECY today through "SONS ANO DAUGHTERS . " Some of the 


greatest examples of FAITH IN CHRIST that I have seen were in YOUNG PEOPIE. They havE 


a heart for the POOR -- very often more than do their elders. They TALK and they ACT: 


Their ACTIO~ sometimes speak louder than t heir WOlU>S. ''THE YOUNG MEN Slf..ALL SEE V!SIC 


AND THE OLD ?-1EN S!L4.LL DR.r:AM DREAMS. ON MY SERVANrS AND ON l·fY B..PJIDMAIDENS I WILL POUR 


OUT IN THOSE: DAY~ 01" MY SPilUl A® 1'HEY SHALL PRO!I11!'.S\ • " It is happeni ng all the time 


ri;e SPIRIT <E THE LORD is at wor k in the world. 


11J"1H 1~~ GJ.:llii:.t: ":E .·PIRI'l' , 11 said St . Paul. Don ' t use EVIL COMMUNICATION. Say only wba 







is GOOD ARD H&LPFUL to those you are talking to. That will give them a BLISSING. 


Don't give the Holy Spirit S~OW by the WAY YOU LIVE. Remember He is the ONE Who 


marks you to be PltBSENl' on that day when SALVATION FR.C»I SIN will be complete. Stop 


being MEAN, BAD-TBMPSIUm, and Atr;RY; QUARRBLiit;, BARSH WORDS, and' DISLIKE <R Ol'HERS 


should have no place in your lives . 
'<: • 


" INSTEAD, BC.. KIND TO EACH Ol'HER, TENDERHl!'.ARTED , 


F~GIVING ONE ANOTHERt JUST AS GOD HAS FORGIVEN YOU BECAUSE YOU BELONG TO CHR1ST ." 


Do you begin to see now bow PENTECOST and Moramt 'S DAY fit together? The SPIRIT spea1 


in " SONS " -- your sons, and in 1 AUGffi'ERS " - - your daughters ----- whom you have brou1 


up to know JESUS CHRIST as LORD AND SAVIOR. These "SONS AND DAUGHTERS '' TRUST JESUS 


CHRIST and they LIVE THE LIFE OF CHRIST. They " PROPHESY !" They FORTHTELL! And it ifi 


all because of the PR<JilISE CR PENTECOST: 11 ! WILL POUR OUT MY SPIRIT ON ALL FLESH AND 


YOUR SONS AND YOUR DAUGHTERS SHALL PROPHESY ." And to them the Lord says today as He 


said then: "Hh WHO HEARS YOU, HE.o\RS 'ME ." Amen . 








' 1 Mother's Day 
i Rolling Meadows - 1976 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 
I 
I PHILIPPIANS 2: l-5 "' "SO IF THERE IS ANY ENCOURAGEME.'N'r IN CHRIST, ANY INCE.TIVE <F LOVE, 


ANY. PARTICIPATION IN THE. SPIRIT, ANY AFFECTION AN1) SYMPATHY, 
COMPLETE MY JOY BY BEI~ OF THE SAME MIND, HAVING THE SAME LOVE, 
BEING IN FULL ACCORD AND OF ONE' MIND. DO NOTH!?«; FROM SEU' ISHNESS 
OR CONCEIT, Btrr IN HUMILITY COUNT OTHERS BETTER THAN YOURSE'LVES • 
IET EACH OF YOU LOOK NOT ONLY TO HIS OWN INI'ERRSTS, BUT Al.SO TO 
THE INTERESTS OF OTHERS. HAVE THIS MIND AMONG YOURSELVES, WHICH 
YOU HAVE IN CHRIST JESUS." 


If there is one place in the world where people can be expected to be at ONE with one 


another, it is AT HOME: -- in the FAMILY. Yet, it is of ten right there that LIFE begins 


to FALL APART. HUSBANDS and WIVES can't look at each other without GLARING. PARENTS 


and CHIWRE.N can't talk to each other without Q UARRRLING ••••• Eventually, this same 


thing shows up ours IDE THE FAMILY. At WORK and at PLAY, and even in WORSHIP -- they 


respond with the SAME: CRUDENESS and COARSENESS that mark their LIFE" AT HOME. 


Thts, of course, is nothing NEW. It is as OU> as ADAM and EVE. MISUNDERSTANDINGS and 


DISAGREEMENTS have their root, said St. Paul, in the SAME' OU> SINFUL NATURE which likes 


to WRITE ITS OWN STORY -- governed by ITS OWN PASSIONS -- and punctuated by ITS OWN 


PRIDE. 


So ST. PAUL wrote to his friends at Philippi. He knew very well that the PEOPLE of 


that church were VERY HUMAN. That is to say: THEY WERE NOT PERFECT. The church had 


its promblems, as it does today. People bad their problems, as they do today. People 


in the church were QUARRELi~ and FIGHI'ING. Indeed, there were TWO WOME:N in this 
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congregation -- EUOOIA and SYNTYCHR -- who had been BICKERING, BITI~ at each other, 


and trying to BEAT each other ••••• It was not something ST. PAUL was going to let go 


unnoticed. "DO NOTHING FROM SELFISHNESS OR CONCEIT ," he said, ''BUT IN HUMILITY COUNT 


OTHERS BETTER THAN YOURSELVES. U.:T EACH CF YOU LOOK NOT ONLY TO HIS OWN INTERESTS, 


BUT ALSO TO THE INTERESTS OF OTHERS. HAVE THIS MIND AMONG YOURSELVES, WHICH YOU HAVE 


IN CHRIST JESUS • '' 


This kind of thing BEG INS AT HOME • What people are AT HOME, they wi 11 be WHEREVER THEY 


ARE. Most people do not like to FIGHT and QUARREL -- but they do. For such people ST. 


PAUL has some very practical advice: ''HAVE THIS MIND AMO~ YOURSELVES, WHICH YOU HAVE 


IN CHRIST JESUS .'' 


What is the "MIND CF CHRIST?" It is simply this: ' 'THOUGH HE WAS IN THE FORM OF GOD, HE 


DID NOT COUNT ~UALITY WITH GOD A THING TO BE: GRASPED, BUT EMPTIED HIMSELF, MADE HIMSELF 


Ci' NO REPUTATION -- actually gave up for the sake of humanity the privileges which 


belong to Him as God -- AND TOOK UPON HIMSEU' THE FORM OF A SERVANT, BEING BORN IN THE 


LIKENESS CF MEN . AND BEING FOUND IN HUMAN FORM HE HUMBU.:D HIMSELF AND BECAME OBEDIENT 


UNTO DEATH, EVEN DEATH ON A CROSS • '' 


THAT'S THE, MIND OF CHRIST! With all of HIS GODHEAD and all of HIS HUMANITY, He did not 
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feel that He had to go around DEMANDING PRAISE' and ADULATION. With COMPU:TE CONFIDENC! 


in HIS FATHER, He did not mind BE~ A SERVANT at all. He W~HED THE FEET of His 


disciples -- not just as a SYMBOLIC GESTURE but in ACTUAL FACT -- just at a time when 


they were at ODDS WITH ONE ANOTHER, determined to ouroo ONE ANOTHER, intent on OUf.i. 


PARADING ONE ANOTHER. Instead of FEATHERING HIS OWN NEST, He was interested in FOR-


GIVING the HUMAN PRIDE that makes FIGHrING AND QUARREL!?{; an everyday thing on the 


human scene. He was out to BRING PE.OPIE AROUND with HIS LOVE -- which carried Him 


right to a CROSS where He died for the SIN that makes LIFE A LIVING HELL. 


The QUESTION for you to answer on this MOTHER ' S DAY is this: Do you want your home to 


be an OtrrPOST CJF HELL? Or would you rather that it be a LlTTIE BIT LIKE HEAVEN -- a 


place where you can RETREAT and REFUEL to receive DAILY SUPPORT and STRENGTH? •••••• 


If you would rather it be more like heaven, then listen to the apostle!s adice: ·~on't 


be conceited . Don't have an exaggerated opinion about yourself. DO NOTHING FROM 


SELFISHNESS OR CONCEIT I Bur IN HUMILITY COUNf ailERS BETl'ER THAN YOURSELVES ." 


In my PRE-MARITAL COUNSELLING I have couples MAI<R A LIST of the things they DISLIKE 


MOST about their intended marriage partner. In one way or another the answer always 


comes back: "CONCEIT ." CONCEIT knows it all -- is always right -- is always better. 


It is the thing that gives others the impression: " I am the one! I am great~ I am 
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good! Look at me!" 


There is nothing that can bring about ONENESS in a FAMILY as much as a GOOD HEALTHY 


DOSE. OF REALITY. ALL ARE SINNERS -- MOTHER, FATHER, CHIIJ>REN. Try to COVEll THAT UP, 


and you have already started on a BI~E OF CONCEIT •••••• There is probably NO CONCEIT 


SO DEVASTATING as RE.LIGIOUS PIETY -- which Pt.rrS ON AIRS and PARADES ITS VIRTUES as if 


somehow, by PIETY, people can be SAVED! 


When the Bible talks about SALVATION, it is NOT TALKING about SOMETHING YOU CAN DO TO 


GET Ot.rr CF THE MESS YOU ARB IN. It is AIJi/AYS TALKI?«; ABOt.rr GOD -- what HE HAS DONE 


and CONTINUES TO DO in order to RESCUE PEOPLE: from the MESS TH&Y ARE IN. For this HIS 


SON "TOOK UPON HIMSEIE THE FORM CF A SERVANT AND WAS MADE IN THE LIKENESS OF MEN. AND 


BEING FOUND IN HUMAN FORM HE HUMBLED HIMSEIE AND BECAME OBEDIENf tmrO DE.ATH" ·- even 


the death of a COMMON CRIMINAL. In that DEATH, God was doing His thing! IN CHRIST, 


God was "RECONCILING THE WORIJ) TO HIMSEIE, NOT COUNI'ING OUR SINS AGAINST US .'' 


Now look at HIM! GOD has "GIVEN HIM A NAME WHICH IS ABOVE EVERY NAME, THAT AT THE NAME 


OF JESUS EVERY KNEE SHOUW BOW, IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH AND UNDER THE KARTH, AND EVERY 


TONGUE. CONFESS THAT JESUS CHRIST IS LORD, TO THE GLORY OF GOD THE FATHER ." 
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That's SOME FAMILY -- the FAMILY DF GOD -- where people in ALL CONFIDENCE call GOD 


their FATHER. They can do that because they KNOW CHRIST and LIVE WITH CHRIST in their 


HOMES. They CONFESS that HE IS THE ONE -- the ONLY ONE' - around WHOM the WHOIE FAMILY 


gathers. His Name is JESUS -- SAVIOR -- for which He was not TOO PROUD TO DIE. He 


FORGIVES and He HEAl.S. He GIVES HIMSEIF to us AGAIN AND AGAIN at the COMMUNION TABIE. 


He BINDS US TOGETHER in His GREAT LOVE. He shows us HOW " IN HUMILITY to COUNI' OTHERS 


BETTER THAN ourselves.'' 


So let this be not just a "Happy Mother's Day" -- but let this be a " Happy F amily Day" 


-- in JESUS, OUR SAVIOR~ Amen. 








Mother's Day 
Bessemer - 1959 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


St. Mark 10: 13 ... And they brought young children to Him,, that He should 
touch them. 


THE CHRISTIAN MOWER l 


Once again the hand :on. the .:clock of time has turned around, and it is 


Mother's Day. One this day the countless children around this great land are re-


membering and paying tribute to their mothers. Would to God that every mother in 


this vast and mighty land of ours deserved to be remembered! Would to God that 


every mother was a Christian mother! Have you ever thought about that? - that 


every woman who has a child does not deserve the name mother, that millions of 


mothers in our country are far from being Christian, that there may be mothers in 


our own congregation who are shirking their God-given responsibility of bringing 


their children to Jesus and teaching them the Christian way of life? It's a bard 


thought, and certainly not one we like to dwell on - especially on this day which 


is given to over-sentimentalization and a . eulogizing of motherhood. But it's a 


thought that desperately demands our attention! JUST WHAT MA~A CHRISTIAN MOTHEB 


And that is what I would like to consider with you today. 


It 1s one of the sad signs of our time that juvenile delinquency is rapid 


ly on the increase than on the decrease. Homicides in the United States within a 


recent period have increase 1,200%, the majority committed by young men. Thievery 


by youth has risen to amazing proportions. And it may well be that many of these 


crimes have been committed by youths of Christian homes - where mothers have 


neglected their responsibility - the responsibility of bringing their children to 


Jesus. A former policeman of Chicage said: Unless certain causes of decadence are 


removed, America fac~a f ut.I/re of despair. Degenerate producers have thrust lust


ful thoughts into the minds of American youth in such a way that never before in 


the history of our country was t here such a wild abandon of uncont rolled impulses . 


A leader of an anti-filth orgallization reports: I know what I am tal.l{ing about. 


We're going the way of Greece and Rome, aoo going rapidly. It•s time you talce your 


heads out of the sand and see what's going on in the land. A deeply serious girls1 


counselor of the Ne)t' York Ci vie League speaks of the liquor vendors who are beqg 
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sent among high school students and promoting •rinking parties, so that youngster1 


will begin to thin1< it is a tame party where they do not have any booze. An 


educator from a. foreigh land steps up to declare, The American dance is ruining ~ 


country. 


What is wrong with the America~ What can we do to stop this 


octopus of vice and lust and crime that is stretching out its sliJitV tentacles to 


drag down our children into the cesspool of iniquity? It will not do to shout an 


ove~abundance of laws. Now, Johnny, I don't want to see you doing this! Don't 


l et me ever catch you doing thatl Laws will never change the heart, nor the way 


of life. Where, then, does the trouble lie? The cartoonist Shoemaker illustrated 


it very strikingly in one of his cartoons. It showed a man coming out of the 


front door of his home with a blunderbuss in his hand, indignant over an outrage 


committed upon his daughters. He would track down the guilty one. The trail led 


around through the woods, circled, and finally came µpt to a door. Ah! here he 


would find the cause, the guilty one. He looked up. Great Scot! He dropped his 


flintlock, dumfounded. It was the back door of his own home. Someone has rightly 


said that juvenile delinquency is nothing less than parental delinquency. If you 


are honestly looking for a way to arrest delinquency, halt the flood of crime, 


stop the decay of morals - then look to those who have the first responsibility in 


the training of youth, the parents. Wise old Solomon put it very well when he 


said: As the twig is bent, so shall the tree bel Parents are the ones who bend 


the twigs. 


It seems to me that many mothers of today would like nothing better than 


to push a button or turn a switch and have their children raised automatically. 


But God has seen fit to make children human beings and not machines. Granted that 


the modern Amercian mother is a busy woman - but God help us if she becomes too 


busy for her children. Simply to shove a child aside - outside, in a playroom, 


before the T.V. and exclaim over and over: Mother's too busy now; go play - is to 


tragically neglect the responsibilities of motherhood. 
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A little love will go a long way! In one of his essays, John Barry tell 


of an incident that happened in a streetcar. At one of the stops a woman boarded 


the car with a little boy following close behind her. They sat in long seat, the 


boy between her and another woman. Soon the other woman noticed the boy was cud


dling up against her coat and sometimes getting his muddy feet against it. She 


finally turned to the woman with whom the boy had entered and said, Madam, will yo· 


please keep your boy's feet off my coat . The reply was, Pardon me, but he isn•t 


my boy. The other woman became curious and asked him about it. He looked up 


shyly and said, I ain't got no mother. But I make believe sometimes, and when I 


see some lady like you that I would like for a mother, I pretend she is. The lady 


was so deeply touched by the little fellow's disanning affection that she adopted 


him. Eggleston in hie, The Hoosier Schoolmaster, tells of little Shocky, a shy, 


bashful boy from the backwoods. One day after hours the schoolmaster spoke a few 


friendly words to him, and poor little Shock.y, as•'the·~·author relates, he hied away 


through the tall trees, a very happy boy, saying over and over again, How he looka. 


at mel how he did look! ••• smiling clear down to his shoes at the master's kind 


words . A little love will go a long way •••• 


The Qhristian mother will be a woman of prayer. Daily she will be found 


a the foot of the Cross, pleading for forgiveness for her own shortcomings and ask· 


ing for the Savior's guiding directio~ in raising her children. She will be a 


woman like Monica, the mother of Augustine, who would not give up praying, who 


persisted in it till her prayers eventually turned her wayward son to the Cross of 


Christ am the paths of righteousness. She will be a woman like Washington's 


mother. In the Washington historical museum there is a pocket notebooli, well-worn 


and thumbed and marked with corrections and signs of study. It was his private 


book of prayers. A bronze tablet on the subtreasury in New York City shows the 


stern general with his chisel-cut features kneeling in the snow at Valley Forge. 


Someone has said that the War of the Revolution was won on that spot. His will to 


see it through to victory was sustained by prayer. Where did that element of 
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success come from? When the young Washington left home, his mother's parting word 


were: M;r son, do not neglect the secret duty of prayer! 


The Christian mother will lead her children into the Bible and teach thei 


the Word of God. It was Lincoln, Honest Abe, who said: All that I am or ever hope 


to be I owe to my pother! And what kind of a mother did Lincoln have? It was she 


who declared: I would rather Abe would be able to read the Bible than to own a fan 


if he can't have both . Are the mothers in our congregation so concerned about 


having their children know the Bible? 


The Christian mother will prize her children above all else, above the 


gaity of society, above the glamour, glitter, and sparkle of the world. When the 


barbarians of the north ransacked the decaying Roman world, th1 came upon a little 


town and asked an old man at the gate where the richest home was. He pointed up 


the hill to the home of the Gracchus family. The vandals went and battered at the 


door and demanded that the mother show them her jewels. She hushed them and said, 


Will you be very quiet if I show you? The rough captain thought it queer but con-


sented and followed her into a little chamber. There are my jewels , said the 


mother as she pointed to her sleeping children. The old warrior, thinking of his 


own boys and girls in the far northland, turned and ordered his pack of thieves to 


withdraw. Do you mothers treasure your children that highly? 


The Christian mother will, above all, bring her children to Jesus, the 


Savior. There is no more beautiful picture in the Brble than our Lord's interest 


in children. It is said of Him: He shall feed His flock like a shepherd and gathe1 


the young lambs in His bosom. To Him one lost lamb out of a hundred is as preciouE 


as though it were all He had. Most gladly will He leave the ninety and nine and 


go out to seek the one little black lamb who has gotten into mischief - and, as the 


song has it, that little black lamb was me . 


Children, a bother? A nuisance? Jesus never thought so. When His im-


patient disciples stood in the way of the mothers who were bringing their children 


to Him to be blessed and told them not to trouble the Master, He was much dis-
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pleased: Suffer the little children to come unto Me and forbid them not. A 


bother? Trouble? Why, of such is the Kingdom of God. And those who are guilty of 


of corrupting youth He denounced in sharp an:i stinging rebuke: Whoso shall offerxi 


one of these little ones that believe in Me, it were better for him that a mill


stone were hanged about his neck and he were drowned in the depth of the sea. 


Mothers, yours is a priceless privilege! God has given you children not 


to have arxi to hold, but to have and to mollld - to teach and train and bring to 


Jesus! Too much trouble? Too much of a bother? God forbid! - Of such is the 


Kingdom of God! 
Amen. 


,,--
--· 
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I N NOl.:tlNE JESU 


Colossians J : 18-21 Wives , be subject to your husbands, as is fitting in the 
Lord. Husbands, love your wives , arrl do not be harsh with 


them. Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord. 
Fathers, do not provoke your children, l est they become discouraged. 


THE C'"tlRISTIAN FAMILY 


It is not my purpose today to either deify on d~~e motherhood. In 


spite of all the sentimental blurb that traditionally we hear on this day about 


mothers, they are still human beings like all of the rest of us - constantly in 


need, like all of the rest of us , of the grace and the forgivene~~t comes to %1 "''-" 41(.;( f4.tf/; ..£,-r· m-1 o.,tQ ~tN' .a't-f.1. tt f"4'ti - ,J..e ~j' f(,-t-tf' - 'Y -'/.I· ~ ~~ 
them, like it comes to all of the rest of us, in Christ .'.tesus, our Lord./\ Mothers 


do not exist:..iniiso.1at.di.on. They are a part - and I might add, a very vital part -


of the basic, God-given family structure. And it is about this that I wish to 


speak to you ~oday - The Christian family. 


Families are having a tough time throughout the world, and family life 


is in a bad way. In many places what actually exists is onl y a household rather 


than a family - a place where parents and children hang their hats but feel little 


or no per sonal responsibility or duty toward each other and seldom show any person 


al concern for one another . Pressures in the modern world a.re strong enough to 


squeeze the heart out of family life and to shape the family itsihlf into distorted 


forms which leave it all but unrecognizable. After conducting their usual surveys 


on marriage and family life, educated guess-men freel y predict that within a gene-


r ation or two the family as a basic unit of society will be a thing of the past. 


If this should happen, one might add, society i tself will be smashed . 


History ampl y demonstrates that society, with all its economic and poli-


ti.cal institutions, can crack up. The family, however, always seems to come back -


a fact puzzling only to those who fail to recognize that the God who created man 


has seen fit to arrange the world in families- His sovereign Will cannot l ong be 


denied and will never be thwarted. You can conduct all the surveys you please on 


marriage and family life, listing the causes of divorce in the order of their i.m-


portance and bemoan:ing thet fact that children are not being properl y trained. In 


the last analysis, however, surveys are not going to get at the heart of t he touble 


Until people realize what marri age is all about and what family life is for, the 
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process of disruption and destruction will only go from bad to worse . That is wh<: 


is happening all over the world . Marriage is becoming a plaything, to be broken 


at will, whenever it pleases one or both partners. Family life has become the sul 


ject of innumerable surveys which describe the mounting problem, but seldiom, if 


ever, furnish any solutions. For the most part these surveys ggnore the divine 


dimens ion of family life. Marriage was instituted by God hot merely t hat two pe~· 


p;Jie.;might have companionship with each oth~r, but that they mi ght be husband and 


wife . In the ordinary course of human events, husbands and wives bring children 


into the world, not to be batted back and forth by spouses who spend most of thei.! 


time quarreling with each other, or living apart, or figuring out ways to get a 


divorce. Children are meant to be raised in a family, acquiring from father and 


mother the training in attitude and action they will need to make a satisfying lif 


of their ovm. 


The whole idea of the family may be old, but it is not old-fashioned. 


The fact is, St. Paul's advice to the Colossians sounds so new to a lot of people 


today that it seems almost revolutionary: 11ives , be subject to your husbands, as 


is fitting in t he Lord . Husbands , love your vlives, and do not be harsh with theo. 


Children, obey your parents in ever:rthing, for this pleases the Lord . Fathers, do 


not provoke your children, lest they become discouraged. Phillips translates: 


Wives, adapt yourso_lves to your husbands that your marriage may be a Christian 


lmity . Husbands , be sure you give your wives much love and sympathy; don't let 


blitterness or res i:ntment spoil your marriage . As for you children, you.r duty is 


to obey your parents, for at your age this is one of the best things you can do to 


show your love for the Lord. Fathers, don't overcorrect your children, or they 


will gro.-r up feeling i..l'lferior and frustr ated . 


There you have the whole thing in a nutshell. Notice that St. Paul al


ways talks about family life as being in the wrd . Bytthe Lord he means Jesus 


Christ, put to death on a Cross and raised again from the dead to be the living 


wrd of all men with universal dominion over all things. Since Christ lives, says 


the apostle, let Him live in your family. Let every day be a celebration of His 
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resurrection . Faith in Christ - a real, living Christ-connected life - produces 


those plain uords and ungl amorous acts, right in the family circle, that make a 


woman a weal wife and mother) a nd a man a real husband and father. Eaith in Chris1 


turns boys and girls into obedient sons and daughters . 


Don't imagine that all of this is too dogmatic or quite impossibl e for 


your own little famil y . Of oourse, the worst family in the neighborhood is in thE 


house next door or somewhere else down the street. You would not want to be like 


them. But you a re just as cer tain that you could not be like those other neighbo1 


vlho seem to have a model home, always having an eye out for each other, and con


stantly living in an atmospher e of tranquility without any problems at all. Let 


me let you in on a little secret. There are no families that have no problems. 


The difference lies in how f amilies meet their probl ems . Marital bitterness, dise 


bedience of children, arrl overl y harsh discipline on the JE.rt of parents are prett 


good indications that a family has not learned how to meet its problems. In the 


Lord - that's the way to meet pr obl ems and to make the most of opportunities . In 


the Lord is the way a wife buil ds up her husband to be the kind of man not only 


she but God wants him to be . In the Lord is the way a man gives his l ove and de


votion to a woman that helps make her the kind of wife not only he but God wants 


her to be. In t..'1e Lord is the way children show obedience to their parents, even 


when they don ' t quite understand the r estricti ons father and mother have laid upon 


them, so becoming the kind of boys and girls not only t heir parents but God wants 


them to be. In the Lord fathers exercise mature and kindl y discipline in the home. 


always careful not to be too hard on their children, lest they become discouraged 


and sullen and morose , feeling inferior and frustrated. In the Lord fathers are 


careful not to break the spirits of their children - and in the process they becomE 


the kind of fathers God wants them to be . 


Family life in the Lord is not qui te as simple as it sounds . Willing 


subordination and its counterpart of tender, self- gi ving love , joyful obediaBce to 


parents, and the kind of parental suber vision that encourages rather than frus 


trates, are not easy to come by . Families come home from church only to hand out 


harsh words and engage in actions which produce strife and rebellion. The res-
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surection, somehow, is left behind in the sanctuary, and the old grind begins agai 


This is not the way. The resurrection of Christ has to be taken out into the worl 


- right where you live . This means letting Christ be Lord in your heart and in 


your home. His lordship makes all the difference in the mrld . Christ died for 


you, to put to death all that stubbornness and sarcasm which produce so much troub 


in the homes of our world, In HllJ. there is forgiveness , leaving no room for that 


unforgiving spirit which carries a grudge and causes so much bitterness in the 


homes of our world. In Christ there is life, full and free , quite unlike that liv 


ing death which has turned so many homes into mausoleums. 


The L::>rd heals the hurts of peopl e who look to Him for help . If there 


is sin in your life, He forgives . He really does . It doesn't make any difference 


what you have done; He heals the hurt of it all. If you have done violence to 


your marriage, or have been neglectful to your famil y, you will probably feel more 


hurt than ever the more you come to know your Lord. The hurt is not healed by 


mere recognition of what you have done wrong. That only makes the hurt worse . 


Healing comes from the forgiving love and the life- giving power of the Lord who 


paid the price for all you have done wrong. He was raised from the dead to be 


Lord in your heart and in your home. 


Have a home in the Lord, filled to the brim with love . Let it be the 


kind of love between husband and 1vife that made Jacob work seven years for the han 


of Rachel . To this man, the Scriptures tell us , those 7 years seemed to him but a 


few days, for the love he had for her . Love one en other in the Lord . Children, 


love your parents in the Lord, giving them every respect and obedience . One day, 


when you have children of your mm, you will begin to appreciate what that tight 


little relationship really meant, not just for them but for you . Opey your par


ents in the Lord - this is your time. Tomorrovr or the next day may very well be 


too late . How often I have heard young people say to me, If I had only obeyed my 


parents, I would not have made such a mess of my life . For t he sake of Christ, 


crucified for you md risen from the dead, obey your parents. Men, for the sake 


of Christ, who as a Man for us all - let us be real fathers in our households. 
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The family depends upon you as the church depends upon Christ. St. Augustine 


once said: Your family is a little church. In the Lord make it so. Be a manly 


husband to your wife, and a fatherly father to your children. 


Let the l ove of Christ rule in your family, and be tlllizy loving, one to 


another . Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, remembering that as member:: 


of one body you are called to live in harmony. Let this not just be ~.iother 1 s Day, 


but let it truly be a family day - in the Lord. Never forget to be thankful for 


what God has done for you in Christ - in ClU'ist who lives and reigns forever and 


ever. Amen. 
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D! lT011Illli JESU 


Philippians 2: 1-8 SO IF THERE IS ANY ENCOURAGEMENT JN CHRIST, ANY INCENTIVE 01 
LOVE, ANY PARTICIPATION IN THE SPIRIT, ANY AFFECTION AND 


SYMPATHY, COMPLETE MY JOY BY BEING OF THE SAME MilID, HAVIl'JG THE SAME LOVE, BEINC 
JN FULL ACOORD MID OF ONE MIND. DO NOTHiliG FROM SELFISHNESS OR CONCEIT, BUT JN 
HUMILITY COUNT OTHERS BETTER THAN YOURSELVES. LET EACH OF YOU LOOK NOT ONLY 'ID 
HIS OWN INTERESTS, BUT AISO TO THE INTERESTS OF OTHERS. HAVE THIS MIND AMONG 
YOURSELVES, WHICH YOU HAVE JN CHRIST JESUS, WHO, THOUGH HE WAS IN THE FORM OF 
GOD, D:rn NOT COUNT EQUALITY WITH GOD A THING TO BE GRASPED, BUT EMPTIED HlMSELF, 
THAKlNG '.lHE FORM OF A SERVANT, BEJNG BORN IN THE LIKENESS OF MEN. AND BEJNG 
FOUND JN HUMAN FORM HE HUMBLED HIMSELF AND BECAME OBEDIENT UNTO DEATH, EVEN DEAT 
ON A CROSS. 


tJ.~A4F 
heb me beg~ this sermon for l.iother's Day by stating a few{axioms) "Father 


may be the HEAD of t he home, but mother i.s the HEART of the homett - "Father n:ay - -
provide the bread and butter, but mother is the keeper of the domain" - "Father 


steers the boat, but mother looks after the ~ssengers"' - "Father is the h~th. - - --- -
but mother is the fire in the hearth" - "Mother is the 'HEART' whose beat fills -
the vdlole house with living l'iarmth111 - - -


Of course, I am speaking about the ideal situation - whereai"ther and mothe~ -
real~ complement each other because they have been welded together into ~ 


~ 
FLESH" - and wI;ierecchildr~ therefore grow up in an atmosphere of 9 and €S,--
~ii)<[£ Pa~ s~s that this kind of joyous, hannonious l iving together - ~ 


-= and ~h one another - is all made possible through Christ Jesus . 
-:::::. x~ 
I can't think of a better description of what aahome ought to be l:i.J.re than -


the advice which our text gives: " JF THERE IS ANY ENCOOPJ\.Gl!lll-.NT IN CHRIST, ANY - -


n ;cENTIVE QF LOVE, Ali'! PARTICIPATI ON IN THE SPIRIT, AHY AFFECTION AHD SDJPATHY, 


COMPLETE MY JOY BY BEil'TG OF THE SAHE MillD, HAVIl!G THE SAME LOVE, BEING m FUIJ., 


ACCOF.D AND OF ONE HIND. DO NOTRJMG FR011 SELFISHNESS OR CONCEIT, BUT IN HUMILITY 


COUNT OTHERS BETTER THAN YOURSELVES. LET EACH OF YOU LOOK r:OT ONLY 'IO HIS OWN 


Il-ITERESTS, BUT AISO 'ID THE DITIBI~TS OF OTHERS ." T~re you M~it. If that :~~l -
isn't 'What it takes to be a fa~, I don't lmow what it does take. - -


Christ shoiYS us{E~w to li'§)-(fiOw to 10!) -l§_w_ to_ g_i_v_i!) "HAVE THIS ?.!IND 


AHOI!G YO TRSf;LV-.t:S, YIHICH YOU HAVE lN CHllIST J.t!STJS, 11HO, THOUGH HE UAS IN THE FORM 


OF GOD, D:rn NOT OOUNT EQUALITY YIITH GOD A THDlG TO BE GRASPI!~D, BUT llil'TIED HThISELF 


TAKING THE FORM OF A SERVA.llj'T, BEil.fG BORN IN THE LIKENESS OF HEM. AND BEilrG FOUND 
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:rn HUIAAN FORM HE HUMBLED HBIBELF AND BECAME OBEDIEHT UNTO DEATH, EVEN DFATH ON A 


CROSS. His VTas a love that went aJ.1 the wal.J e~ to DEATH ON A CROSS - so much 


did He want ts to be ::n.embers of God's f~ - so much did He care about us.. 


The story is told of a~who came home from work one day; and as he wa: 


coming up the driveway, his mm children and sone of the children from the -
neighborhood met him. 111vha t ' s the matter? t1 he asked. irwe want to play Jesus diE -
on the cross," expla:ined his little daughter, 11but we don ' t know how. 11 


The father agreed that that was a problem. How do you act out ac£:"rucifixio! 


and,...a{fesurrectio~ "Well," the father asked, 11·why did Jesus die on the cross?" 


"E:or our sins" c2:m8 back the proset answer which sC!Ile of the children bad learned 


in Sunday School. 11Yes, Christ did die to forgive our sins, 11 the father sajd. 
F < 


rrBut v:hy did He do it? ~~ did He die711' The children thought for a moment and 
~ -


then one of them said "Because God loved us . 11 / "That's a pretty good answer," 


said the father. "God sent Jesus to shO'W that He ~ about what happens to us, 


that He loves us. So how could you play Jesus on the cross? 11 ••••• "Maybe," re-- -
plied one little fell01'1, "by loving one another." 


The discovery was as. exciting to theG:hil dren) as it had been for6t. PaU!°:) 


The father went into the house and wondered how it would aJ.1 work out. He though· 


he would let them work that one out ~n their own. 


Whatever the method was, it didn't work f 0 r yet;lr J Qt;}f. The sounds of a -C§.arrej} soon erupted, and the father had to go out to ~es tore some semblance of 


order, if not of love . -
Children are something like adults. 


alwnys 
do not do what they know they ought to do . 


They know the right answers , but they -
It is not as easy as all that. I - -


guess that -
lmow Jesus 


is ~ the<!,Postl!'Jfound it necessarY to rem.ind people who had come to 


Christ as their Savior: 11DO NOTHJNG FR.OU SELFISHNESS OR CONCEIT,, BUT 


IN HUMILITY COUNT OTmRS BETTER THAN YOURSI'LVES. LET EAffi OF YOU LOOK NOT ONLY 


TO HIS OWN INTI.RESTS, BUT AL.SO TO THE INTERESTS OF OTHERS . 11 


Is that the way it is :in your home? (UnderstaiiaiW9 and@~ are often two 
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different things. Qj'nderstandi~is often only skin deep. Bu@- genuine lo• 


like the love of God in Jesus Chri.st - stops- at noth:ing . It goes all the way . -
is the ultimate quality that makes life worth liy ing. 


Even where love should be blooming at its glorious best - in the home - it 


is often found wi 1her~ on the v:ine . T~ mother is honored with <§"'~ €~7 


~sen~ - perhaps even withW:ining out1at a rui:ce restaurant. Tomorrmv ii 


is likel)r that the rest of the family will have fallen back into the same old rui 


(3 has had her day - now we can st&rt all over again to~e h,pi") €m1~ 
_].dvantaji) of her for .our own selfish interests . @ becomes ~ a corner of 


heaven with 1tEACH ONE LOOKING NOT TO HIS OWN INTERESTS, BUT AISO TO THE INTERESTS --OF OTHERS." ~her it becomes a corner of hell with each one living for himself 


and looking out for himseJf . Each member of the family is determined to@"l1€ 
~ 


~ selfish th~j] - demanding ( is own selfish d1§?- and making life as mash ef & 


~ as he can for everyone else. When you talk about the brealc-up of family 


life today, this is at the bottom of it. 
____. ...... -- p 


- ~cannot be hoarded up . You can't put it in a bank for a rainy day. You 
=:::==~-


can 1 t vave it until <i!i:Other's Da;;,!'!)or~ildren 1 s D~or until next(ifliother~ 
~ To be Jmre at alJ, it has to~ and to cbe shar ed/ day in and day ouj;. 


To be love at all, it has t~and to Gerv;)day in and day out. - -
How much love is there in your home? To get right down to brass tacks , are -


you more interested in(£>v~r inefe:ing loyeg.V IDVE BEGETS IDVE, but how lllllch 


f:@ in the(bedroofili> or l;t in the ya~ 


One of the greatest th:i.n£>s about the love of God in Christ is that He accepu -us as we are. That's loveJ If that is love, how much of it do you have in your - --
home? How much of it do you show in ycmr home? -


There is plenty of room for love in most of our home~ . Life being v.hat it 


J
·ust about everybody has some anxiety or other - something that worries him at 


is, 
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the moment or keeps on worrying him. (!;~he~ is unsure of his ability to cope wi· 


the pressures of business . 6'Q'~fears that she is not goin_g to be able to kee] 


!2_ with father or with her children. (A" ~withdraws under the shadow of a 


brighter brother or sister . G ndmotJi3 feels useless in her advancing years. 
)',_Pl-tr 


Do the members of tile family band together to support one another in LOVE? - -
Does each one know, without being told,, that he is important - that the others -:::,_r~ - that home is a haven to which he can always return for§filrort} and(§al i.r'ii 


and@rgivenes;b Does each one know that he belongs? 


Love is a two way street! It is not onq ~g but giving. That is the 


way it is in God's £~. Peop3:_e 1100UNT OTHEl?S BET'.IER THAN 'l'Hll.iSELVFS. 11 That i - -
'What the Great God did for us in Chris.t. He counted us better than Himself . His - - -
Son even BECAHE OBEDTh'NT UNTO DEATH - DEATH ON ... CROSS! -C~-P-c;_-re-n-9""' need the love of their children, just as surel:¥::_as~~ n~hE 
love and understanding of their pa.rents. Too many pprents are all wrapped up in 


themselves. They do not listen to their children. They don't want to listen. 


They would just as soon let them grow like weeds .... Too manytJhildreri)want to be 


babieit for the rest of their lives. Life is not a matter of sa ing constantly: 


~ll\Y dresj}-~ my ~-~e me to the librai.i)- Pick me up at school -


and overlook my larlnesS) 


Parents and children lID.lSt learn to thinl<: of each other. Each member of the -
family must l~ from Jesus Christ to('ii;~ tc@to6=;,.e] •• As I say, they -
learn that from JESUS ClffiIST who CAME NOT TO BE SERVED BUT TO SERVE, A~ID TO GIVE 


HIS LlFE AS A RA1i;S01I for us all - who BECAME OBEDIEiIT UNTO DEATH, EVEN DEATH ON A 


CROSS . 


When you start9 and~ and €g~ that Vlay - Wl!flT A HOME YOU CA: 
__; 


HAVE - WHAT A LIFE YOU CAN HAVE - FAMILY LIFE, with GOD and with EACH OTHER. -
Every day will-;:;; be extended intG!her 1 s Dcif; an~;r 1 s ~ and@en 


-n;.;) an<{family., _ where you and Christ and the members of your family will 
:::;:I ~ ~ 
have the *P ' Fl 1~, THE SA!.lli LOVE, Br.nm IN FULL ACCORD AND OF O.lNE • .UtID. 11 Amen. 
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fv\other 's Day 
May 13, 1973 


Rwv. Carl F. Thrun 


Roi ling Meadows, Illinois 


DINI INl «J> IM\ 11 INI IEJ IE$ WI 


Colossians 3: 12 - 14: [Today's Engl ish Version] 
YOU ARE THE PEOPLE OF GOD; HE LOVED YOU AND CHOSE 
YOU FOR HIS OWN. THEREFORE, YOU MUST PUT ON COM
PASSION , KINDNESS, HUMILITY, GENTLENESS, AND 
PATIENCE. BE HELPFUL TO ONE ANOGHTER, AND FORGIVE 
ONE ANOTHER, WHENEVER ANY OF YOU HAS A COMPLAINT 
AGAINST SOMEONE ELSE. YOU MUST FORGIVE EACH OTHER 
IN THE SAME W AYTHAT THE LORD HAS FORGIVEN YOU. 
AND TO ALL THESE ADD LOVE, WHICH BINDS ALL THINGS 
TOGETHER IN PERFECT UNITY. 


Someone has said, "What's WRONG with the WORLD begins and ends with the FAMILY • 
....... 0 :::=£-


As FAMILIES GO, so goes the WORLD. 11 That puts QUITE a LOAD on the FAMILY . It is 


a LOAD THATQ.ntended the FAMILY to BEAR. In every CULTURE the FA~ has 
.--. ..... --... - -


ALWAYS been the most IMPORTANT SINGLE FACTOR in the PRESERVATION of HUMAN 


;ocl~Y . A~ at thefVERY. HE~ -6 ~ ~ CENlE~of the FAMILY G~ - --


There are times when I am home ALONE when the{EHlLD~~come home from SCHOOL . 


As they BURST through the DOOR, their 1st SHOUT is, "HEY, MOM! 11 And I reply, 


"HI • 11 Usually they say, "WHERE'S MOM? 11 "She'll be HOME LATER , 11 I answer. - - . 


And they seem DISAfolNTED. I ask, 11 ls there ANYTHING I can do for you? 11 "NO, II -
M11>t 


says one of them , "I'll WAIT until sbe gets home. 11 
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WJ1at doesef;OTHEYy HAVE that I DO NOT HAVE? Why do they think of HER FIRST? 


........ Because she is€ 0T H0 - THAT'S WHY ! It isn't that my CH ILDREN expect to 


find thei r mother at HOME and are SURPRISED to see ME. It is that theyG~NT to SE~Jt~r 


~OTHE_R) - - - they~K for HE~)- - -~ause she does something for them NOBODY 


ELSE CAN DO - - - NOT EVEN I. - -


T~s ~t to say .!h9.!€ ATHERV are an UNNECESSARY COMMODITY. They simply have 


a DIFFERENT ROLE to play. And they are asf MPORTANT and N ECESSA~'din THEIR RO LE 


as MOTHERS ARE in theirs. And it takes ALL of these INGREDIEN TS to make f FAMl 0 - -


You are WELL A\VARE, I am sure, ~&iSINTEGRATl~anc€iTER IORAT~of HOMES 


in our day. A recent survey of homes in the United States indicates that about@ f those 


- - --
~Scan be classified as~N HAP'2')~ut 5~are just(SO-so ) That leaves € out 25%) 


- --
- - - which may be thought of as MORE or LESS (H'""APPY HOMtO 


~ to rr fr 


~do ~T h!v\ be UNHAPPY . H£,ME IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT . If the ~E 


- -
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wi 11 be. The HOME itself is NOT the PROBLEM - - - the PEOPLE ARE. 
-----. ---- : -
~o!..,last year(Life Magazin~carred a story called, "VIOLENT SHOWDOWN OVER 


DRUGS BETWEEN FATHER AND SON. 11 It was the NIGHTMARE STORY of a FATHER who 
- 4 


loved his 17year old SOtJ - - - but HA TED wh.-a._t"""!h::is=so==n_h..;.ad::::B::EC~O~ME. The story reached its ---
TERRIBLE CLIMAX on a SUNDAY AFTERNOON "in a fine lemon-colored HOUSE on a --
Maple lined street hard in the MIDDLE of the AMERICAN DREAM. 11 


-- -
and at TIMES on a 2nd JOB. (§5 w11] also went _.to WORK to help PAY the BILLS. ---,.___.--


@ e fat~COACHED the~-ff-T_L_E _L-EA_G_U-~aseball team . He was a COMMITTEE MEMBER 


of thefii)Y scour-Usometim~ I when he came home, he found hi slSRn Rich9STONED -


- - RED-EYED and ~E. 11J= God in heaven, what's HAPPENING TO US? 11 cfb~ 


cried·! That is the only time in the whole ARTICLE that anything is MENTIONED o@ --


The boy had6ROUBL~ He was{S"HY) He€ ARNED for ACCEPTANCLl He started with - - -
( MARIJUAN.-9 His GRADES tumbled. ~ally he FAILED every SUBJEST. He became 
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a HEAVY USER of§RIJUA~ndfs~ Then he rumed to more POWERFUL DRUGS ~e 


d"ECONAL) ~t he BOUGHT DRUGS - - -~ he SOLD DRUGS. He became{DEAL~ --
(R"ichi~STOLE a CAR - was taken to FAMILY COURT - CUR>ED his TEACHERS a~ wa: 


EXPELLED from SCHOOL . There were€iGHTS and ARGUMENEln the HOUSE . G~h~ 


~dEPARE~could NOT COMMUNICATE. ~y~ELL~ - GcREAME!Y - and@ou~


ED THREAT~at ONE ANOTHER. 


The last PAINFUL SCENE took place on the CELLAR steps of the HOME on a SUN DAY .. 


AFTERNOON. 


b22_a@AK KN 1fWin his hand. Q'he° fath!9was at the FOOT of the STEPS ~{P1sT;L 


"!:n his HAND~@e boj)SHOUTED, "SHOOT! GO AHEAD, SHOOT!" {£he fatgsHOT. - --
(The BULLE~entered his son's HEART. In his more thoughtful moments,@ e fat~would NOT 


have KILLED a SPIDER. And here he SHOT HIS SON1. 


(A HAPPY HOM~does not come about NATURALLY. It takesrfoRi9- - HONESl'.- to-GOOD-- -- -
~E::ORKY I t takes(HARD WORKj) ~esERD WORY°? the part of PEOPLE who - -


ij ~ 


have FAITH. HOME IS WHA.T YOU MAKE IT. - - -. ___ --·-- -- -- - -


-
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TALKING to people of GOD who have FAITH in HIM because they€Now JESUS CHR10--
QRusT JESUS CHRIS!) - ..9!.l~VE JESUS CHRIST) St . Paul sal;l: "YOU ARE THE PEOPLE 


OF GOD; HE LOVED YOU AND CHOSE YOU FOR HIS OWN. THEREFORE, YOU MUST 
• 


PUT ON COMPASSION, KINDNESS, HUMILITY , GENTLENESS, and PATIENCE. Be --H-E 
~L to one another, and FORGIVE one another , WHENEVER ANY OF YOU HAS A 


COMPLAINT AGAINST SOMEONE ELSE. YOU MUST FORGIVE EACH OTHER IN THE 


SAME Wf:. Y THAT THE LORD HAS FORGIVEN YOU . AND TO ALL THESE ADD LOVE, 
P e 


WHICH BINDS ALL THINGS TOGETHER IN PERFECT UNITY • 11 


T~ what it TAKES to rove a6 RULY HAPPY HOM] and{AMILY Liff) How often ~e -
GUILTY of HURT ING the very ones we CARE ABOUT THE MOST. We do it0vlTHOUT THINK --- -


3 ~€EED to THINK>! - - and THAT TAKES WOR K! It is IMPORTANT tha!.{CH ILDRE0 


-
LISTEN to their PARENTS - - and it is ALSO IMPORTANT ~t€3 LISTEN to their 


CHILDREN . That takes a LOT of COMPASSION -E LOT of KINDN~ -{Lor of 


1


HUMILI@ -~LOT of GENTLEN E~ - ~d<f: GREAT DEAL of PA TIENCEJ It takes 


(FORGIVENESV - - - and most of a11€0 


-


It is like f he LOI E of G~H~LF . ~e ACCEPTS the UNACCEPTABLE ~€VES the -
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UNLOVEABLOHe sends HIS SON to DIE for the REBElllOUS. People DON'T want HIM 


- - - but{He come) and(O!Es ANYWAY) That's what JESUS CHRIST ~ for rhe LO/ E of~ 
--


.. ~oD) 
--


cn=JESUS CHRl-Wthere is([ORGIVENES})- - -~L FORGIVEN'ESD GOD REALLY 


FpRGIYES! For the sake of JESUS CHRIST He puts our SINS AWAY from HIM --
"AS FAR AS THE EAST IS FROM THE WEST! " The fact is; "HE REMEMBERS THEM NO 


MORE! 11 So much does HE LOVE US! 
- = 


The artic~e.aboutQUchie and his FATH-Wended up on a very PATHETIC NOTE: "When -- - - -
Richie's friends LOOKED at him in the casket, they were stunned to see that n s BEARD -
had been SHAVED, his SIDE-BURNS TRIMMED <11 d RAISED, and his HAIR NEATLY, FOR-


---.. _........ ~ 


EVER CUT." •. .... .. ... . . .• "This is the WAY I wanted Richie to LOOK" said his FATHER • 


• • • • • • •• • • • • • :'The FATHER AT LAST HAD HIS WAY," commented life Magazine . 


That is one way to~t. But there is a BETTER WAY - - - the way{the APOST"i:E)talks~ 


in our text. It is the WAY of~MPASSI~ -€iNDNE55)-GuMILI~ -(fENTL~ 


-N~-{EAr1 ~-CV-c£0RGIVEN~ ~DE) 
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(A'fe1tow pa3asked his CONFIRMATION CLASS to answer this question: "What is the 


NICEST, F~T, and BEST THING you can say about your PARENTS? 11 They answered - -
without signing their NAMES. -


Here is what some of them s91: 11My parents are GREAT! We al I love God and are BELIEVERS 


in CHRIST OUR SAVIOR." Another one said: 'We WORSHIP TOGETHER! We COMMUN I-


CATE! 11 Still another: "My parents CARE about PEOPLE other than THEMSELVESr. 11 


One boy said: 11We all h:::ive a very STRONG LOVE for each other and no matter what 


HAPPENS, we ALL STICK TOGETHER •11 


Is that the way it is in YOUR FAMILY? I HOPE AND PRAY TO GOD IT IS. Amen/// 


- - - --








· MOTHER'S DAY 


, May 14, 1972 
. Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


' ' 


Sohg of Solomon 8: 7: 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


l lNI INIOIM\OINllE JIESU 


MANY WATERS CANNOT QUENCH LOVE, 
NEITHER CAN FLOODS DROWN IT . 


IF A MAN OFFERED FOR LOVE 
ALL THE WEALTH OF HIS HOUSE, 
IT WOULD BE UTTERLY SCORNED. 


It is NOT my PURPOSE today to EULOGIZE MOTHERHOOD - or to get WEEPY and TEARY -
~ ~ 


or ~how try to put o ~around MOTHER'S HEAD .@othe~ - like the rest "i!J' -
ore SINFUL HUMAN BE~ . They KNELT DOWN - like the rest of us -*i~ 


' 
( FORGIVEN ES~and{fBSOLUTIO:B)for their SINS. And I a1~ that w~n the ROLL is CALLED 


up yopder - they wl.!.!..Ee just as GRATEFUL and just as thankful for al I of the~and the 


(0ERC~and the{[OVE of GO})asANYONE ELSE. 


~ 
But mother'5 DO have a SPECIAL PLACE! They arejthe VERYQfEA.Rpand@and~ 


Y\ 


of the HOME-. They are the(p"ivotal poin~around which the WHOLE FAMILY FUNCTIONS. 


-- ''~" Father, children, cats, ogs, amsters - you NAME IT - they ALL look to MOTHER. 


When is the LAST TIMES KNELT DOWN to GIVE THANKS to GOD for yourMOTHERV 


When is the LAST TIMEGu HUSBANDj}<NELT DOWN to THANK GOD for the@OTHER of 


your CHILDRENy°*How do YOU GIVE EXPRESSION to YOUR LOVE for her? How do YOU - -
SHOW her your6J>-FP-R-EC_ l_A_T_I0_0)_ and(jHANKSGIVINcyfor A..!:!:_ of the(fA.UGHTER'jand@) 


and~IND~ES~and€ARK0she GIVES to YOUR LIFE and to YOUR HOME? ••••• • ·.J/1 . ·" / 
4 ~ ~,/(V.IUf 


You c..9.1m£t do this sim..e.!.l_!y GIVING HER THINGS - CARDS and PRESENTS~ A WHOLE 


RELATIONS HIP of LOVE is at stake here - - and no one can EVER hear TOO OFTEN the --
~ds, 111 LOVE YOU" - when they come from the SINCERITY and Q.ElliiS of YOUR BEING . -
Nore of us can ever get TOO MUCH o..f..I!jt.T! Nothin9 else will ever be able to tgke its place . 


As our te~ell: MANY WATERS CANNOT QUENCH LOVE, NEITHER CAN FLOODS 


DROWN IT. IF A MAN OFFERED FOR LOVE ALL THE WEALTH OF HIS HOUSE, IT WOULD 


~ UTTERL y SCORNED. II 
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Only GOD could have thought o(O~ Only GOD could have thought of(o?E,) - f2!:_ 


"GOD IS LOVE 11 
- and without Him there is NO LOVE AT ALL. On Ix GOD could have -


thought of(&\OTH~ at the CENTER of(ftOME and of LOVE]) Onlx GOD could have thought 


~€VING and SACRIFICING)His ~BELOVED SON - - to TEACH US what LOVE really 


!:J .............. When all of the€,~ic.a·bra3,} - when all of the@ATERIAL THINGj) - ~n 


all of ou€SSESSION})- NI are CAST ASIDE - - - - there is only 1 thing that REALLY 


MATTERS; and that is LOVE1. 11LOVE IS OF GOD. HE WHO LOVES IS BORN OF GOD. 11 - ----=-
There is NOTHING else in the WORLD LIKE IT. "IF A MAN OEEERED FOR LOVE ALL THE 


WEALTH OF HIS HOUSE, IT WOULD BE UTIERLY SCORNED •11 


That means€ELATIONSHIP]> It means relationship between(oD and Yo/ - b.etween@ 


;nd your FAMILY) - b~en(,iiOUSBAN DS and WIVEj), between@RENTS nod CHILDREN) 


b~en€HILDREN and PARENTSY It means relationship !!!...!b.e@HOLE BODY of CHRIST -


the CHURCHJ l~ns@IVING)and(f°AR1N9) and Wl~Gft'!Sl;..CRIFICE and BE SACRIFIC~ 
..!£)It involvesIBEJOICING with those who REJ01c!) - @YING with those who c0 -
CP\~RNING with those who MOUR8) - EoPING with those who HOP© - and GIVING 


COMFORT and CONSOLATION to the HOPELESS and the DESPAIRING. LOVE is ALWAYS - - --
the INTIMACY of RELA TIOl'i HIP . 


TRAG~ALLY, to~ often, we get our/fRtORITIES\nixed up. Somehow we IMAGINE that ~E -
consists in the ABUNDANCE of the THINGS that we POSSESS. We work our FINGERS to the -
B.Q!:iE - we ACCUMULATE EVERYTHING - but in the PRO,~ESS, ~n, the(Ghln9}that 


R~LY COUNTS is LEFT BEHIND - - - and that is~ But I can tell you this - -


where LOVE EXISTS , there is NOTHING that can STOP IT! There is NOT HING that can get 


in its WAY! "MANY WATERS CANNOT QUENCH LOVE, NEITHER CAN FLOODS DROWN IT! 


LOVE IS OF GOD! So often, when we TRY to ACCOMPLISH or DO something - we do it -
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by trying to~NEU~or6ANIPULAT9(APITOL1Zlln people's WEAKNESSES. We JOit 


~S with theQTRON0 the[OWERFU-y the~PORTAN]and the@GHTY:;> We some.Aoc. 


l~NE that this will ACCOMPLISH what we want to HAVE DONE - both withCQURSELV@ 


and in theGORLD in which WE uvy But this REALLY ACCOMPLISH$ NOTHING - because 


most often, it is dom•~'ITHOUT LOVEJor@orE°ONCERN) 


When God in His DIVINE PROVIDENCE wants something to HAPPEN to HUMANITY or to the -
CHLRCH - He stoops down from HEAVEN and places aWinto thJARMS of a MOlHER) 


Soon or late, THAT CHILD brings to HUMANITY el!b.er(GLORY or DISAST@ -QiEAVEN or: 


}!Eli) That is why the@o@is SO IMPORTANT in the PROGRESS of the WORLD. When all 


is SAID and DONE - it determines the@NE ·;f SOCIET)? - !!'e{?ONSECRA TION of the 


CHl.Jl cij)- and the@l~t of the INDIVIDUAL HUMAN sou}) Men and women now and then 
- -


RISE ABOVE their HOMES - but their HOMES can SELDOM RISE ABOVE THEM. 


~€n Mother's Dapit is IMPORTANT to ASK: What kind of HOME to YOU HA. VE? ~ -
(PRELUDE to ETERNIT\Q and a€WELLING PLACE of PEACE'ij Or is it a liQ.!&E with~ - -~Sand STARING WINDOWS - through which sweep all the@-IT_T_E_R_N_E_S....,$),f the WINTER 


of the WORLD and the ~IRTY RAlt~ of jealosy and selfishness? Have you PERMITTED the 


@oLDEN FIRES of HOM]to BURN DOW-;:to the@RAY ASHES of ti COLD HEARi[) 


~d PITfY YOU if you ~E ! Then you hav{f'io PLACE TO GO) -(No PLACE to REST 


your HEARf) -(80 PLACE to SING the SONG of LIFE Y E.9.ch day you may go to a HOUSE 


with DOORS and WINDOWS - but you will NOT be going HOME! --
If you have a HOME in whici\fHRIST DWEL~then CLING to it with ALL the STRENGTH -
God has GIVEN YOU. God knows that you will L05 E IT SOON ENOUGH . There will come 


a day when the FffkCE TIDES of LIFE will TEAR YOU from your BLESSED ANCHORAGE and -
DESTROY the SACRED BONDS which now hold you to the 1 spot in the WORLD which is still -
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YOUR OWN. Before that day comes, remember that it is ~R to@ss the FACE of the 


LIVINS>than to (HROW FLOWERS on the COAINS ~f the DE.A]>- with an ACHE in your -
HEART - because you REFUSED to LOVE when LIFE was YOUNG, and while ~uf'f:>EAR ONES -
were stil I in the WOY WITH yqu 0 !!.{00ther's DcJVsays anything, it rM9t savthat we must 


LOVE while there is STILL TIME. 


Out of LOVE for us,€ Lord Je~came ~nd GAVE HIMSELF - ~a, e::_en His OWN LIFE f 
,,~ ,,., 


Nothing could STOP HIS LOVE - it brought Him to the CROSS - the the HELL of Golgotha ! 
P e.pr4 s 


It DROVE HIM to the utter lengths! He DIED - that we might have a HOME - that we might --
~ 1t.r ~s have a HOME BOTH~and~EREAFTER in HEAVEN) He wan~to SHARE in all of the 


BLESSEDNESS of~S PEAS9and®and~anc(f!FE FOREVER AND EVEIQ 


S o ,Af H. <:/J do S 
I-le Lov e <-< $ ( 


Thank God for{fIOTHERS and FATIBE~ - for&ILDREB)- for~-V-ER_Y_o_'.Nf)who holdl on 


to this LORD and THIS CHRIST. Then we can BE SURE that this will not only be a GOOD 


Mother's Day - but a GOOD FAMILY DAY - and our hcnie wil I be BLESSED by HIS PRESENCE . 


Amen. 
, . 








IS ALSO YOUR TIME & TALENTS & YOURSELF. IT IS ABSOLUTE NONSENSE 
TO BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN BE A SPIRITUAL PERSON & BE LIKE GOD & N01 
GIVE. THAT DOESN'T WORK. IT'S WHY THE RICH MAN WENT AWAY 
SORROWING/ HE WANTED GOD WITHOUT GIVING/ DOESN'T WORK. 
A RECENT SURVEY AMONG HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS INDICATES THAT 50% OF 
THESE SENIORS SAID THAT THEY HAD DRIVEN A CAR WHILE DRINKING 
WITHIN THE LAST MONTH - 50% - ~ OF THEM / 75% SAID THAT EVERY 
PARTY THEY WENT TO HAD DRUGS & ALCOHOL AVAILABLE - GIVING IT 
AWAY FREE - WITHOUT CHARGE -- 75% / 90% SAID THEY HAD BEEN DRUNK 
AT LEAST ONCE IN THE LAST YEAR ••.• WE ARE FORCED BY LAW TO SPONSOR 
EDUCATION IN OUR SOCIETY / THAT' S WHERE OUR TAX DOLLARS GO I BUT 
SUCH EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITES /SUCH SOCIAL, PEER PRESSURES .. . •• 
DO YOU UNDERSTAND THAT THE ONLY INSTITUTION THAT IS TRYING TO 
SPIRITUALIZE OUR YOUNG PEOPLE IS THE CHURCH? WE ARE THE ONLY 
INSTITUTION IN SOCIETY THAT IS DEDICATED TO PROVIDING AN ATMOS- 1 


PHERE OF LOVE & ACCEPTANCE & MORALITY / AN ATMOSPHERE FREE FROM 
DRUGS! ..•.. LOOK AT FRANZ FOSTER' S OTHER WOODCUT / JESUS BLESSING 
THE CHILDREN / STOOPING DOWN TO THEIR LEVEL. YOU CAN ALMOST 
HEAR HIS WORDS ECHOING IN THE DISCIPLE'S EARS: 11 LET THE LITTLE 
CHILDREN COME TO ME / DO NOT FORBID THEM / OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM 
OF GOD! 11 


••••• IS THERE ANY QUESTION ABOUT OUR NEED TO LIFT UP OUR ' 
EARNEST PRAYERS & DIG DEEP INTO OUR WALLETS TO SUPPORT THE , 
MINISTRIES HERE AT HOLY CROSS / BETSY'S MINISTRY WITH THE XP , 
CONNECTION & PUPPET MINISTRY / BRETT & DAVID \~ITH OUR TEENAGERS /. 
PAT LUCAS & HER COUNSELING MINISTY / JANE SOSZKA, CHRISTINE ALLEN 
SHERRELL BASS GERRY MEADE, DOROTHY CARMICHAEL, HIS SONG & ALL THE' 
OTHERS WHO ARE REACHING OUT TO EMBRACE PEOPLE WITH GOO'S LOVE. 
ANOTHER NATIONAL SURVEY SAYS THERE ARE THREE REASONS WHY KIDS SA~ 
11 N0 11 TO ALCOHOL & OTHER DRUGS. THE FIRST IS A STRONG RELATION- :· 
SHIP TO TWO PARENTS WHO ARE UNITED! MOMs , DAO,S LET ME SAY IT 
AGAIN: "THE GREATEST GIFT YOU CAN GIVE YOUR CHILDREN IS TO LOVE · 
EACH OTHER! 11 


/ THE 2ND REASON IS A HOPEFUL ATTITUDE TOWARD THE 
FUTURE. KIDS WHO ARE HOPELESS USE DRUGS. / KIDS WHO ARE HOPEFUL 
DO NOT USE DRUGS. I THE 3RD IS A STRONG ATTACHMENT TO A LOCAL 
CHURCH .••.•. • ANY YOUNG PERSON WHO HAS A STRONG ATTACHMENT TO TWO 
PARENTS WHO ARE UNIFIED & CONSTANTLY DEMONSTRATE THEIR LOVE FOR 
EACH OTHER / DRAWING THEIR CHILDREN INTO THE UNITY OF COMMUNITY / 
THAT KID IS BOUND TO BE HOPEFUL & IS MOST LIKEkY TO BE FOU~C' 


I WANT TO CALL YOU & CHALLENGE YOU TO DO SOMETING GREAT FOR HOLY 
CROSS & XP'S CHURCH IN THIS PLACE / CHALLENGE YOU TO REACH 
HIGHER THAN YOU HAVE EVER REACHED I THEN TO FALL ON YOUR KNEES 
& SURRENDER IN A WAY YOU HAVE NEVER SURRENDERED BEFORE / TO JOIN 
HANDS WITH YOUR SPOUSE & YOUR CHILDREN & TO HUMBLY PRAY: "GOD, 
WE WANT YOU TO BE A LEADER I OUR LIFE & THE LIFE OF OUR NATION 
DEPENDS ON IT/ GOO, YOU BE OUR LEADER & TEACH US . TO LOVE ONE 
ANOTHER AS YOU HAVE LOVED US / UNITY IN COMMUNITY! 


' 


r 







IN NOMINE JESU 
" ST. JOHN 14: 15-21 MOTHER'S DAY 


THE GREAT AMERICAN WAR - THE GREAT ISSUE OF OUR SURVIVAL - HAS TO 
BE THE FAMILY -- WHETHER WE CAN RESTORE A NATION OF PEOPLE UNDER 
GOD -- A NATION OF PEOPLE WHO CAN KEEP THEIR COMMITMENTS TO EACH 


· OTHER IN LOVE & IN THE FAMILY. THIS IS THE GREATEST ISSUE. IT 
IS NOT THE NATIONAL DEBT / IT IS NOT THE ECONOMY I IT IS THE 


,, STRENGTH OF THE FAMILY .••• & ON THIS MOTHER'S DAY I WANT TO SET 
BEFORE YOU, THE PEOPLE OF HOLY CROSS, THAT YOU HAVE NO GREATER 


~: CHALLENGE. RELATIONSHIPS ARE NEVER SAFE/ THEY ARE NEVER FINISHE 
/ THEY ARE ALWAYS IN JEOPARDY. I'M SURE WE COULD ALL TALK ABOUT 


, HAVING AT LEAST 3 FRIENDS/ 3 FORMER FRIENDS THAT WE THOUGHT 
· WOULD ALWAYS BE CLOSE & INTIMATE/ TRUE BLUE/ FRIENDS FOR LIFE-
: & THEY FALL APART. RELATIONSHIPS ARE ALWAYS IN DANGER. 
~ ON THE OTHER HAND, GOD rs A GOD OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE & ACCEPTANC 


HE DOES NOT LOVE YOU BECAUSE YOU ARE GOOD OR SMART OR RICH. HE 
LOVES YOU BECAUSE YOU ARE YOU. GOD'S LOVE / GOD'S GRACE/ GOD'S 


· MERCY IS GREATER THAN ALL OUR SIN/ & THAT IS WHY HOLY CROSS IS 
, A CONGREGATION OF PEOPLE WHO OPENS ITS ARMS WIDE TO PEOPLE I TO 
i PEOPLE WHO ARE BROKEN - EVERYONE WHO WANTS TO MAKE A NEW START ••• 
JESUS STARTS OUT THIS GOSPEL LESSON BY SAYING, 11 IF YOU LOVE ME..~ 


1 AND THIS 11 LOVE ME 11 SEEMS TO BE THE SAME AS 11 IF YOU BELIEVE IN ME 
, /KNOW ME. 11 IT IS THE 11 LOVE 11 THAT BINDS TWO PEOPLE TOGETHER IN 
MARRIAGE / IT IS UNITY IN COMMUNITY / THE LOVE THAT MOTIVATES A 
MAN TO "LEAVE HIS FATHER & MOTHER & CLEAVE TO HIS WIFE / WHERE 
THEY TWO BECOME ONE FLESH" / WHERE THEY CRY OUT IN EXUBERANCE & 
GLEE: "THIS rs NOW BONE OF MY BONE & FLESH OF MY FLESH. II ••••• THERI 
rs ONE LIFE THAT FLOWS IN GOD & IN CHRIST & IN JESUS' BELOVED 
DISCIPLES. JESUS LIVES IN GOD, HIS FATHER, & THE DISCIPLES ARE 
IN JESUS & JESUS IS IN THEM/ UNITY IN COMMUNITY. AND FOR WHAT 
PURPOSE? IT ALL BOILS DOWN TO A SINGLE NEW COMMANDMENT -- THAT 
WE LOVE ONE ANOTHER. 
SOMETIME AGO I WROTE IN THE 11 HAPPENINGS 11 THAT WE MIGHT DO WELL TO 
CHANGE THE VOWS OF OUR MAtRAGE CEREMONY FROM 11 I TAKE YOU TO BE MY 
WEDDED WIFE / HUSBAND" TO 11 I GIVE MYSELF TO YOU AS YOUR DEVOTED 
HUSBAND I WIFE. 11 


• • ••• HAVE YOU EVER REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT THAT 
"GOSPEL IN A NUTSHELL" PASSAGE [JOHN 3: 16] & WHAT THE VERB IS? 
11 GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD THAT HE - WHAT? -- HE GAVE! 11 IF YOU 
WANT GOD 1 S KIND OF LIFE / IF YOU WANT "UNITY IN COMMUNITY 11 YOU 
HAVE TO BE A GIVER / NOT A GETTER. THE FATHER LOVED US & GAVE US 
HIS ONLY & DEAR SON / THE SON LOVED US & REDEEMED US WITH HIS OWN 
HOLY & PRECIOUS BLOOD / THE HOLY SPIRIT LOVES US & BREATHES INTO 
US GOD'S ONW BREATH - THE VERY BREATH OF LIFE. GOD IS A GIVER!!! 
.. •. IT'S NOT JUST YOUR MONEY, TO BE SURE - BUT PLEA£E DO NOT 
DISCOUNT YOUR MONEY EVEN IF IT IS A 11 WIDOW 1 s MITE 11 I IF YOU DON IT 
HAVE A PENNY , A HALF-PENNY WILL DO. [READ THE STORY OF THE RICH 
YOUNG RULER IN MK. 10; 11 SELL ALL YOU HVE, 11 SAID JESUS, 11 GIVE IT 
TCllTHE POOR / THEN COME & FOLLOW ME] YES, IT IS YOUR MONEY BUT IT 
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I JOHN 3: 18-24 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 


I wonder how many people will celebrate this Mother ' s Day -- or as I like to call it 


"" ''Family Day" -- only half-hearted ly. Not all children really "honor their father and -
their mother ." They may feign it, or fake it, or just go through the motions. Not all -
parents are still in love with each other. They may still be living under the same 


roof -- often only for the sake of their children -- but the sparkle and the romance 


has long since gone out of their marriage. 


People try to relate to God that way too -- only superficially, half-heartedly. And 


GOD CAN'T STAND IT! One time He complained bitterly: ' 'THIS PEOPLE DRAWS NIGH UNrO ME 


WITH THEIR M<Xrl'H AND HONORS ME WITH THEIR LIPS, BUT THEIR HEART IS FAR FR(!ol ME ." And 


the Resurrected Lord says that the Church at Laodicea made Him sick to His stomach 


because of their half-hearted commitment and loyalty -- so sick that they made Him 


vomit: " I KNOW YOUR WCIUCS: YOU AU NEITHER COIJ> NCR Hor. WOUI.D THAT YOU W!RE COIJ> Cit 


Hor! so, BECAUSE YOU AU LUKEWARM, AND NEITHER COLD Nor Har, I WILL SPEW YOU OUT CE 


MY MOUTH ." A relationship is too important and too vital a thing for anybody to try to 


fake it, or play games, or pretend. So it is that St. John says in our text: "IET US 


Nor L0\1£ IN WCitD Cit SPEECH Btrr IN DEEi> AND IN TRUl'H • " 
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With that in mind, I want to devote the remainer of this sermon to CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE. 


I am convinced that where parents have it together, children will for the most part fal 


rJ/ 
into line. One thing is for sure -- they cannot be brow-beaten into loving, honoring, 


and respecting their parents. That is something bhat has to be earned -- not demanded! -
So let's look at this thing called Marriage -- always keeping in the back of our mind 


the injunction of the apostle: "IET US Nar~ LOYE IN WORD OR SPEECH Btrr IN DEB.D AND IN 


TRtrrH . '' 


What is it that brings a man and a woman together in the first place? The old addage 


that "opposites attract " is certainly true. Two people marry each other in order to 


compensate for their own innate weaknesses. An active person chooses to marry one who 


is more passive. An extravert marries an introvert. An impulsive person marries a 


calm, collected companion. A talkative person marries one who is quiet (two can't talk 


at the same time). A eerfectionist marries one who ie almost careless. 


On and on the list can go. One who is punctual, and must be on time everywhere, marries 


a partner described by one husband when be said, " I ' ve just got to believe in a second 


resurrection . My wife would never make the first one ." ..... Then here is a day person 


who marries a night person -- or a tightfisted miser who marries a spendthrift -- or a 


neatnick who marries a .!12.!!.· ••.•.••• Affectionate women marry aloof men and vice versa 
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~~ 
--Laregarious)and impulsive persons marry reticent and inhibited partners -- the 


rationalizer marries the sentimentalist -- and the practical person marries a dreamer • 


••.••• We are fascinated by the person who can do what we cannot do. We are attracted 


to the person who demonstrates qualities we desire but do not have. 


The very thing that 
But now look at what happens. WllU ~attracted two people to marry each other 


invariably becomes the very thing that drives them apart. The husband says, "I guess 


what I liked about her was her free, friendly spirit. She wasn't always busy with 


details, and she could enjoy herself with a group. I was always rather shy .'' But now 


he complains that she never gets things done -- she is always distracted, visiting 


l 
neighbors. helping some group, forgetting her family, and doesn't clean her own house • 


•••••• And what does she say? She loved his concern for detail -- that he was calm. - ~ 


She like particularly how he paid attention to his clothes -- and how c!!!_n he kept t~e -
car. He was careful and courteous. But now she finds him difficult to live with 


because he is constantly bothered by the appearance of the house -- the beds are not ...., --
made by noon -- and she lets his tools lie around. What does she say?-- ---"He is more 


concerned about thini!J than about people. " 


Soka fellow likes a ca~efully manicured and attractively dressed girl. After they are 


married, he complj!J.A9 that it takes her half a day to get dressed for a «!!,nn~r 


appointment. -
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Unless we are aware of these differences -- the things we need from each other -- they 


will d!ive us apart rather than develop us .••..... But look at what else happens. 


Just because we differ so widely in ideas and behavior patterns, our tendancy is to 


try to MAKE OUR MATES OVER ! We want to play God in re-creating our partners. • •••••. • • 


-
And what happens? You guessed it . When someone is aiming to make us over, we all 


respond in the same way. WE BEC<»IE DEFIANT! WE REACT AND SET UP US ISTAp ! WE CLa>E 


UP AND DON'T TALK! ••.. •• • "She ' s not going to tell me what to do" or vice versa. 


I like the story of the husband who bad a nagging wife. They were out with some friendt 


_,,~~ 
and the subject of converaatlon came ar:f;'~~TION. Thi• guy's only com-


ment was, ' 'With my luck I'll come back as a dog -- and my wife will come back as a flea . 


Mrs. Billy Graham, speaking at a luncheon attended by some 1,000 wives, made a classic 


statement. She said to these women, ' 'Your job, as a wife, is not to make your husband 


good. That's God's job . Your job is to make him happy! '' She could have also added, 


' 'Your job, as a husband, is not to make your wife over. That's God'1 work. Your job 


is to love your wife as she is . 11 Or, "Parents, don ' t try to make your children over 


into your own image -- or demand of them more than they are capable of doing -- but 


accept them and love them as they are . 11 Or, "Children, have compassion on your parents. 


They really are not as perfect or all-knowing as they pretend to be ." 
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Do you begin to grasp what the apostle is talking about? "LET US NOT LOVE IN WORD ~ 


SPEECH Bt1l' IN DEED AND IN TRtrrH. " • • • • • • • Just look at how GOO LOVED US • As different 


and separated from Him as we were, His love never counted the cost. It just gave, and 


gave, and gave until it ended up on the Cross. Think of it: ' 'WHIUl WE WE:RE YET 


SINNERS -- that is, as separate as the night is from the day -- WHILE WE WERE YET 


SINNERS, CHRIST DIED FOR US ." •••••••• It is all here for you and for me an the 


CCHWNION TABLE -- HIS LOVE -- HIMSEIF -- FOR US -- ''MY BODY, GIVEN FOR YOU; MY BLOOD, 


SHED Fem YOU" ------- - that we may "NOT LOVE IN WORD OR SPEECH Bt1l' IN DEED AND IN --TR.t1l'H.n Amen. -








( 
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Mother's Day Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Rolling Meadows - 1969 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Proverbs 1$: 17 BETTER IS A DINNER OF HERBS WHERE LOVE IS THAN A FATTED OX AND 
HATRED WITH IT. 


For many of _JOU this ~ w.ill be a Day of reflection, re~l, and rededica 


~ - in which you give expression and appreciation to ONE CENTRAL FIGURE in 


your home and famig - 6iOTiiEW You Gisbands and f'athei;!) will think back to you: 


courting deys an:i perhaps evef'the moment when you asked this fair madden to 2!, - -
your bride and share your life . Y~l offer special thanks ~d who has so 


blessed you with such a wife and help mate who has become the mother of your 


children 1. • • • • You tC"hildrew will think of the love, security, and sure'!!! which - - -
1~" bas given Y;!1l during these days of your growillg up -- of the clean clothes, 


clean sheets for your bed, clean house for you to live in - the good meals , the 


understanding concern when you are Q or need someone to talk to, the ~ whc 


s,!_ts up with you when you are ~k. You will offer special thanks ~who bas 


so blessed you with such a "lo~!"caring", "concerned" MOTHERJ -
For many others of zyu - I am sure - this Day will be completely pho!!Yl Yo'\l -


will perhaps go through all the motions , but the ~'Will be phoey neverthelessl 


You w:ill..do and sq all of the right things, but it will all be phonyl You may - - -
have given M~ (['reakfast in ~ - you_ may have purchased for her a ~ 


you may take her out for a fine @:other 1s Hay Dinne~~Jf there is no love, and -devotion, an:i sincere affection :in all these tbipgs - IT IS PHONY. ----~-e live in an~ of@ioo FAMILIES]) Husbands often work overtime - or else 


~~~ the:;~t~~to provide their f~s with all of the "good things" 


in life. SoKietimea. th'y are driven to it by complaining, dissatisfied, self--
se~ wives. Before long these ~are coming home exhausted and ~d. They -
are short-tempered and i.IT'itahl.e . And they cannot understand why things are -
going so ba~. They have g~ their ~s every9andG'nvenien~~g!:1-
a~ They have provided their children with evezy~ They have given 


their families EVERITHING - EVERYTHnm, that is, except the kind of love, and -
unde~tan~ing, and companiorlship tba. t is needed to make a real family. -- -
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~ 
Wifes are often disillusioned into believing that these material things wi1 -


bring satisfaction. They falseJ;r equate love with acquiring. They imagine that 


real happiness is always just around the corner. '.I.hey will find rea1 fulfill.men· 


with the n~xt item to be p~chased for the home - the next new dress - or the 


next new pair of shoes . Whenever she does not get what she wants, she bas her -
little wa:ys of ~ttd.ng her husband know her dissatisfaction. _ He usual.ly retorts 


in kind: ' 'What do you think I am - Made of money? " - ''Money doesn't grafl on treef -
you know" - "It's about time you understood that I JiJI. NOT FORT KNOX!" In most -eases, I dare to say, the wife wins out - and the lnlsband retreats to worrying -
about bow he will pay the bills. -


Parents who are given to over indulging themselves usually raise ~


indulgent children. Children are quick to cap italize on the •1r want this" and - -
"Give me that" way of life. La~ on, when they discover that th~s 


satisfy, they are alg{quick to label the whole business as phoeyl 


-A~ fn •nd ef m9::M te~r standing in line at a check-out - -


do not realJ 


counter in 


a supe:rmarket. Just ahead of him ;va.s a couple with their four year bld .. son. The - '' 


little fellow walled over to the gum and caney counter and filled his fists with 


5 or 6 packages of gum and candy. The pa.rents tried to restrain h:im. They -
pointed out that l or 2 packages would be enough. But their words bad no effect . 


A:qtost in desperation the father turned to m;v pastor friend and said: "I DON'T 


KNOW ~EAT 'ID DO WITH THIS KID. HE HAS VERY BAD TEETH. I SPENT $350.00 ALREADY 


ON DENTAL WORK FOR HIM." 


The trouble with this boy is not just bad teeth. There are other boys with 


bad teeth . It isn 1t just willfulness either. There are plenty of willf'ul boys -
around. This boy's trouble is that he has PHONY PARENTS • 


• - VS ID5" of the serious problems we have in the world tof;\ay go straight 


~ to such phony families with :tKei:lc extreme permissiveness on the part of 


G?;re?0 First of all P.§!rents let their children do what they please,, and t.!:!_n 
they yell t heir heads off ~em when those children make a mess of their lives 
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around. The parents of this little boy whose hands were full of ~ arrl candy - -
probab],y thought of themselves as loving parents . Actua~ they didn't care 


anyt,hing about the boy. Otherwise, ~go, they would have put thrroot down 


and said, "NOi" -
A loving mother and father do not say 11No11 just to be sa~ "No." They -


help their children develop sound habits of thinking and a taste for life that 


wiltl enable them to live w:i tl:lJm their fellowmen. A~eal paren}) ~ - ~ - -enough to say "Yes" at the right time and also to say "No" at the right time. -
A Eal Pc€refrQ cares enou_gh to e~e the kind of responsibility that will~ 


make a man a man and a wanan a woman . 


Many mothers and fathers have simply forfei~ed the honor and res:e_ect ~o 


them bz their chjldren - simp'.cy' because they have never given themselves - they 


have assumed that love can be bou~ht along lti.th everything else. - -
Most of the things children need money can. 1 t buy. They need well-timed 


correction by parents who don't like to punish but bring themselves to do it 


anyw~ for t he good tslB their children. Children need an atmosizhere in whis:!: they 


~ 8€~~ !Orgiv~ and~ ill o~ again. 


The highest goal many parents have for their children today is that they 


should g.et a§ead in the world. Nothing is good enough if it will help th,:.m<E! 


;;e~-(§ake more mon!i}when they get out of sbh29l - £~ a~~irable par! ne¥J 


in marriage preferably from a wealthy fam~ - belong to the €if;t club§7and 


associate with theGigt;t PeOR10 Against this sort of tb;i.ng young people are 


rebelli,!:lg . I am not surprised that they are rebelling. The whole business is. 


phoey. 


It is a lot more important that children grow up to be mature adults with 
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ciir?:iesome aff ectio~ - w1 th @ ear val~ tba t don 1 t have to be changed eve7 tiim 


th~y tum around - and w:i:!;h a {Wann personal attachment) to God - the kind of 


faith and relationship to God that will carry them through thick and thin. ~ -
IMPORTANTJ 


God cares! He ca.res that we live in an intimate relationship with Him. He 


w~ts our company and companionship. He !mows that we neecl (heij>) and.@iiderstand3 


andftorgivenes}Ja103 every step of the way. That is why He GAVE HIS ONLY SONS • 
~, .... 


That we might live with · as His dear children. He makes it possi~le f~ 


to live together in a meaningful relationship with one another - and e&f •,B,. 


a@ p11snb! aa& 18Qdren . ~thers and fathe~ do not have to be ashamed to a~ 


to themselves or to anyone else that they need forgiveness.@.~ do not have 


to be ashamed to admit that they need forgiveness. We all need to be forgiven -


and 11eahave that forgiveness ~ in Jesus Christ. And from there we can go on 


to real RESPECT and HOIDR - first for God and then for MQ'illffiRB and l'lt!ifi!lf!B and ~ 


W'llQ ape in authority.I 
'Jt«:ll ~ 


Relat ionships are imfortant in life - important between lmsbands and wives , 


between p<:!rents and children. QeiationsgD are important, but no relationship is 


more important than your relationship to God . A right relationship with God in 


Christ produces the right kind of mother, father , child - with everything else - ~ - -- _ ...._, -
f'~ its proper perspectise - like the writen of-:;;e€ok of Proverbi)s!ys: 


B8TTER IS A DINNER OF HERBS WHERE LOVE IS THAN A FATTED OX AND li4.TRED WITH IT. 


It is better to eat {§mburger sandwi~ with love_ in the home, than priiile rib of -~with ha~d . It is better to have a ( ile floo~ with P.eace and love, and -wall to wall caryetir!g with fighting and quarreling. 


The greatest thing you mothers and fathers can band down to I:Our children is 


a ~that is not phony because t;ai'io!;Dis there. 30 or 40 years from now, 


when you are dead and gone, your children will still be ta1kin?, a bout zou - be-


cause there was love in ~r hone. They will talk about how they were corrected. 


They may even laugh about it, bu~ey will treasure it. They will rise ue to 


call you blessed . Let THIS DAY and EVERY DAY be that kind of FA?lILY DAY. Amen. 








Mother's Day Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Rolling Meadows - 1965 


IN NOMINE JF.SU 


Ephesians 6: 1.2 Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. 
Honor your father and mother (this is the first commandment 


with a promise), that it may be well with you and that you may live long on the 
earth. 


HONOR YOUR PARENTS 


The divine institution of marriage and the family stands at the head o: 


the list of human relationships. It is no accident that the family is the basic 


unit of human society. Community and nation, wherever they exist, are made up oj 


family units. As the family goes so goes the nation. And at the very center of 


the family God bas placed mother. As the mother goes so goes the family. Of thE 


Epistle lesson which I read from Proverbs - someone may say, What a fruitless 


life! She hasn't done anything, really, except work at home. And yet, look at 


what happens. Her husband has the feeling of ease when he sits in the council of 


the righteous among the elders of the land. He knows his household is well or-


ganized and that one of the hardest tasks, the administration of a home, is in 


good hands. And her children rise up to call her blessed. In those two things 


you have the reward that comes finally to those that are the best and greatest 


or women of the world. They have no fears of growing old, for age brings them n~ 


honors and a deeper love •••• They tell the story of the Breckinridges or Kentucky 


- that wonderf'ul family that gave us four of the greatest statesmen which the 


United States has ever had. Four of the men were home one time for Christmas. A: 


they were gathered around the table, one of them said rather jokingly to his ' -:.;. 


mother. Don't you think you were a little strict with us when we were younger? 


Just that quickly. but with kindness, there came the answer, Ralph, when you have 


raised four sons as fine as the sons that I have. you can begin talking to me 


about rearing children. 


The attitudes of children toward mother and father will affect every 


other relationship they have. A boy who bas not learned to honor his parents will 


not honor anyone else. A girl who has not learned the lesson of obedience to 


parents will not respect other autbo~ity. You children often make yourselves hard 
~'\, ''.'V i.y; ){ J'l~,JJ.. . 


to love. I .tell you this bluntly, because in order to save souls you must some-


times speak boldly. Parents frequently have to exercise a great deal of grace --







that is, undeserved love toward their children. Grace is love of a high order -


something like the love of God for people who are rebellious and hostile toward 


Him - the love that brought the Son of God to the Cross. 


We parents have to remind ourselves constantly that children are gi.f'ts 


of God. God loves them and cares for them. To have children is both a privilegE 


and a responsibility. Honor and respect constitute a two-way street. It is mu.ct 


easier to be a respectful child when you have a father and mother who not only 


demand with what they say, but command respect by what they are. A good many 


family troubles rest squarely on the shoulders of parents. Children are supposed 


to do what they are told to do , but they are more readily inclined to do what 


their parents are doing. Fathers and mothers cannot excuse themselves from re


sponsibility with the simple plea that they are what they are and cannot help 


themselves. 


Boys and girls grow up. That is what they were meant to do. Graddal:cy


they outgrow their complete dependence upon parents. The period when children be· 


gin to make their own decisions is always dijficult, both for them and for parent: 


Growth is not easy for the simple reason that it does not take place overnight -


but occurs in fits and starts. That is why it is so hard, especially during the 


period of adolescence, for you young people to understand your parents, and for 


them to understand you. Often you are unhappy, and your parents are unhappy. Yot 


feel they do not give you enough credit for being a responsible person, and they 


fetl you do not give them enough credit for knowing when you will be able to accei; 


the kind of responsibility you think you ought to have. One thing, however, never 


changes. Children may outgrow everything else, but they never outgrow their duty 


to honor their parents. No matter how old I get, I am held by God to honor my 


parents. I accept this duty gladly - more gladly today, I must confess, than I 


did when I was growing up. I am glad today that my parents held me to my duty, 


and I count it a privilege to give them the honor which is their due. 


Honor means consideration. It presupposes, of course, that parents give 


consideration to their children - that they do not attempt to control their chil-







dren after they have reached the age of maturity - that they pray for their chil· 


dren and for the wisdom to gui.de them properly - that they consider the complain· 


of their children with both tirmess and understanding. But the obligation of 


honor really rests upon children. Honor means consideration - that children obe~ 


their parents in all things, even when they don't altogether understand - that 


they endure with patience the weaknesses of their parents - that they understand 


and forgive - and that they look out for their parents when pa.rents are no longeJ 


able to look out for themselves. Children, obey your parents in the lord, for 


this is right. Honor your father and mother (this is the first commandment with 


a promise), that it may be well with you and that you may live long on the earth. 


We cannot live our lives independent of God or independent of each othe 


God arranged things so that the world is set 1n families. He wants it that way. 


His own Son was born of a woman, set into a human family to live our life, and 


become a part of our history. Jesus never failed to honor His parents. Helping 


His father with his carpentry and running errands for His mother, He did every


thing for them He could - and they did everything !or Him they could. Following 


the incident in Jerusalem, where He had to tell them that He bad another Father 


whose business He had come to carry out, He went down to Nazareth and was obedien· 


to His parents. His mother remembered this fact, and that is why it is reported 


to us. Jesus grew in wisdom and in favor with God and man. It could not be 


otherwise. On that dark day when He finally hung on the Cross, He remembered His 


mother. She was there. He did not fail. ·to notice her. His last thought was h<nf 


to take care of her. 


Surely His is an example for all of us. Everyone who loves the Lord 


Jesus, receiving from Him the as13Ura.nce of forgiveness, life, and salvation, must 


take seriously this commandment to honor mother and rather. They will show con


sideration for parents not because they have to, but because they want to. They 


want to do it for Him - Who l4ve1 them and gave Himself' for them. The Christian 


faith. more than any other, exalts the f'amily. Sidharta Gotama, prince of India, 


ran away from his wii'e and child at the age of 29 while they were asleep. He is 







the man who is called Buddha, the enlightened one, because he sought a life alonE 


in rugged and terrifying individualism to discover the answer to the riddle of 


life. Thi5 is not the way of Christ, or of the Christian faith. 


It has become commonplace in our day to feel that parents have really 


raised their children who have given them everything. They give them their way 


and their will. They give them everything made of chrome, steel, stone, plastic, 


wood, glass, wool, nylon, and cotton, and what have you. They could give their 


children the whole world, and yet what profit is there in it if in the process 


they lose their own soul? Those who rise up to call their mothers blesse«l are 


great men standing in greap places who knew what order and honor meant - who were 


brought up in the nurture and admonition of the lord. It is difficult for us to 


understand what that poor Chinese re:f."u.gee father in Hong Kong meant when he said 


that he and his family had a lovely home but they did not have a house to put it 


in. How many people in our country have lovely houses but no home to put in it? 


It is probably a symptom of our time that mothers would rather read Better Homes 


and Gardens than the Bible. 


The Bible wants us to be real people - the kind of people who lmow what 


love means, and know how to practice it. Real love comes from Christ. That is 


the whole point of the Christian £aith. It begins in repentence and .follows up 


with faith in Christ, who gave Himself' in love £or us. It accepts the gift or 


forgiveness, extended in love•'- love that is completely unself'ish. It winds up 


with that same kind of love issuing forth from an ordinary human heart - .from one 


man to another, from one man to one woman, from father and mother to children, anc 


from children to parents. Only the love or God in Christ can make a family what 


it is intended to be - the kind of family where fathers ar:~~~~s~~~~; J p theil 


children in the fear of the lord, and where children are a blessing rather than 


a curse - where they regard their parents as standing in the place of God to them, 


This is the kind of family Luther had in mind when he wrote his explanation to thE 


Fourth Commandment: We should fear and love God that we do not despise our parent! 







and superiors nor provoke them to anger, but honor, serve, obey, love, and esteen 


them. !o say that is to underscore the words of the apostle: Children, obey yoUJ 


parents in the Lord, for this is right. Honor your father and mother (this is t1' 


first connnandment with a promise), that it may be well with you and that you may 


live long on the earth. Amen. 
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Mother's Day 
May 11, 1975 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


St. Luke 10: 38 - 42: 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


11 INI !NI <O> Mr.ti 11 INI IE JJ IE$ U 


TOD~,Y we CELEBRATE{§OTHER'S DAj}- - and it is WELL that we DO. Outside of~DAM 
<F 


~d E2:Devery single HUMAN BEING who has ever LIVED on the EARTH has had a MOTHH 


~VfN o"~ '-t>"'J,, ~ ... ~""'' C.ltr1§r htt4 c- Mtrrllef' - /IJe />Le.f$•ol 


VI ·,.., ,·,. fV\ ~I' j , 


Gi(nH@i~ the UNSUNG HERO of th@MILY and HOME) Her TASKS are COUN 1 --
LESS - - and they OFTEN go UNAPPRECIATED. @OTHE@)are usually taken ftor GRANTED - -
There is more TRUTH than POETRY in the saying: "A MAN WORKS FROM SUN TO SUN, 


BUT A WOMAN'S WORK IS NEVER DONE. 11 


EOTH0is the~ around which the WHOLE FAMILY REVOLVES. First of all, she is a -_., 


QYI ~to her HU SBAN D • She is his(OMPAN ION and HELP MATQ She is hisfN ECESSARY 
.... 


Io~PLEMEN]- - MENTALLY, SPIRITUALLY, and PHYSICALLY. She often{WORKf 


~UT~l~E the HOMi)in order to SUPPLEMENT the FAMILY BUDGET - - so that th.=y .£.an 


make ENDS MEET. 


In the HOME s .. he is usually "CHIEF COOK and BOl!J'TLE WASHER 11
• Most of us take it for -


GRANTED that MOTHER will CHAN GE the S.HEETS makes the BEDS ao the WASHING, 
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IRON the <IDTHES CLEAN the HOUSE, DO the SHOPPING. She is also the FAMILY 


NURSE - - DISPENSING the MEDICINE putting OINTMENT on the baby's DIAPER RASH , ----------
fixing§INNED KNEES) and@I~ and(fLs?® a_lways soothing and COMFORTING a~ -
CON SOLING EV!RYBODfS ~~ES and PAINS) 


As ~T, and WON DERFUL
1 
and ~AISE WORTHY as ~LL of these things ARE - - that is 


STILL NOT ENOUGH. That TRUTH comes out into@DAY'S GOSPEL LESso:E) _- - -


~reees;Jjis being ENTERTAINED by 2 VERY DEAR FRIENDS from BETHANY . They were 
- -


very KIND to HIM - - and He LIKED to STAY THERE - - and He ENJOYED havb g a MEAL 


with them. They ENJOYED HAVING HIM TOO . 


The point of the WHOLE STORY is that@"Usy WOR°9is NOT ENOUGH. ~Sand@ 


U/PJ..111>1 
J?}sci?l~CAME to BETHANY, 11A NAMED MARTHA WELCOMED THEM TO HER 


#61t 
HOME. S:t:tiE SISTER, MARY SAT ON THE FLOOR 3,•y 11 11 IE f' 33~ LISTENING TO ---
JESUS AS HE TALKED . " ~tMA~<H~ wastheFUSSY TYPE and was WOR,NGover the 


BIG DINNER she was PREPARING . She came to{ie5US)and said, "SIR, DOSEN't IT SEEM -
UNFAIR TO YOU that MY SISTER JUST SITS HERE WHILE I DO ALL THE WORK? TELL HER 


TO COME AND HELP ME." 9said to her, "MARTHA, MARTHA, YOU ARE UPSET OVER 
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ALL THESE DETAILS! THERE IS REALLY ONLY ONE THING TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT. 


MA RY HAS DISCOVERED IT - - AND I WON'T TAKE IT AWAY FROM HER!" 


I think I can UNDERSTAND(MARTHA) I FEEL for her. She has been MISUNDERSTOOD - -


and so have a LOT of OTHERS LIKE HER. . .•••••••....• . .. She is the@RGAN IZ~ in the -
FAMILY - - who keeps things GOING. She is the{iEAL SOUL of HOSPITALITY) And, after 
___._ - - --


all , PEOPLE have to EAT --don'tthey? The answer to that is: "YES, THEY DO - - at - -
some time or other when the TIME is RIG HT. 11 


I 


. . . . 
C fUf' 1 c.1 %1 //0-


1 don't think our Lord was C-RIT1Zlt~8 MARTHA for PREPARING FOOD. He was HUMAN TOC 


- - and He understood the REALITIES of EVERYDAY LIVING. He also KNEW what@ 


is a 11 a bout - - and He wanted to IMPRESS upon MARTHA and upon US !b_at@is NOT 
- --


~ gba11t EOOp . 9_t," to put it ANOTHER WAY,~ is~E than~EAT and POTATOY - --
- - ~READ and BUTTE9 


One thing is MORE IMPORTANT thanfACON and EG?Jor a@ANUT BUTTER and JELLY 


-SANDWICH) One thing is NECESSARY, if(;f;}to be something MORE thanG IVING fro: 


~ S5E'NTl/.1t. 
~AND to MOUT-3) O~e thi~g is ABSOLUTELY ESCH4CIA L, if we are ~T to continue to 
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(_S"PIN our WHEE~rom day to day. 11MARY HAS CHOSEN THE RIGHT THING!" 


11SHE SAT DOWN AT THE FEET OF THE LORD AND LISTENED TO HIS TEACHING. 11 


Jesus Christ is LIFE! 11FOR ME LIVING IS CHRIST, AND CHRIST IS LIVI~, 11 said@!. Pa~ 


When you have to make a DECISION about what is REALLY RIG HT - - this has to be IT! 


It is MORE IMPORTANT than ANYTHING ELSE in the@.-HOLE WORL3J- - and, I might~ 


MORE IMPORTANT than ANYTHING ELSE in the@iHOLE CHURCHJ With the@ORL!D 


and the@URCEJin lUR~L THESE DAYS - - I personally have come to UNiJERSTAND a 


man lik~t. P;llbetter than ever when he says: "ALL THINGS ARE YOURS IN CHRIST. 


WHEN YOU HA VE HIM, YOU HAVE EVERYTHING." -
I THANK GOD for a{CHRISTIAN MOTHE~who TAUGHT ME THIS. I THANK GOD for a 


(MoTHE}Y w~ taught me about JESUS - - who read me BIBLE STORIES when I was a CHILD - --
w.!:!_o t ought me HOW to PRAY . I THANK GOD for a@:HH~ who taught me RIGHT from 


WRONG. I will NEVER FORGET visiting some friends and 11ACCIDENTALLY ON PURPOSE 11 


----====---~ 
coming with a TOY in my POCKET - - and howfr.iy MOTHE~insisted I BRING it BACK and -- ~ -----:::~==~ 


APOLIGIZE. <E: MOTHER and FATHE]taught me what(FORGIVEN1~yis all about. ~ 


t a·;ght me how@s@ CAME to GIVE US the€ROMISE of FORG fVENESSJandtUE;J.n His --
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~A_¥. They taughte me tha{ORGIVEN~ is the BEGINNING of a NEW CHANCE! - _. ........., 


They taught me that EVERYTHING is NEW in CHRIST. They taught me how to HANDLE 


@:RTEF and SORROW';) They took me to FUNERALS - - and when I began to ASK QUESTIO'J S, 


they opened to me the SCRIPTURES. They taught me that{DEAT~real ly transforms ~@E) 


They showed me, for example, how when{0ART~had lost her brother in DEATH, ,._, &i) --
CAME to her and said: "I AM THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE • .•..•.•...•••• ANYONE 


WHO BELIEVES IN ME WILL NEVER DIE." They took me to~HURC}j}and~UNDAY SCHOOJ 


' liJ._s 
- - and all the while they were showing me that CHRIST is LIFE - - and that !Mt LIFE is the 


LIGHT OF MEN. 


It seems to me that,[ike MART® people TODAY~ NO TIME to GET to KNOW{[ESUS 


CHRIST) Everything ELSE seems to be MORE IMPORTANT. "I HAVE TO WORK - - this is the 


ONLY DAY I have to SLEEP - - this is the ONLY DAY I have for MYSELF - - I can be a 


CHRISTIAN WITHOUT COMING to WORSHIP, or COMMUNION, or BIBLE CLASS, or -
SUNDAY SC HOOL, or having FAMILY or PRIVATE DEVOTIONS • 11 11 1 WOULD RATHER be out 


FISHING, or GOLFING, or just LAZING a~und the HOUSE •• • .•.•. •• ••• • • ONE THING.I~ 


- And there is ANOTHER THNG that is even for SURE - - you WILL HAVE TIME TO DIE! -
MORE SURE - - CHRIST has the TIME FOR YOU! He had TIME to DIE FOR YOU! And He 
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,, 
/ S TALKING TO YOU TODAY! "ONE THING IS NEEDFUL - - ONE THING 15 OIH 'B 


-'iC=ill•!IEllPlll'!!i±E~Rl!;;l•Mll IS WORTH BEING CONCERNED ABOUT - - that is, to KNOW HIM 


and to HAVE LIFE as ONLY HE can GIVE IT! 


(MOTHERs)t.'.i\THE~ - - - there is NOTHING MORE IMPORTANT that you can~ for your 


CHILDREN than to " BRING THEM UP IN THEN URTURE AND ADMONITION OF THE LORD. 


~s ~®and@te RESURRECT!~ - - and if that is NOT IMPORTANT, I'd like to KNO\il - --
WHAT IS. Amen!!! 


-








r --- ' 


\ Mothers Day - tv\ay 9, 1971 Rev. Carl. F. Thrun 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


DIN! IN!«» JM\ DIN! IE J IES WJ 


phesians 5: 21 ff: BE SUBJECT TO ONE ANOTHER OUT OF REVERENCE FOR 
CHRIST. WIVES, BE SUBJECT TO YOUR HUSBIN DS, AS TO 


THE LORDo••·· .. ····HUSBANDS~_ LOVE.YO_UR WIVES, AS CHRIST LOVED THE CHURCH 
AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR HER"° ••••••••••• ( •••••• CHILDREN, OBEY YOUR PARENTS 
IN THE LORD, FOR THIS IS RIGHT 0 


11 


I want to DIRECT this SERMON not so much to MOTHERS or to the EULOGIZING of 


MOTHERHOOD as to(MARRIAGD I am CO~CED that w~eGusBANDS and 


w1~ij}have a GOOD TH ING going for them in their RELATIONSHIP I theirKHILDREN) will 


ALSO fall into LINE.@RRIAG~is the PRIMARY INSTITUTION established by GOD. ---(£""HILDRE!:Yare a wonderful BLESSING that COMES from this UNION . But BEFORE children 


can be EXPECTED to Q#EX tbejr CARENTS in tb.Ehl.Qfil) , they MUST havelfLONOR and . 
.. li'E PR~ /Jflt. T / IJN ,,_ __ _ 
RESPECYfo~em . It takes MORE than just RfP~QQWCTIYE g~CA~JS to be a@oTHER or 


a FATHE~as GOD INTENDED THEM TO BE-. 


I don't have to TELL you that the€'1VORCE MILLD in our CO UN TRY a~ H!ff>AMIN.,G. 
in DIYOR.CE 


Last y~ar PR~UCED the HIGHEST NUMBER of MARRIAGES e~nglin the UNITED STATES 


- - with a TOTAL of almost ~)i;l(fsoo,ooo persO'n) INVOLVED. T~ycouldn't TAKE - ,, fl when the going got TOUS3H. They thought it was fo~r - but they DID NOT BUILD 
~ . ,, '' 
the,.,. FOREVER on a very SOLID FOUNDATION. - ---
N.2w the going DOES get ROUGH in MARRIAGE. It is(NOT a LAR!S} - even though it 


may START OUT that way. If it is tJYS:T a larkJ it often turns out to be a§GHTMA5LJ--
not always, Bl!!...9.fTEN ·. ~OSING your HEARpto SOMEONE ELSE does NOT mean that -
you have to[ osE you HEAr»JOO. G;"os!NG your HEA]}to FORM a MARRIAGE can be a 


mighty TRAUMATIC BUSINESS - and as some@'IVORCED ME9have FOUND OUT, 


it can be mighty EXPENSIVE TOO. -
~as St. Paul pointed out, is a ~ of@TH HEAD and H EAR"i) There has to be 


(?'EART IN 1T;} of course. Without HEART, it is NOT LOVE. C£ntrary to what some eeor;>le 
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THINK, however, our BRAINS don 't have to FALL OUT on the GROUND when you FALL - -in LOVE .@INKINgis STILL in STYLE - especially for PEOPLE who are DEEPLY in LOVE --
with EACH OTHER. 


That is the way€_• Pa0de~cribes LOVE in our TEXT: "BE SUBJECT TO ONE ANOTHER 


OUT OF REVERENCE FOR CHRIST. WIVES, BE SUBJECT TO YOUR HUSBANDS, AS TO -- -
THE LORD •••••••••• •••'o.HUSBANDS, LOVE YOUR WIVES, AS CHRIST LOVED THE 


CHURCH AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR HER .... i ..... uoououo .. LET EACH ONE OF 


YOU LOVE HIS WIFE AS HIMSELF, AND. LET THE WIFE SEE THAT SHE RESPECTS HER 


HUSBAND." 


It is God's INTENTION that ~le LIVE with ONE ANOTHER in(Q"NITY and COMMUNITY) 


That is how He CREATED MAN - to live HAPPILY in FAMILIES in UNITY with -
their CREATOR and in COMMUNITY with ONE ANOTHER. 


( MARRIAG'gwhen you REALLY understand it, said ~aul, is something like the RELATION


SHIP BETWEEN CH RIST and the MEMBERS of HIS BODY - the CHURCH. Christ SIMPLY 


GAVE HIMSELF for the LIFE of the WORLD. He OFFERER HIMSEI E jn ATONEMENT for the 


SINS of the WORLD . He EXTENDS His FORGIVENESS without any STRINGS ATTACHED . 


People who TURN FROM their WICKED WAYS and ACCEPT His F ORGIYENESS find a NEW 
- 15!!!1 


LIFE . ltislikebeingaMEMBERofHISBODY - ATTACHED to HIM - aPARTofHIM. --It is DOING what CHRIST, the HEAD of the BODY / WANTS DONE. It is like being CLOSE -
to Him - and that is GOOD/ --
For PEOPLE who UNDERSTAND CHRIST and FOLLOW HIM, marriage is a kind of MINIATURE - -
PICTURE of what it is like to be WITH HIM. "WIVES, BE SUBJECT TO YOUR HUSBANDS, --
EVEN AS THE CHURCH IS SUBJECT TO CHRIST. 11 
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I KNOW this doesn't SOUND very POPULAR TODAY - with all of this TALK about "WOMH -
LIBu and "EQUAL RIGHTS 11 fer we11:en . Does St. Paul really MEAN that WOMEN are to -
SUBMIT to their HUSBANDS? lsn 't this just a LITTLE BIT of his MALE SUPERIORITY-COMPLE; 
~ 


showing through? 


I think WOMEN are at their ever living BEST when they EXERCISE ALL the ™D~TEL


l!CTUAL4 and EMOTIONAYEOUIPMENT God has GIVEN them. In MANY ways, wo~are 


BRIGHTER and SHARPER than MEN. They seem to be MORE SENSITIVE than MEN to HUMAN - - -- -~ - and they can often SEE MORE EASILY th~gh~ and PRETEN~~than men do. - -
Women KNOW LOVE! 


The most INTELLIGENT women in the WORLD are ~e who UNDERSTAND what§. PaVi)is 


TALKING about. They KNOW how to MAKE a REAL MAN outof a MANo Sure, they can - -
MAKE their OWN WAY in the WORLD just as well as ANY MAN o But they have LEARNED 


v!at it,.!§ to be a WOMAN·. They are([ioT SUBORDINATEJand they ar40T INSUBORDJ


~ They are WOMEN - in COMMAND of the POWERS God has GIVEN THEM to make 
•:::::.:,,,:;;,, - -
L.!fE a thing of BEAUTY for THEMSELVES and for EVERYONE ELSE. 


In Christ, WOMEN are REAL WOMEN. In Christ, WOMEN don't have to LOOK upon MEN -- _. ---- -
as SUPERIOR BEINGS. ~ist~OVES MEN and WOMENJ EXACTLY ALIKE. ~e ~ORGIVES 


MEN and WOMENJEXACTL Y ALIKE·. He GIVES LIFE to€EN and WOMEB>so that ALL may 


h~ the SAMt/fAIT~O t>i)and~O/ 0 But CHRIST does NOT TURN ( omen INTO men J 
---------...:=::;;;.--.,- - --- -


orE; IN TO WOMEN :J 


With LOVE and TENDERNESS, the CHRISTIAN WOMAN BUILDS UP her HUSB.AN D. The - -
~R~ of a MAN he is, the MO RE he NEEDS HER to do JUST THAT . Marriage is a fMUTUALtr 


- someihing like the RELATIONSHIP between l§! RIST~IS CHURCH ) The CHURCH 
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IE' 
doesn't FEEL PUT UPON because it YEILDS to CHRIST. The WIFE doesn't feel PUT UPON 


-·· J.v -
when she YIELDS to her HUSBAND. A.ml THAT YIELDING - THAT SUBMISSIOl'J - THAT - - .. -. 
GIVING - - - there is a DISTINCTIVE POWER that BELONGS to WOMAN, and to -
woman ALONE} "WIVES, SUBMIT YOURSELVES COMPLETELY TO YOUR HUSBANDS, --
THE SAME -:WAY THE 


"YOU HUSBANDS LOVE YOUR WIVES IN THE SAME WAY THAT CHRIST LOVED THE 


CHURCH AND GAVE HIS LIFE FOR HER •••••.•• .f •••••• MEN OUGHT TO LOVE THEIR 
- z 


WIVES JUST AS THEY LOYE THEJ!LOWN BODIES. THE MAN WHO LOVES HIS WIVE 


LOVES HIMSELF." 


i\/ost men have to LEARN HOW to LO VE. They do not come by it NATURALL Y10 ([!". Pou I 


~to LEARN it HIMSELF - and he KNEW what he was TALKING ABOUT. §£2!.ls 


~r SELF-SACRIFICE - NOT SELF-ASSERTION. (oVE and GENTLENE~ -Gt TERROR 


and THREATY- are the way to a WOMAN'S HEART in a HAPPY MARRIAGE. 


TheG)OMINEERING MALpis NOT, as some people seem to think, the IDEAL PARTNER.!!i .--


a MARRIAGE. @oMINATIOrj is the G~ of the SELFISH MAN • He may even THINK 


he LOVES his WI fE - but a~lly what he is LOOKING for is{00RE Pow°Efil - @REATER 


€EcOGNITIOi\D -EORE MON~ -(a BETTER JO~ -{[BIGGER CA!}-lfMoRE PRE-


r:ENTIOUS HOUSE) - and afuOOD LOOKING CLOTHES HORS~for a WIFE·. H~ts 


his wife to DRESS WELL and to SERVE STEAK for dinner. WOE to her, however, if she 
~ ____. - .... -


OVER SPENDS the HOUSEHOLD BUDGET. He wants his CHILDREN to be SUCCESSFUL and 


to MARRY WELL - but it is _NOT always CLEAR whether his CONCERN is for TBEM or for 


the GLORY that SPINS OFF in HIS direction. Some men seem to think that because they - --
are the BREADWINNERS in the FAMILY they can DEMAND ANYTHING of their WIVES and 


- ™ 
CHILDREN. To a man like this, €H ILDREN are to be QUIE]as soon as he STEPS in the 


D.2.QR. Th~@ij)should turn into aWASSIONATE LOVE~if he happens to be in the MOOD. 
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If she doesn't go HIS WAY 1 he SULKS o 


#II efh~ 
When a man SLIPS aGN2Jon hi I JJ ~GE~ he ASSUMES QUITE a RESPONSIBILITY . 


It is NO LONGER HE - JUST HE against the WORLD ! Now he has a WIFE, and SHE --- -- ----------------~ comes FfilT - - - ~HEAD of CAREEillHEAD of FRIENDS"XAHEAD of RECREATION) 


and ~n(AHEAD of his OWN FAMILY~ "FOR THIS REASON, A MAN WILL LEAVE HIS 


FATHER AND MOTHER, AND UNITE WITH HIS WIFE, AND THE TWO WILL BECOME ONE . 


It is NOT EASY fo be a GOOD HUSBAND. It takes a REAL MAN to md<e a REAL MARRl


~E. (!Vost wivE11ike their husbands fo be(@-ALTHY and CLEAN) They like their H~[ -
to be able to§KE DECISIONJwhen a decision has fo be made. They APPRECIATE a6ENSE 


~f HUM~yin their husbands - one who can TAKE a JOKE a• 5ii If siiF, even if it is 


ON HIM. They are G~UL for a '!!,n with a@RTAIN AMOUNT of AMBITIOB> - ~t 


they do not aeereciate it when AMBITION becomes the OVER-RIDING DRIVE in his life -


- - AHE)\D of her or AHEAD of his FAMIL Yi. 


There is SOMETHING even MQRE IMPORTANT, however. ~~puts his FINGER 
:e;;f;i- - ~ 


RIGHI._ON ~a WIFE loo!:::.::.zOillllSiiliiT• O==F=At;.;LL in her HUSBAND: "HUSBAN DS, LOVE YOUR 


WIVES •••••••••••••• MEN OUGHT TO LOVE THEIR WIVES AS THEY LOVE THEIR OWN -
BODIES. THE MAN WHO LOVES HIS WIFE LOVES HIMSELF • 11 A wife is MEANT to be -
LOVED. A REAL MAN can SEE that. A REAL MAN learns TO LOVE. --
~t the&os!@i~ TALKING about is€v) - Gi JUST sEX) He is TALKING about 


SEX TOO, of course. "A MAN WILL LEAVE HIS FATHER AND MOTHER, AND JOIN -
HIMSELF WITH HIS WIFE, AND THEY WILL BE ONE FLESH •11 Now that is SEX! But -


@is00T just SEZJ It is THAT and a LOT MORE·. !!_!s a GREAT thing in the ~T -
that makes a MAN a HUSBAND. It is something I ike the thing in HIS HEART that~ 
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(C:HfilS'Uthe mJiln HE WAS ·. Christ GAVE Himself - ALL UNSELFISHLY - to a WORLD of 


~ -
P~LE 11 b HE LOVED. He GAVE Himself - He was ~AYS~DERSTANDIN< 


(FoRGIVING)and(@LPFULD 


H~ds, the NEXT TIME your W~ A~f~, 11 Do you LOVE me?" SHOW HER! You may - - - -
have to ASK YOURSELF whether it is a PLAYFUL QUESTION calling for a LIGHT-HEARTED -
RESPONSE - or whether it is a CALL of DISf'AIR from an OVER-WORKED MOTHER who 


WONDER,S whether it is really ALL WORTHWHILE after a day of STRUGGLING with HOUSE
Sf P 


"""~\etti~ the~HILDREN to SCHoo!)and&;;RESTi.&ING with COUNTLESS other 


PROBLE@which SHE has encountered DURING THE DAY. The IMPORTANT thing, however -is that you SHOW that WOMAN of yours that YOU LOVE HER. --
Qov~IS LASTING. @vYNEVER FAILs.ScoMES THROUGH EVEN when the G~G 


- -is ROUGH and the DAYS are TOUGH. 


@ can t?ke a LOT. In MARRIAGE it has to LEARN to take those confrontations whi~re 


a~rt of EVERY DAY LIFE in a FAMILY. I have heard people SAY after 25 years of marriage -


that they have NEVER had an ARGUMENT·.@~. Billy Grah~is said to have remarked, 


"If two ~ le AGREE in EVERYTHING one is UNNECESSARY • 11 .. 
(CONFRONTATION) - .w~ the A.!!:1 is EVENTUAL RECONCILIATION of DIFFERENCES -


,t1cr ~ 


LEADS to STRENGTHEN4MARRIAGE. Contrary to "LOVE STORY", LOVE does mean SAYING 
-= -


l'M SORRY! "If I didn't LOVE you, I couldn't TELL you THIS" - that is what a wife ~o 


her HUSBAND when she KNOWS that he LOVES HER. If a MARRIAGE ISN'T STRONG 


enough to toke some GENTLE JOUSTING, perhaps there is a BASIC FLAW somewhere. -
Y~u can't go through MARRIED LIFE WALKING on a TIGHT ROPE. You can't be AFRAID to 
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\ say something because you MIGHT UPSET your PARTNER. O~urse1 the OIP~SITE is 


T!,LJE too • You CAN'T have a MARRIAGE wh:!:!, your intent is to HURT xour SPOUSE. 


There has to be(.€ORGIVENES~ALL AROU!'JD-. With FORGIVENESS 1 LIFE becomes~ 


~d FREQ Th~t is the v:ay LOVE WORKS. "HUSBANDS LOVE YOUR WIVES - LOVE 


YOUR WIVES AS CHRIST LOVES THE CHURCH, GIVING HIS LIFE FOR IT." 


(cHRISJhas a GREAT THING GOING in this WORLD of ours. @ s LO\%ltransforms PEOPLE-. 


<S§]j works the SAME WAY in MARRIAGE . l~e€e DOIN~ -Erne FEELIN:g) -


( some G IVI N§) - - - but it WORKS l When she says, 11Do you bve me?" SH OW HER ! 


($:hris1 does it ALL the TIME FOR YOU. You CAN do it TOO. And F ur CH ILDRE1'9_:::::!ll 


RISE UP to CALL BOTH of YOU BLESSED . Amen. -








SIXTH SUNDAY OF EASTER 
MOTHER ' S DAY 
HOLY CROSS -- 1994 


ST. JOHN 15: 12, 13 


Rev. Carl F. Thri 


IN NOMINE JESU 


LOV~ ONE ANOTHER 


I can t hink of NO BETTER SCRIPTURE for t hi s MOTHER'S DAY or for all of us in t hi s CHRISTI AN 


COMMUNITY t han these WORDS FROM JESUS on t he NIGHT OF HIS BETRAYAL . He spoke them to Hi s 


disciples short ly before hi s own BITTER SUFFERING AND DEATH: "THIS IS MY COMMANDMENT , THAT 


YOU LOVE ONE ANOTHER AS I HAVE LOVED YOU. 11 Jesus wants to SPREAD AN UMBRELLA OF LOVE over 


His disciples, over parents and children, over communities and nations and al l people every-


<&tiere to make sure we are PROTECTED AND CARED FOR. He i s saying in effect: "WHEN YOU LOVE 


OTHER PEOPLE - YOUR MOTHER AND FATHER , SISTER AND BROTHER , FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS - they 


become IMPORTANT TO YOU! You APPRECIATE and ENJOY them and you are willing to do WHATEVER 


YOU CAN for them. 


Jesus is our MODEL AND MENTOR. 11 IN THIS IS LOVE , NOT THAT WE LOVED GOD BUT THAT HE LOVED 


US AND SENT HIS SON TO BE THE ATONING SACRIFICE FOR OUR SINS. BELOVED , SINCE GOD LOVED US 


SO MUCH, WE ALSO OUGHT TO LOVE ONE ANOTHER. 11 As a resul t of knowing and experienctng th i s 


LOVE OF CHRIST, MOTHER TERESA gi ves us thi s word of encouragement : "SPREAD LOVE EVERYWHERE 


YOU GO : FIRST OF ALL IN YOUR OWN HOUSE . GIVE LOVE TO YOUR CHILDREN , TO YOUR WIFE OR HUSBAND , 


TO THE NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOR • . .•.. LET NO ONE EVER COME TO YOU WITHOUT LEAVING BETTER OR HAPPIER. 


BE THE LIVING EXPRESSION OF GOD'S KINDNESS - KINDNESS IN YOUR FACE , KINDNESS IN YOUR EYES, 


KINDNESS IN YOUR SMILE , KINDNESS IN YOUR WARM GREETING." 


"LOVE ONE ANOTHER! " POWERFUL as t hi s command is , many of us tragically succeed in ignoring 


it. 0, we may give LIP-SERVICE to i t on DAYS LI KE MOTHER' S DAY , but few of us expect 


anyone t o REALLY PRACTICE it . Even the GOLDEN RULE , 11 DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE THEM 


DO UNTO YOU" i s changed into "DO UNTO OTHERS BEFORE THEY DO UNTO YOU! " After al l, you have 


to look out nor NUMBER ONE! During t hi s past year we have seen the revival of ROCK QUEEN 


TI NA TURNER' S singing career as portrayed in the movi e, "WHAT' S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT?" 


That seems to be an apt description of the way things are. Even in spite of t he A IDS 


crisis , little has been done to change t he intenti ons of what STEPHEN STILLS sang about in 


the 70 1 s: 11 IF YOU CAN 1 T BE WITH rnE ONE YOU LOVE, LOVE THE ONE YOU 1 RE WITH! 11 
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M~YBE OUR CONFUSION AND FAILURE to understand t he MEANING OF LOVE comes f rom our failure 


to believe t hat we are LOVABLE PEOPLE . I counsel wi t h many, many people who were brought u1 


with t he garbage message that they DO NOT MEASURE UP, _that they are INADEQUATE , th Clt t hey 


seldom if ever DO ANYTHING RIGHT . We ll , philosophers and psychiatrists and psychologists 


and therapists the world over will tell you that the FIRST AND FOREMOST NEED OF ALL HUMAN 


BEINGS in t he need to LOVE AND BE LOVED -- TOTALLY, COMPLETELY, UNCONDITIONALLY! Unfortun-


ately , at least in our relationships with other people , we all too rarely experience THAT 


KIND OF LOVE . And so it is that OUR LOVE i s more uften equated with what we can RECEIVF. oui 


of a relationship ratmer t han what we can GIVE to it. 


Think about it. 11 GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD SO THAT HE GAVE - - HE GAVE HIS ONLY AND DEAR SON! 11 


It is in the GIVING OF HIMSELF for t hi s WHOLE WIDE WORLD OF OURS whi ch allows us to TRUST 


that we are loved. HE MAKES US LOVABLE . 11 WHILE WE ARE YET SINNERS / ENEMIES / CHRIST DIED 


FOR US! 11 There are NO LIMITS / NO CONDITIONS! God would 11 HAVE ALL MEN TO BE SAVED AND 


COME UNTO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH! '' Jesus LAYS DOWN HIS LIFE FOR US, HIS FRfENDS ••. • . 


This is the way one mother put it: 11 I HOPE THAT AS MY SONa GROWS IN YEARS I CAN COMMUNICATE 


TO HIM AND SHARE WITH HIM GOD'S LOVE FOR HIM~I THE KIND OF LOVE THAT HE KNOWS GOD LOVES HIM , 


WARTS AND ALL . 11 Thi s i s really God ' s way : 11 WARTS AND ALL! 11 


A man once told me t hat his DOG'S LOVE was t he only love in his life we was sure of. He 


said, 11 MY DOG ALWAYS GREETS ME WITH ENTHUSIASM -- HE IS RESPONSIVE TO MY TOUCH - -~ 


R~~f 0f~I''F If fl':' T~t;t!H H HE IS FORGIVI NG H HE IS ALWAYS THERE WHEN I NEED HIM! HE LOVES 


ME WITHOUT CONDITIONS. 11 Now th~t's all good and well. Animals and pets do add a WOUNDROUS 


DIMENSION to our lives. My wife loves to go into the pet store and have t he BIG BIRDS 


perch on her arm and NUZZLE their little heads against her. But nothing compares with the 


LOVE OF A HUSBAND AND WIFE, PARENTS AND CHILDREN, FELLOW CHIRISTIAN.S opening up their ARMS 


and HUGGING EACH OTHER and carrying out our Lord's command: 11 LOVE ONE ANOTHER AS I HAVE 


'" LOVED YOU. And t hey saya to each other in countless numbers of ways, 11 YOU ARE SPECIAL TO 


ME! YOU ARr ~RtCIOUS AND MY WORLD WOULD NOT BE THE SAME WITHOUT YOU! IN FACT , I DARE NOT 


EVEN THINK OF MY LIFE APART FROM YOU. 11 ~1 ~ • • Do you hear the words of Jesus, 11 LOVE ONE ANOTHER' 


AS I HAVE LOVED YOU! 11 







So t udny we come into this Church to THANK GOD for CHRI STIAN MOTHE RS -- MOTHERS who have 


model ed for ms value of FORGIVENESS and SHARING and CARING. And i n one way or another we 


want them to know that THEY ARE PRECIOUS -- A PRECIOUS GIFT . THANK YOU - - THANK YOU FOR :: 
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BEING OUR FIRST EXAMPLE OF JESUS, OUR FIRST EXAMPLE OF LOVE -- all t he way back t here in our 


MOTHER 1S WOMB ••• .. . •• • A TEACHER once asked his students to write an essay on what they 


would do if t hey f ound out that they had only FIVE DAYS TO LIVE. When the assignments were 


t urned in , some of them tal ked about TRIPS TO FAR AWAY PLACES -- others talked about GREAT 


ADVENTURES. But by far t he most of them said, 11 I 1 D WANT TO DIE AMONG THOSE I LOVE." 11 I 1 D 


GO HOME AND TELL MY FAMILY I LOVE THEM." 11 I 1 D WANT US TO HAVE A BIG PARTY AND SEE ALL MY 


FAMILY AND FRIENDS ONE LAST TIME. 11 
••••• • • I suggest that t hi s miJht be a good t hing for 


all of us to be about today. How about treating each other as if t hi s were the last day of 


our 1 if e. It was for Jesus , you know , when He gave t he commandment: "LOVE ONE ANOTHER AS I 


HAVE LOVED YOU." ..•• . And then - - ,then what a PARTY we will share with Him and all the 


rest of the company of heaven in the REALITY OF THE RESURRECTION. 
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Acts 1: 8 You shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and 
you shall be My witnesses! 


Galatians 5: 22 The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. 


I Peter 3: 1-k You married women should adapt yourselves to your husbands, so 
that even if they do not obey the Word of God they may be won to 


God without any word being spoken, simply by seeing the pure and reverent 
behavior of you, their wives. Your beauty should not be dependent on an elaborat. 
hairdo, or on the wearing of jewelry or fine clothes, but on the inner persona
lity - the unfading loveliness of a calm and gentle spirit, a thing very precious 
in the eyes of God. 


THE CHRISTIAN MOTHER! 


What is it that makes a Christian wife and mother? 


through a marriage ceremony and saying, I Do. Pagan wives say the same thing • . '\ 
It is not .lust bear'" children. Pagan mothers bear children too. It is not just -
being a little ole homemaker - cooking the meals, making the beds, washing the 


clothes, ironing the shirts, cleaning the house, caring for the children when the~ ____. 
are sick or in need. Pagan women may do the same thing. Yet the Christian wife -
and mother is something special - she holds a special honor and distinction. If 


we were to try to put all that this means and involves into a single sentence, we 


might say, The Christian wife and mother lives in the power of the Ho:cy Spirit of 


God. That is the difference, and that immediately makes her a witness for Christ. 


The+> is bk<> px omisc 0£ Sitt is L II:tmseU: You shall receive poller when the Holy 
~JtP 


Spirit has come upon you;,, and you shall be My vli. tnessesl 


Aglow with the fire of the Spirit, the Christian mother will bring her chil--
dren to Jesus where they too ma;y receive the life and PQWer of God and the gift -
ot. the Hokz ~irit. She knows that all of the love and devotion, all of the care 


, - - ----
~..,&,.I - -r and affection, that she sinks into her children is for nothing unless they are 


~ µt' aliYe with the life of GodJt" THAT WHICH IS BORN OF THE FLESH IS FLESH, .AND THAT 


WHICH IS BORN OF THE SPJRIT IS SPlRIT. So she brings her children to Jesus in 


Baptism, remembering the Word of Jesus: EXCEPT A MAN BE BORN AGAIN OF WATER AND -
THE SPJRIT, HE CANNOT ENTER. Il~TO THE KlNGDOO: OF GOD . And then sh~.!l.,90~ttnu~.\,t3·J , 


~..tt· (~..l.fj.,4 ' /l[l/(jl 
i!l,. and day out to m~e, and n~h, and feed this new life of the Spirit


1
\ so 


that it does not die out. 
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The Christian wife and mother does not nag, nag, nag - yell, yell, yell -


grumble, grumble, grumble - complain, complain, complain. ~er she gives quiet 


testamony to the faith which is within her. Her whole life and behavior is one -
constant witness to the presence of tbe Spirit of Christ: THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT -
IS LOVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, KINDNESS, OOODNESS, FAITHFULNESS, GENTLENESS, 


SELF-OONTROL. 


Sometimes the Christian wife ar:d mother has to go it alone . Unfortunately, -
we live in a world that has come to think of the Christian Faith as something 


soft - all right for women ani children - but quite unnecessary for all American 


He-men . This attitude seems to be patterned after the equally bad philosophy, 
'-'*• da..tU~ l"h; 


Big boys don't cry!1- Big boys~ don't need God, or Cllrist, or Worship, or the ~l 


What a revelation that is going to be - when someday they stand before the judg- ,...~-
ment seat of Christ to discover how weak, and feeble, and insufficient they reall;J - -
were without God and without Christ. Sorrowfully a robristian wife told me not so ----
long ago that it broke her heart every week to be a Sunday widow. My husband is 


a fine man, she said, whom I love dear:cy, but when I "WOrship I have to go alone . 


What should this woman, and others like her, do under these circumstances? -
Should she allow bitterness and resentment to break out, affecting the vh ole - -
family relationship? If not, 1vhat can be done? Though the problem is modern, it -
is not new. The situation was common enough already in the early church for the -
apostle Peter to give this advice to w~n whose husbands had not yet found their 


way to Christ: YOU MAJL~IED IDMEN SHOULD ADAPT YOURSELVES TO YOUR HUSBANDS, SO THA'I 


EVEN IF THEY DO NOT OBEY T"tlE WORD OF GOD THEY MAY BE WON TO GOD llITHOUT ANY WORD 


BFING SPOKEN, SIMPLY BY SEEING THE PURE _.\ND REVERENT BEHAVIOR OF YOU, T".tIEJR WIVES. 


YOUR BEAUTY SHOULD NOT BE DEP~NDI!:NT ON AN ELABORATE HAIRDO, OR ON THE WE.ARING OF 


JEWELRY OR FilIB CLOTHES, BUT ON THE INNER PERSONALITY - THE U1JFADING LOVELlNESS OF 


A CAD! AND GENTLE SPIRIT, A THING VERY PRECIOUS IN THE EYES OF GOD. 


It is becoming more and more clear, even to secular writers on the subject, -
that marriage is more than a sexual union. It is not really a marriage unless -
there is spiritual intimacy between the partners to a marriage. Without this 
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intimacy, something is missifto= that blending of two personalities which makes foJ 
- I -


a real marriage. (Dr. Gladys Kleinschmidt;)director o:f a district health depart-


ment in the state of Michigan, writes: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN TWO PEOPLE LIVE IN CWSE -
ASSOCL~TION ·,nTH ONE ANOTHER? FIRST, NO ONE CfiN LIVE HITH ANOTHER PERSON WITHOUT 


LIVING AT LEAST PARTLY ON THE OTHER 'S TERMS. EVEN CASUAL FRIENDS SIL4.RING AN APARTMENT 


TOGETHER MUST AGREE ON SUCH MATTERS AS EATING AND SLEEPING HABITS, HOUSE-KEEPING 


PRACTICES, AL~ ". iHAT TV PROGR.Ai.fS 'ID WATCH . UNLESS THEY ARE COMPLETELY UNSOCIAL, 


THEY WILL ALSO SHARE SOME OF THE SAME FRIENDS . BES IDES THIS, Tilli"'Y VITLL UN CON-


SCIOUSLY INFLUENCE EACH OTHER 'llITH RESPECT TO THEIR TASTES AND BELIEFS . Here, Dr, -
~einschmidii;Jobserves, a real dilemma e~ts for every believer whose obedience 


to God and to Christ really means something to him or to her. If children are - - -
involved, there is the additional responsibility of bringing them up in the ~UJ 


and a?moni tion of the Lord. She says: IT IS DIFFICULT ENOUGH TO BRING UP CHIIDRD -
THESE DAYS, LET AWNE WHEN ONE PARENT ••• IS PULLING IN THE \'ffiONG DIRECTION AND 


EXERTING A."'i UNDESIRABLE INFLUENCE • • • SOME MAY 1'.0RK OUT A FiliY ACCEPTABLE ARRANGE.-


MENT. OTHERS MAY BE FACED WITH SElliING MARTYRDOM. 


I remember seeing a cartoon which showed a father and mother sleeping in on -
Sunday morning. A little boy std'l>d at the bedroom door fully dressed and called -
out: Who ' s going to drive me to Sunday School? If there is humor in that cartoon, - -


To that little boy it wasS -there is something mighty bitter-sweet about it. -
exactly funny. Marw; a little fellow, now grown to be a man, remembers such a --
scene all too well because it happened to h:iJ:n. -


Directed and motivated by the Holy Spirit of God, the Christian wife and 


mother will do almost anything to keep her marriage from going sour and her home - -
from breaking apart. If her husband happens to be a non-Christian, she will lmow -
how to handle the situation. She will adapt hers elf to her husband, so that even 


though he does not obey the Word of God he may be won to God someday without any -
word being spoken, simply by seeing the pure and reverent behavior of his Chris-- - -
tian wife who never ceases to love him deeply in every possible way. This is the 


Christ ian way. Christian wives do not run out on their husbands. They ob"..,. n.?...... 
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by being good wives, not goody-goody, but good wives as their husbands want them 


to be. Every step of the way, however, they make their husbands aware of their 


faith in Christ li.y their own pure and reverent behavior. They practice their faj 


in such a way as to keep the respect as well as the love of their husbands. Thej -
children too observe the faith and love of their mother:" THE FRUIT OF 'IHE SPIBI'l _____ .__ -- ~ 


IS IDVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, KlNDNESS, GOODNESS, FAITHFUUIESS, GENTLENESS, SELF 


CONTROL. There is to be no nagging of the partner in maITiage until he or she ......... --- ---------
f ina 11 y gives in - no needling for acceptance of the faith - no threatening to 


leave if' he or she does not come around. Christians do not deliver ultimatums -
to the Holy Spirit of God by whose power they themselves have been won to faith 


in Christ. They know that the Spirit does His work through the testimony of the -
Word of God, even when it is given without any word being spoken, simply by the -pure and rever,ent behavior of :kkK Christian people • -


Christian people are a forgiven people. That is w4-t; makes them Christian. 


They know they are forgiven by faith in Jesus Christ. Christ died for them, as 


He did for the whole world. Forgiveness does something for a person - it trans-


foms him from the inside out. What happens to a Christian inside you can see 


~ the outside . So·Gwrote to Christian wives: YOUR BEAUTY SHOULD NOT BE 


DEPENDENT UPON AM ELABORATE HAIRDO, OR ON THE WEARING OF JEWELRY OR FINE CI.DTHES, 


BUT ON THE INNER PERSONALITY - THE UNFADlNG IDVELINESS OF A CALM AND GENTLE SPIRI'l 


A THrnG VERY PRECIOUS rn THE SIGHT OF GOD. 


A Christian wife will try to be attractive to her husband. Not that attrac-


tiveness is everything, but appearance is important to a husband. Let no wif'e for -
get that! ••. It is said that American women spend 5 billion dollars every year in 


beauty solons and 2 billion dollars on cosmetics . 7 billion dollars ought to -
produce some results, shouldn't it? In some cases, it doesn't produce anything --but a glossy look. Many a man, I can tell you, would prefer a wif'e with the 


light of faith in her eyes to one whose chief recommendation is that she never -
has a shine on her nose. 


~s - M~ers - how concerned are you to develop that inner beauty of 


spirit 'Which ~ from the Holy Spirit. The unfadine loveliness of a Christi.an 







personality takes some time and effort. It is not just a matter of powder:ing yoi; -
nose . Christian personality has to bud and bloom - that process require culti-


vation. It calls for FAITH JN CHRIST lived out in the glaring light of every dCl\Y -
when you fix breakfast, take the children to school, clean the house, and provide - -
~e to which your husband can return with joy and anticipation after a day's -
work. That's real beauty - the unfading loveliness of a calm and gentle spirit1 -
a thing very precious in the eyes of God. 


You are My witnesses ! said our Lord. Witnessing is not just something a 


Christian seys. Often the best witness is not saying anything at all, but just -
being a Christian right up to the hilt, where it counts the most - right at home! 


When it comes to witnessing to Christ, there is no substitute for a Christian's 


attitude and action. Don't say to yourself, I am not going to church without my 


husband. I don't want to go alone, so I '11 hold out until he is ready to go with 


me . That's no• example. Why should your unbelieving spouse want to become a 


going to church? Where does this Je ave your children? 


Prove to your family that faith is important . It is important to you, and i1 


is important to your family. Come ·~ to church yoursel/e; whether anybody comes witl 


you ar not. Whenever you come, be sure to invite the rest of the family warmly - - --
and courteously to come along with you. Someday, men you least e:xpect it, the 


invitation will be accepted. It won't be accepted if you(€ct hur~ or go ~to 


tantrums . You will not get anywhere by pouting or sulking . The Spirit of God 


makes a person kindly, helpful, and persuastie almost without knowing it. 
~ ·- - -


Be a living demonstration of the living Christ - a living demonstration of -
the Gospel of Christ. You are the best letter of recommendation that Christianity 


could ever have - .!! you are a genuine Christ:i!!f living out your faith right at 


home. It may be that you have been specailly chosen to do for God what nobody -else could do! - To be the instrument of His power, the channel of His glory, the 


bearer of a blessing from Him, who lives in your heart along 'With someone else in -
your home, who also lives in your heart. Amen. 





